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Chooberg cafeteria. Steven Krallis (‘06) purchases a bottle of water from a vending machine in the cafeteria. Throughout the school day, students exercise their freedom to choose, including choosing what they want to eat during their lunch periods. The variety of foods offered in the cafeteria allows each student to meet his own dietary needs.

In her 3-D Art class, Amy Cheung (‘04) meticulously perfects her project. Choosing classes is one of the choices that all students make, formulating their daily schedule. “I’m glad that I took 3-D Art,” said Cheung, “it gives me a break in my schedule filled with heavy academic classes.”

Solemnly, Dan Nagelberg (‘04) salutes the flag. A morning ritual at East, the Pledge of Allegiance reminds students of their patriotic duties. The democratic nature of the United States is reflected in the freedom of choice granted to East students. Students have freedom in expressing their national, as well as school, pride.

Erica Silberstein (‘04) and Lisa Wang (‘04) choose among the plethora of cakes available for purchase. Students use their individual creativity to design the cakes and have free reign as to the design, thus making each cake a unique masterpiece. A fundraiser for the French department, the cakes appeal to many students and each customer can find one to fit his own desires.

4 Student Life
Despite the complicated concepts being explained in class, Lauren Krohn ('05) still finds the chance to sit comfortably. The metal bar that stretches across many East desks provides a convenient resting spot for many students' feet, tired from walking around the school all day. However, one can also choose to sit with both feet on the floor— a product of the gift of freedom.

Working cooperatively to finish a math worksheet, Allen Chiao ('05) and Querida Lindsey ('04) mull over a problem. Even though East does enforce a dress code, students still have the freedom to choose their own attire. Hair color and unique accessories can distinguish the dress of one person from that of another.

Free to be you and me... Despite the seemingly restrictive list of rules and standards to which all students must conform, one can still find hundreds of courses and activities in which to immerse oneself. The Guidance Office is filled each spring with students switching from Physics to Environmental Sciences, from Eastern Humanities to World History. Internally and externally they debate between hundreds of academic courses and electives, taking advantage of East's academic diversity. Even after school, students have the freedom to participate in as many clubs as they can handle, riding the 4:15 late bus almost every day.

Programs and different activities not only bring out the unique qualities of the school but they also help students go above and beyond the regular curriculum. Freedom of the press lives on, as only whim dictates how Eastside and Demogorgon contributors express themselves. When other students disagree with their articles, they are free to give feedback. To spread publicity and show spirit, sports teams and members of the drama department dress up together, but individual flair also abounds in the hallways and classrooms. On the walls are murals created by the Art club, designed from suggestions or from scratch. Cooking from scratch attracts hungry students as delicious smells waft through the air. Strains of music constantly flow from D-wing as students practice and compose.

With the freedom to be you and me, we can be a happy community.

In her science class, Jaclyn Greenstein ('04) concentrates on her multiple-choice test. Despite its common derogatory moniker of "multiple guess," choosing between the different answers often poses a challenging obstacle for students. Teachers also have the difficult task of choosing among the various testing formats, such as short answer, essay, take-home, lab practicals, and of course, multiple-choice.

Focusing intently on her photograph, Melissa Horowitz ('04) wavers among the techniques she can use to modify the print. In Photography, students have the opportunity to learn more about photographic maneuvers while enjoying themselves. "I have the freedom to express myself with the shots I make and develop in class," said Horowitz.
Meandering Down Memory Lane

Contrary to what Zack Morris had us believe, high school does not consist of concocting crazy schemes to avoid tests, organizing ways to exploit the resident nerd to make some extra cash, or sabotaging a college interview to help a friend get into college. Reality is, in fact, much different. However, there are certain events that we have all come to experience throughout our four-year journey. We all remember having to stand up to make an in-class presentation, usually for that one subject that we’re not quite sure we understand. While we’re up there, we stand divided between trying to (1) sound like we know what we’re talking about; (2) avoid looking at that pesky student in the front row who keeps making funny noises; and (3) read the teacher’s facial expressions. There are also those all-too-familiar nights where we stay up working into the wee-hours, when there’s nothing but infomercials for the “Amazing Dice ‘N Chop” on TV. The next day, we invariably fall asleep in that one class where the teacher drones on and on, usually only to be awakened by the sound of the bell at the end of the period. However, we do experience our share of fulfilling times as well. From acing that test that promised to be a doozy, to finishing that book report ahead of time, to finally getting the hang of a very difficult concept, there are many times when we can just sit back and think “Oh yeah, I’m good...”. So, unlike Zack Morris, though we have never destroyed the plumbing system in school in order to avoid a test, we all have occasionally pleaded with the teacher to have it moved back a few days. Then again, Cherry Hill East is a long ways from Bayside High.

Discussing academic coursework, Brett Robbins ('03) learns from Mrs. Small. Students often meet with teachers on a one-to-one basis, whether to seek extra help on a particularly challenging topic or to discuss issues of intellectual interest. Instead of being annoyed by students who seek extra attention, teachers are often pleased to elaborate on their areas of expertise.

Hungry, Sarah Mandes ('04) purchases French fries from the school cafeteria. Many East students will attest to the fact that their favorite food from the cafeteria is the French fries. Whether à la carte or included as part of the meal, French fries are an extremely popular dish.

Jack Reyes ('04), Chris Rivera ('04), and Lindsay Grimes ('04) work together to produce the best images. In all disciplines, students benefit from each other’s comments and criticisms. Though East is often labeled a competitive school, its students have a tendency to help, rather than hurt, their peers.
Animatedly, Michael Duffy ('04), Paul Caracciolo ('04), and Tim Rinehart ('04) discuss physics concepts together. Though academics are often extremely challenging and taxing, students still find the time to relax and laugh together. Often, a light-hearted joke or gesture can brighten the day of students under large amounts of stress.

Enthusiastically, Julie Sobota ('05) turns the sheet music as she plays her handbells in Celebrations. A large portion of East students participate in a variety of after-school activities, including musical groups such as Celebrations. The wide variety of student interests typifies a large school like East.

Lauren Lopilato ('04) puts her head on the table and gets some much-needed rest. At East, the large workload forces many students to sacrifice sleep for good grades. They compensate for this sleep deprivation by snoozing in a few classes.

Confidently, Brandie Sullivan ('07) delivers an oral presentation in front of her classmates. Many students are nervous about speaking in front of their peers, but discover that after repeated public speaking experiences, they become more and more sure of themselves. East incorporates varied types of learning in its curriculum, giving students an opportunity to teach their peers.
A Smorgasbord Of Opportunities

Try finding an empty spot in the East parking lot at nine o’clock on a Wednesday morning. Chances are, you won’t have much luck. Come back at four in the afternoon, a good hour and a half after the last class has ended. Chances are you still won’t find that spot. Surprised? Don’t be.

For many East students, the day starts after the final bell. From playing for one of the more than fifteen different varsity athletics, to matching wits on the Debate team, to even kicking around a beanbag in the Hackey-Sack Club, there is something appealing to every student.

The various activities provide more than just something to do on a given afternoon. They act as a release from the everyday stresses of normal class. After taking three exams in a single day, what can be more relaxing than singing a tune from “Grease” with fifteen of your friends? Or discussing current issues in the Animal Rights Club? Or interviewing a classmate for the newspaper? The point is that no matter what the appealing activity happens to be, it allows students to separate from the mandatory class work and partake in an activity of their choosing.

In addition, East also offers many extra opportunities for seniors, such as the senior-option program. Students leave school early and intern at a variety of different places, depending on their study of interest. From interning at a financial firm to doing research in a medical laboratory, students are able to gain a more hands-on, real-world application to the subjects they have studied in school.

It is those students who make the most of East’s opportunities that truly succeed. In a 1979 speech, Woody Allen said, “It is clear the future holds great opportunities. It also holds pitfalls. The trick will be to avoid the pitfalls, seize the opportunities, and get back home by six o’clock.” Six o’clock? The parking lot will still be full.

During an intense practice session, Kate Malanut ’05 cracks the tennis ball back to her opponent. Requiring talent and dedication, sports teams enable students to compete against others while training them both mentally and physically. Students also use sports as an outlet for pent-up energy.

As one of America’s prospective business leaders, Roshni Joshi ’04 gets hands-on experience in customer service at the school store. There, students can buy necessities like pens and pencils or even frivolous items such as teddy bears and candy bars from their friendly, business-minded peers. “Life is so much more than memorizing equations,” said Joshi, “working at the school store gives me a chance to learn more about the real world.”
section, Steven Kramer ('04) and Melissa Horowitz ('04) prepare their section on the computer. Getting involved in extracurricular activities provides students with a chance to explore non-academic interests. The yearbook offers a work-like environment in which students can hone their organizational and leadership skills.

Animately conversing during their lunch period, Danielle Shindler ('04), Laura Horowitz ('04), Ben Gross ('04), and Paul Boyle ('05) find time to relax in a busy school day. Many students take advantage of free periods such as lunch to catch up with friends and get a break from their hectic lives. Sometimes, those forty-two minutes are the only time in which East students can sit down and not worry about tests, projects, or other concerns.

concentrate on the music during a Wind Ensemble rehearsal. East's elite musicians play a diverse repertoire extending from the arcane to the archaic, learning the characteristics of each musical genre. With Performing Arts, musicians, vocalists, and actors have the opportunity to express their artistic leanings while learning about their respective fields.

Fish in his Vertebrate Anatomy class. In many science classes, lab periods provide students with the opportunity to apply concepts that they have learned from class instruction. Lab periods also familiarize students with laboratory procedures and tools, skills which will prove to be useful in many science careers.

Poring over an Eastside layout, Laura Herron ('05) designs some pages of the next issue of the newspaper. Eastside provides East's journalists with the opportunity to express their own opinions about their school, their local community, and world issues through writing.
"Be civil to all, sociable to many, familiar with few, friend to one, enemy to none."

-Benjamin Franklin
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A Whole New World

Each year, hundreds of freshmen enter the doors of Cherry Hill East, not knowing what to expect. Yet the freshmen learn to adapt quickly to the differences in high school. For instance, Melissa Chiu found that “getting used to the different crowds of friends and the demands of each of my courses proved a challenge at first, but I love high school.” For most people, high school is a refreshing change. Students can meet new people with similar classes and interests. High school classes can also be a rude awakening to some students because Cherry Hill East is well-known that it is difficult. Another freshman, Sara Ryer, comments that “One of the changes I liked most was being able to carry a backpack so I didn’t have to go to my locker as much.” Students take advantage of being able to carry backpacks in the halls. In such a large school, backpacks are very useful to students who only pass by their lockers once a day. Additionally, East seems to hand out exceptionally large textbooks, which are much easier to lug around the building with the convenience of backpacks. Although the Class of 2007 received the ideal place for lockers, right in the middle of East, they still have a long trek to their freshman classes.

As freshmen, they have many older peers that they can ask for advice. Freshman year is the time for decisions. For once in their lives, freshmen can choose their own classes. Everyone has the opportunity to explore his or her own personal interests. Furthermore, in Freshman year, most students are given the first chance to participate in after-school activities other than sports. At East, students can choose from a plethora of clubs which may interest them. By the end of the year, freshmen begin to see East not only as a school but also as a second home.
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Toot Toot, Beep Beep!

Instead of common health topics, such as sex ed. and diseases that students deal with each year, sophomores begin the year with an intense course in driving. After surviving the huge transition from middle school to high school, the new sophomores feel ready to deal with whatever challenges face them. Yet nothing could have prepared them for driver's education. The first semester of sophomore health is devoted to teaching students what to expect on the road. Classes are led by East favorites: Valore, Martin, and Sheppard, who have been providing humorous anecdotes for over thirty years. Students love to attend class because the teachers add an entertaining element to what could have been a long, boring forty-two minutes. By decorating the lecture hall with road signs, the teachers provide a unique learning environment in the class.

However, first and foremost, the teachers emphasize to students the great responsibility that accompanies a driver’s license. They quickly learn that driving is a privilege that cannot be taken lightly. In class, they pay attention so that they will be safe on the road. The class not only teaches valuable information for the written test but also offers tips on smart driving. Yet the state of New Jersey realizes that nothing can replace experience on the road. Driving is the first step towards independence. Unlike other classes, driver’s ed. teaches students valuable life skills that they will use everyday for the rest of their lives. At the end of the semester, each student leaves prepared to pass the written test given by the New Jersey Department of Motor Vehicles. So exactly how effective is East’s driver’s ed program? Just look out at the parking lot packed with student drivers.
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Danielle Lindsey
Jessica Lipton
Amanda Litke
Xinyu Liu
Yi Liu
Jacob Loew
Rebecca Lomas  
Rachel London  
Michael Longo  
Alan Lu  
Jordan Ludwick  
Elizabeth Luk

Josephine Luong  
Krista Lyman  
Matthew Lynch  
Shara Mack  
William Magee  
Julie Maggioncalda

Kate Malamut  
Valerio Malek  
Elisa Mallard  
Ivan Mamuyac  
Nicole Mann  
Neil Manus

Leonard Markidan  
Nicole Mastero  
Sean Matchett  
Zachary Matusow  
Juliane Maxymuk  
Lee Ann Mayo

Brandon McDaniel  
Steven McGuire  
Jamie McMenamin  
Lauren McNally  
Joshua Meliman  
Justin Mendell

Anthony Menta  
Kaitlin Mignella  
Melissa Mijares  
Angela Miller  
Ilana Miller  
Lauren Minches

Armin Mohazzebi  
Eric Morgenstern  
Turquoise Morton  
Theodore Moskalenko  
Brandi Mosko  
Lisa Mothee

Lisa Mullinax  
Jordana Nahum  
Alice Nascimento  
Kwan Ng  
Lauren Noce  
Samantha Nyhart

Juniors '05
'05 Juniors

Chelsea Ockrymiek
Jesse Olian
Zachary Osheroff
Nicole Osich
Carl Overton
Nisarg Padiya

Rajiv Pandya
Andrew Paolini
Moses Park
Louis Parnahay
Akshar Patel
Seema Patel

Seth Pearl
Marlon Peralta
Omar Peraza
Hannah Perlis
Angelina Perryman
Danielle Pestridge

Cory Pettigrew
Alyssa Pezzella
Anthony Pezzella
Erika Pickus
Christopher Pilla
Timothy Plimpton

John Polites
Sarah Powell
Jessica Pressel
Jonathan Pressman
Timothy Pursell
Shyam Raja

Carly Rasner
Avali Raval
Lawrence Raya
Michael Reichenberg
Meghan Reilly
Mark Ressa

Abegail Reyes
Anne Richter
Gillian Richterman
Randi Richterman
Mariel Rissmiller
Aaron Rivkin

Brett Robbins
Nicholas Roberto
Lauren Roberts
Matthew Romen
Julie Romm
Adam Rosen
Tamara Rosen
Jordan Rosenberg
Jordan Rosenblatt
Jessica Rosenblum
Jillian Rosenfeld
Michael Rosenfeld

Michael Rosengard
Jason Rosner
Tovah Ross
Carly Rubin
Alex Ruderman
Michael Ruehle

Terrance Russell
Jeffrey Sacks
Adam Sagut
Sandy Salcedo
Valerie Sanchirico
Jessica Sanders

April Sauers
Amy Schenkel
Samantha Schlaifer
Rachel Schneider
Jason Schum
Steven Scott

Meghan Scully
Richard Seeger
Zachary Seidman
Ashley Seigfried
Lindsay Shaffer
Todd Sharofsky

Michael Sharp
Amber Shernoff
Pareen Sheth
Rahim Shiver
Matan Shmuel
Joshua Sigman

Brad Silnitzer
Benjamin Silverman
Daniella Sinal
Leah Sinal
Ashley Singer
Joshua Sirulinik

Kevin Smith
Britta Snyder
Elijah Snyder-Vidmar
Hyo Sub So
Julie Sobota
Nammoon Soh
Juniors

Justin Sokoloff
Scott Soltoff
Suyaa Somalya
Joshua Sonstein
Michael Southwick
Colin Spence

Ryan Spera
Michelle Spevak
Ashley Spigelman
Marcus Spikol
Gina Spillane
Le Anne Spino

Aimee Stahl
Tara Stallfort
Jenna Stark
Jessica Starkman
Jason Starn
Monica Stears

Monique Stears
Danielle Stein
Toby Steinberg
Walter Steinle
Sean Stewart
Louis Stomel

Lindsey Stone
Michael Strug
Rebecca Stuessy
Frederick Su
Neila Surenthiran
Kyle Swanson

Jared Swartz
Neil Svedlow
Ju Tan
Michael Tang
Ray Tang
Tiantian Tang

Donna Tavakolian
Samantha Teibel
Abigail Teller
Alyssa Thomas
James Thomas
James To

Christina Tortu
Gregory Travaglio
Margaret Tremble
Desiree Tubello
David Tzeng
Dana Urso
Alesandro Valentine
Alexander Volchonok
James Vuong
Jameson Waldron
Dennis Walter
Dana Wander

Samantha Weicker
Matthew Weinraub
Robyn Weiss
Cehara Wellington
Daniel Wen
Megan Wesley

Kurt Wessner
Troy Whiting
Gregory Whittington
Christopher Williams
La Toya Wilmore
Joseph Wilson

Alexander Winkler
Debra Winter
Tik Kei Wong
David Woo
Gi Woo
Karen Woodrow

Timothy Woods
Ilana Worrell
Robert Worthington
Gerald Wu
Justine Wu
Lindsay Xenakis

Kelvin Yang
Sarah Yergler
Brian Young
Alison Zaontz
Christina Zayas
Lisa Zhu

Jane Zucker
"I never think of the future - it comes soon enough."

-ALBERT EINSTEIN

GRADUATES
2004
CLASS OF 2004

TELEGRAM FROM TERRANOVA

Dear Members of the Class of 2004,

Our time together is approaching its final stages. During the months and years that followed our first meeting, in August of 2000, we have shared many memorable events. Some were joyful and others were tragic. Each one helped us come together as a class. We supported one another and we learned from one another.

As your assistant principal I have learned from you and I know that you have grown and developed as well. I hope I have contributed to that process.

Each of you has a unique contribution to make to this world. Remember to do whatever you choose to do with all your energy and to the best of your ability. Do your job. Respect yourself. Respect others. Act responsibly.

May the Lord bless you and keep you. May his face shine upon you and be gracious to you.

May he give you peace!

Mr. Terranova

CORRESPONDENCE FROM THE CLASS PRESIDENT

Dear Class of 2004,

With our high school graduation, the final stage of our metamorphosis from juvenile caterpillars into mature butterflies commences. Once we grow our wings, we will fly off in a thousand directions, free of the protective cocoon in which our friends, parents, and teachers have sheltered us in for so long. That concept is equally tantalizing and terrifying to many of us, who wish to fly solo but do not know our final destination.

The solution? Following our bliss.

The best way to see through the haze of the future is to let our passion be our pilot. We must discover what makes us happy and then pursue that relentlessly. With the one opportunity we have to live this life right, we should make every effort to ensure we live well and we live happily.

If that means changing a major, change it! If that means transferring colleges, transfer! To live a life free of regret, we must exercise our heart’s will and not let anything get in the way. So ‘Think High, Vote...’ nah, just get ready to spread your wings.

Thank you so much for the opportunities you have given me and may everyone find happiness in the future.

Sincerely,

Brendan Lowe
Class of 2004 President

Bottom Row: Drew Cohen (Vice President), Ms. Kelly (Advisor), Alex LaGrossa (Vice President)
Top Row: Paul Bressler (Vice President), Brenden Lowe (President)
1 1984-1987 - Birth of the Class of 2004

2 1980s - Widespread knowledge of the AIDS virus causes panic

3 July 1984 - Geraldine Ferraro becomes the first woman Vice President candidate

4 July 1985 - Titanic wreckage is found and is filmed by a robotic camera

5 1985 - Extra second is added to the calendar year

6 January 28, 1986 - Challenger space shuttle explodes

7 February 1986 - Halley's Comet returns

8 April 26, 1986 - Chernobyl Nuclear Disaster in USSR

9 November & December 1986 - Iran Contra Scandal is revealed

10 October 19, 1987 - Stock market's dropping 22% causes panic on Black Monday
STAIRWAY TO GRADUATION
2000-2004

Junior Prom - May 2003
War in Iraq begins - March 2003
Seniors start Junior year - September 2002
of high school & panic ensues over pending
SATs
Belt Way Snipers in Virginia - October 2002
cause panic
East awarded Blue Ribbon Award - June 2002
Seniors learn to drive in Driver's Ed & get - September 2001 - January 2002
their permits

War in Afghanistan - November 2001
begins & Anthrax scare causes panic
Terrorist attacks on - September 11, 2001
New York and Washington, D.C. & War
on Terrorism commences
Seniors start Sophomore - September 2001
year of high school
Construction is done on the school & - 2000-2001
security cameras are installed
Bush/Gore Presidential - November & December 2000
Election Controversy
Seniors start Freshman year of high school - September 2000
Graduation - June 16, 2004
Senior Prom - June 2004
Seniors go on Senior Trip to - March 2004
Disney World
College applications cause stress - End of 2003
amongst Seniors
Seniors start Senior year of high school - September 2003
Blackout in New York and parts of New England - August 2003
Martin Abag
615 Barby Lane

Gamal O. Abiona
1025 Rymill Run
"Only got one life to live, notice there is no sequel, so I truly got to live life like it is my last movie." Gamal "Sepeh G" Abiona. ACTIVITIES: Basketball (1,2,3,4), Football (1,3,4), Track (2,4), SGA (2,3,4), DECA (3,4), New Jersey Boy's State (3), African-American Club (4)

Nicholas J. Acciani
111 West Riding Road
"Where are we going?" Pippin, Lord of the Rings. ACTIVITIES: Marching Band (1,2,3,4), Spring Musical (1,2,3,4), Full Shows (2,3,4), One Act (2,3,4), Lab Band (1,2,3,4), Mock Trial (1), Art Club (1,2,3), Swim Team (1), Brass Ensemble (3), East Singers (6), Symphonic Band (1,2,4), Wind Ensemble (5), Haunted House (1-2,4), Thespian Society (1,4-5,7,9,10,12,14), Vice President (3,4,7,9,10,12,14)

Jamison C. Acosta
1628 South Bowling Green Drive
"In three words I can sum up everything I've learned about life. It goes on." Robert Frost. ACTIVITIES: Eastcast (1,2,3,4-Vice President), Morning Announcements (2,3,4), Soup Kitchen (2,3,4-Publicity Manager), JSA (2,3,4-Publicity Manager)

Lawrence B. Adler
607 Heartwood Road
"Though I know I'll never lose affection for people and things that went before, I know I'll often stop and think about them." John Lennon. ACTIVITIES: JCC (1,2,3,4-President), SGA (1,2,3,4)

Miriam E. Agisim
1088 Redwill Pass
"It's something unpredictable but in the end it's right, I hope you had the time of your life." Great Day. ACTIVITIES: Varsity and Competition Cheerleading (2,3,4), ICC (1,2,3,4), FOP (2,3,4), Blood Drive (1,2,3,4), French Club (1,2,3,4), RAK (1,2,3,4), Club Leader (4)

Michael Ahn
9 Artisan Way

Jake Alexander
1 Blacksmith Lane
"What a long strange trip it's been" ACTIVITIES: Yellow Ribbon, TOPS, Varsity Basketball, Varsity Football

Before: 1994
Bottom Row: Robert Ing, Troy Sattin, Scott Bromberg, Jonathan Deiches, Chaq Ramos
Middle Row: Daniel Ehrman, Alene Papaik, Devon Ash, Colleen Dally, Rachel Laskin, Lauren Silverman, Meredith Karpf, Elon Habermas
Top Row: Lauren Carr, Samantha Herson, Joshua Spechler, Matthias Keller, Suzanne Schulte, Scott Oberlander, Andrew Skobor, Mattia Goldstein

Christian Allen
114 Phalar Avenue
"Life's greatest paradox. The more you give, the more you shall receive."
Michael Antonelli
8 Stonebridge Road

Kristen Apgar
214 Lamp Post Lane

Chad Armstrong
403 Viking Lane
"We're never bored because we're never boring"

Devon Ash
1208 Seagull Lane

Ryan Ash
1208 Seagull Lane

Paul Aslanian
1124 Buttonwood Drive
"The world is yours"

Lee Baker
15 Dunbarton Road
ACTIVITIES: RICS (2,3), Programming Team (3,4)

Erin Baxter
1004 Heartwood Drive

Erin Bazin
8 Fairhaven Court
"The greatest thing you'll ever learn is just to love, and be loved in return." Moulin Rouge
ACTIVITIES: Dance Club (1), Blood Drive (3), DECA (3,4), Cum Laude Society (6)

Jaclyn Bennett
16 Country Walk

After: 2004
Bottom Row: Meredith Kampf, Lauren Carr, Matthew Goldstein, Rachel Laskin, Colleen Duffy, Andrew Skebaac, Robert Ing
Top Row: Ame Papish, Mike Brown, Scott Oberlander, Jon Dahles, Troy Sutton, Matt Keller
Katie Beran
44 Downing Street
"Things can go bad and make you want to run away, but as we grow older, the horizon begins to fade away."
-Jack Johnson
"When life hands you a lemon, say 'Oh, yes, I like lemons. What else you got?'

Brittany Berenato
8 Bayberry Court

Max Bergen
417 South Crawford Road
"Dreams are the touchstone of our character."
-Henry David Thoreau

Daniel Berkowitz
305 Hadleigh Drive

Rebecca Berman
9 En Provence
"Just when the caterpillar thought the world was over, it became a butterfly."
ACTIVITIES: Varsity and Competition Cheerleading (2, 3)

Sadé A. Bishop
1626 Abbey Road
"A friend walks in when everyone else walks out."
Anonymous
ACTIVITIES: African American Culture Club (1-Freshman Rep, 2-Vice President, 3-President), East Coast (3, 4), French Club (3, 4), Soup Kitchen (3, 4), Sign Language Club (4)

Veronica Ruth Bitgwe
8 Forrest Hall Drive
"Don't look at the past if it were the last time you lived, instead look at the present where you have the opportunity to fill it all up against the best way you want it, the right way you need to."
ACTIVITIES: FCC (1, 2, 3-President), 4-Secretary), ACS (1, 2, 3, 4), VCE (3), Soup Kitchen (3), FHA (1), Vocal Workshop (3), Chamber Choir (3, 4), Concert Choir (3, 4)

Andrew Bleaken
1741 Lack Lane
"The brothers keep the family together."
ACTIVITIES: Marching Band (1, 2, 3, 4), Mime Company (1, 2, 3, 4), Basketball (1), Wind Ensemble (1), Wood Ensemble (2, 3, 4), Orchestra (1, 2, 4), Vocal Workshop (3), Concert Choir (2, 3, 4), Chorus (1, 2, 3), Haunted House (2, 3, 4), Lab Band (1), PTA (1, 2, 3, 4)

Before: 1994
Bottom Row: Jaclyn Greenstein, Samantha Richter, Cory Liekewitz, Alex Busch, Danielle Klausman, Dan Berkowitz
Middle Row: Matthew Rush, Eroch Hiehl, Steven Weitzman, Kathryn Conrath, Brian Fishman, Brittany Cohen, Rebecca Goldenthal, Matthew Schutt
Top Row: Abigail Litchko, Lisa Sternberg, Alex Cameron, Amy Cheung, Chad Armstrong, David Zaires

Katharine M. Bluhm
206 Reusek Road
"Destiny is not a matter of chance, but of choice, not something to wish for, but to attain."
-William Jennings Bryan
ACTIVITIES: Blood Drive (3, 4), DECA (3, 4), Key Club (2, 3-Vice President, 4-Vice President)

Simona Bocciuto
305 Garwood Place
Before: 1994

Bottom Row: Matan Mintz, Jordan Eggles, Natalie Cabrey, Rebecca Sobol, Andrew Rovinsky, Stephanie Singh
Middle Row: Michael Duffy, Rebecca Cohen, Shira Rubin, Rose Ann DeChristopher, Freddy Wang, Jason Wall, Kelly Scanlon, Jodi Eister
Top Row: Adam Cohen, Daniel Deesler, Brooke Rothman, Daniel Getzoff, Jaclyn Bonnet

Michael Brown
533 Heartwood Drive
ACTIVITIES: Tennis (1,2,3-Captain,4-Captain)

Barbara A. Bubel
112 Kenwood Drive
"I believe in God like I believe in the sunrise. Not because I can see it, but because I can see all that it touches." - C.S. Lewis

Deanna Burch
1526 Mernebrook Court
"The artist is nothing without the gift, but the gift is nothing without work." - Emil Zola
ACTIVITIES: Marching Band (1,2,3,4), Irish Club (2,3), Soup Kitchen (1,2), Freshmen Wind Ensemble (1), Symphonic Band (2,3), Lab Band (1,2), Photo Club (4)

Alexandra N. Busch
405 Chanticleer
"When you were born, you were crying and everyone around you was smiling. Live your life so that when you die, you're the one who is smiling and everyone around you is crying." - ACTIVITIES: Operation Smile (Chairman 2002-2003), Yellow Ribbon (1,2,3,4), Dance Team (2,3), Spirit Week Dance (2,4)

Matthew Bush
1020 Annapolis Lane

Christina Cacchio
212 North Brookfield Road

Alexander Cameron
1762 Larkspur Road
"Those who do not hear the music think the dancers are mad." - African Proverb
ACTIVITIES: Golf (1,2,3,4), Basketball (1,2), JSA (3,4), Eastside (1,2,3,4), Friends of the Environment (3,4), TGAP (3,4)

Devin Canfield
1001 North Kings Highway

Sheri L. Caprio
17 Brondesbury Drive
"When I think back to all the stupid stuff we've done, I realized that I wouldn't want to be stupid with anyone else." - ACTIVITIES: DECA (2,3-Nationals), Lacrosse (1), Blood Drive (3,4), Powder Puff (3,4), Spirit Week (3,4), Character Education (4)

Paul M. Caracciolo
157 Lucerne Boulevard
"The yearbook is a memorable record." - Bobby Yearbook
Lauren Carr
929 Francisco Drive
"The meaning of life is to give life meaning." ACTIVITIES: Licensee (1), FOP (1,2,3,4), Blood Drive (2,9)

Clark Carter
112 Ashland Avenue
"Be a leader not a follower. You can’t live your life following someone else’s dreams. Life may give you extreme obstacles, but you shall surmount them all, and if you step and fall get back up and stand tall. Eliminate the hates because the ill hate, and live your life to impress no one but yourself. Hello!"

Rebecca Sobel, Natalie Gabry, Daniel Dessler, Martin Mertz, Michael Duffy, Freddy Wang, Kelly Scanlon

After: 2004

Michael Carter
112 Ashland Avenue
"Never worry about what others may say or may think about you. Who cares what they think or say, because when you go home and look in the mirror, the only one who has to deal with that person staring back is you. But who you are, doesn’t change for no one."

Diane C. Casey
212 Old Orchard Road
"The glory of friendship is not the constructed bond, nor the kindly smile, nor the joy of companionship, it’s the spiritual inspiration that comes to one when he discovers that someone else believes in him and is willing to trust him with his friendship."
Ralph Waldo Emerson
ACTIVITIES: Embalmer (2-3 Business Manager & Managing Editor), FOP (2-3), Table Decorations Chairperson, Owls Chapter President, Track (2-3,4), Powder Puff Football (3)

Samuel Catrambone
112 Hilltop Court

5 Gwen Court

Joshua Chack

Donald Chambers
4 Thoreau Court

Andrew A. Chan
2196 North Rodwood Park Drive
"Far better it is to dare mighty things, to win glorious triumphs, even though checked by failure...it is better to fail in a grand scheme than to succeed in a petty one."
Theodore Roosevelt
ACTIVITIES: CCO (2,3,4 Vice President), ACS (1,2,3,4), Soph Kitchen (2,3), Cheer Team (1,2,3)

Anny Chan
9 Greenview Way
"No matter how bright the light there will always be a hint of darkness. No matter how dark the night there will always be a candle somewhere."

Jacqueline Chang
17 College Lane
"Happiness doesn’t depend on how much you have to enjoy but how much you enjoy what you have."
ACTIVITIES: Cam Lauds Society (1-4), DECA (1-2,4), Business Academy (3-4), Tennis (1,2,3,4), Orchestra (1,2,3,4), Blood Drive (2,3,4), FOP (1,2,3,4), DPE (1,2,3,4), ACS (1,2,3,4), CCC (1,2,3,4)
Before: 1994

Bottom Row: Holly Moudler, Sam Caramanica, John Pessoa, Shana Herman, Babita Khillan, Alyxson Enright
Middle Row: Mike Marasco, Dan Kober, Ezra Kwak
Top Row: Marc Geller, Katie Beran, Paul Rhim, Arany Chan

Richard L. Chang

"Composers shouldn't think too much - it interferes with their plagiarizm." - Howard Dean
ACTIVITIES: Yearbook (1, 4), Academic Editor, POP (3), Orchestra (1, 2, 3, 4: Concertmaster), FSA (3), Publicity Officer, CCC (1, 2, 3, 4: Volleyball)

Yu-Pei Chang

"There's nothing we can hold onto in this world, only by letting go can we truly possess everything." - ACTIVITIES: CCDC (1, 2, 3: Vice President), 4: President), POP (1, 2, 3, 4), Craft Club (1, 2, 3, 4), CCC (1, 2, 3, 4), FSA (1, 2, 4), Anime Society (2, 4), Blood Drive (1, 3, 4), Charleston (1, 3, 4), Animal Rights Club (1, 3)

Ronit Chaudhuri

1762 Garden Drive
"Life is a snowmobile racing across the tundra and then suddenly it flips over, pinning you underneath. At either the ice Arrests come." - Matt Groening
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4), Spring Outdoor Track (2, 3, 4: Captain), Winter Indoor Track (2, 3, 4), FSA (1, 2, 3), German Club (1, 2), Battle of the Bands (3, 4), JCS (1)

Ivan Chen

11 Kate Court

John Chen

303 South Woodstock Drive

Karly Chesin

35 Fairhaven Drive
"Life's your make the best out of the worst, while having no regrets that you truly live, learn, and get on with it." - ACTIVITIES: Competition Driver (2, 3), Fastid (2, 3: Business Assistant), 4: Business Manager, Yellow Ribbon (3, 4), Football Manager (1), Blood Drive (1, 2, 3), Operation Smile (1, 2, 3), DECA (1, 4)

Amy E. Cheung

2021 Queen Anne Road
"If you happen to find my way, please return it, as it was lost years ago..." - Whether Man, "The Phantom Tollbooth"
ACTIVITIES: Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), ABC (2, 3, 4), Eastern (2, 3, 4), Cum Laude Society (3, 4)

Andrew Chi

926 Crospell Road

Kirby Chin

10 Westbury Drive

Christine Choi

61 Lafayette Lane
Charlotte Chong
59 Spirit Martie Lane

"If ever you're looking for my heart's desire, I won't look any further than my own backyard. Because if it isn't there, I never really know it to begin with." - Dorothy Gale

ACTIVITIES: Wind Ensemble (3-4), East Singers (3-4), Beers of East (3-4, Officers). Celebrations (3, PV Choir). All South Jersey Symphony Road (2). Yearbook (2,3,4-Performing Arts co-editor).

Jacquelyn R. Chong

"You live for others, you change yourself and you change yours too. Things they change, I've lost track. What am I to do? I will stay true to myself. I will stay true to myself!" - The Miserable

ACTIVITIES: Swim Team

Stephen Chorney
25 Manor Road Drive

"Ah, but I was so much older then. I'm younger than that now." - Bob Dylan

ACTIVITIES: Ice Hockey (1, 2, 4), Golf (1, 2), East Cast (2, 3). Blood Drive (3, 4)

Christine Chung
403 Garwood Drive

Daniel Chung
111 Wilson Road

"There can be no triumph without loss. No victory without suffering. No freedom without sacrifice." - The Return of the King

ACTIVITIES: Volleyball (1, 2, 3, 4-Captain), Basketball (3), East Singers (3, 4, 4-Captain), Casual Harmony (3, 4), POP (2, 3, 4) Bio B Team (3), KCC (1, 2, 3, 4), All-State Choir (4).

Yeon Chung
1718 Berlin Road

Harry Cochran
23 Hilltop Drive

Adam B. Cohen
1016 Old Lane

"One good thing about music, when it hits you, you feel no pain." - Bob Marley

Andrew Cohen
630 Highland Avenue

Brittany Cohen
504 Queen Anne Road

"When I grow up, I want to be an actress, that way I never have to grow up." - Anonymous

ACTIVITIES: SGA (3-Presidnet, 2-3), Fall/Spring Shows (1, 2, 3, 4), One Act (2), Thorpean Society (2, 3, 4-Officers), Bells (2, 3, 4-Officers), Operation Smile (1-Presidnet, 2-Presidnet, 3-Presidnet, 4-Presidnet)

After: 2004

Bottom Row: Alexy Chan, Michael Marasco, Marc Gelber, Paul Ritotta, Euna Kwak
Top Row: Daniel Robert, Veronica Bitour, Katie Beave, Shara Herman, Rahini Khillian, Holly Moeller

Graduates: 67
Drew Cohen
904 Society Hill
"Even if you are on the right track, you'll run over if you just sit there." —Will Rogers
ACTIVITIES: SGA (1,2,3,4-Vice President/2-Vice President), Equestrian (1,2,3,4-Section Editor/4-Editor in Chief), FOP (1,2,3,4), Blood Drive (1,2,3,4), Basketball (1)

Gregory Cohen
1341 Baskey Fall Drive
"Max your causes away (lap clap), worries for another day, let the music play (lap clap), down at fraggle rock." —ACTIVITIES: Baseball, RAK, FOP, ICC

Jessica Cohen
511 Pine Drive Avenue
"I do not regret the things I've done, but those I did not do." —Empire Records
ACTIVITIES: Lacrosse (1,2,3,4), SGA (2,3,4), Winter Track (1,2,3,4), Cum Laude (3,4)

Rebecca Cohen
1811 Pine Drive Avenue

Bryan Cole
120 East Partridge Lane

Caroline Conrad
28 East Riding Drive

Christina A. Contrafatto
151 Westman Drive
"If you have only one smile in you, give it to the people you love. Don't be sold out at home, then go out in the street and start grinning. "Good morning" at total strangers."
ACTIVITIES: Band (1,2,3,4), Varsity Tennis (1,2,3,4-Co-Captain)

Kathryn Cornforth
12 Lafayette Lane
"The saddest thing in life is wasted talent, and the choices that you make will shape your life forever."
ACTIVITIES: Lacrosse (1,2,3,4), Powder Puff Football (3,4)

Before: 1994

Nicole D. Corse
9 Sandringham Road
"Without stop signs, we would never stop. Or maybe we would, but it wouldn't be as enjoyable." —Gregory Gaglardi
ACTIVITIES: Spring Musical (1,2,3,4), Fall Show (2,4), One Acts (3,4), East Singers (3,4), Thespians Society (4)

Amanda E. Cucinotti
1009 Pinebrook Road
"If you dream big enough, it will become reality."
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1,2,3,4-Captain), Swimming (1,2,3,4), Lacrosse (1,2,3,4), Italian American Club (1,2,3,4), FOP (1,2,3,4), Blood Drive (1,2,3,4)
Meredith L. D’Erasmo
205 Society Hill
“Always be yourself because those who mind don’t matter, and those who matter don’t mind.” ACTIVITIES: FCAP (2), Co-Manager of Softball Manager (1,2), Soap Kitchen (2), RA (2,3), Blood Drive (3,4)

Mufaddal Q. Dahodwala
122 Warner Drive
“If there be a will be it; if I cannot be an apple, because a maid-be it in me and who is mocking for a star. I’d rather be a has-been than a might-have-been, my fair; for a might-have-been has never been, but a has was once in an apple.” Milton Berle ACTIVITIES: FFA (2), President (2,3,4), President (2,3,4, President), Mock Trial (2,3,4), Debate (2), Cam Laude Society (2), Vice-President, ICS (2,3,4), Editor (1,3)

Huy Dang
312 Royal Oak Avenue

Robert Davidow
119 Partner Road
“Sometimes, girl, I don’t know when we’re gonna get to that place where we really want to go and we’ll walk in the sun, but till then, traps like us baby we were born to run.” Bruce Springsteen ACTIVITIES: Baseball (2,3,4), Powder Puff (2,3,4), Football (2), Dances (2,3,4)

George H. Davis, V
2 Cricket Lane
“It’s something unpredictable but in the end it’s right. I hope you’ve had the time of your life.” -Green Day ACTIVITIES: Soccer (2,3,4), Volleyball (2,3,4), SGA (2,3,4)

Laura Davis
112 Old Orchard Road
“There’s a point in your life when you realize who really matters, who never did, and who is as well.” ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading (2,3,4), Captain (2,3,4), Softball (2), Powder Puff (2)

Rose Ann T. DeChristopher
47 Bendwood Drive
“Our lives have many stories, countless memories remain... to touch us once again with joy, and tenderness and pain. And still we look ahead with hope, for in the years unfolding, there is no limit to the dreams a woman’s heart can hold.” -Hallmark ACTIVITIES: Soccer (2,3,4), SADD (2,3,4)

Christopher DeVirgilis
1808 The Woods Road
“Life is one big road with lots of signs. So when you’re riding thru the rug. Don’t complicate your mind. Feel free from hate, mischief and jealousy. Don’t bury your thoughts. Put your vision to reality. Yeah” -Bob Marley ACTIVITIES: Soccer (2,3,4)

Jonathan Deiches
320 Hadocks Drive
"Be excellent to each other...party on dudes." -Bill and Ted ACTIVITIES: FCAP, Soccer, Blood Drive

Brian J. DiBartolomeo
214 Old Orchard Road
"The party don’t start until I walk in." -Jermaine Dupri ACTIVITIES: Basketball (1,2,3,4), Baseball (1), Track and Field (2,3,4), Ellaw American Club (1,2,3,4)
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DanaMarie E. DiBruno
18 Sycamore Road
What is the size of the dog in the fight, but the size of the fight in the dog.
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4-captain), SGA (1, 2), Lacrosse (1, 2), Track (2, 4), Spanish Club (2, 3, 4, VIP President), Powder Puff (3, 4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), German Club (2, 3, 4).

Jennifer DiCesare
28 Roland Court
"Once in a while you get shown the light in the strangest of places if you look at it right."

Caitlin DiPonziano
40 Southwood Drive

Zachary DiSantis
203 Brompton Drive

Danielle M. Dittrich
59 Southwood Drive
What lies behind us and what lies ahead of us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us.
ACTIVITIES: Honor Society (3, 4), FSA (2, 3, 4), Competition Cheerleading (2, 3, 4).

Amy Dobner
36 1st Avenue
No rain-No Rainbows.
ACTIVITIES: Lab Theater (2, 3), Fall Show (2, 3, 4), Spring Musical (2, 3, 4), One Acts (3), Thespian Society (4), Haunted House (3, 4).

Kathleen Doran
118 Kirigatave Avenue

Jamie M. Dorfman
18 West Brook Drive
"Every new beginning comes from some other beginning's end." Semiotics ACTIVITIES: Girl's Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4-captain), Yellow Ribbon (3, 4), Blood Drive (3, 4), Powder Puff (3, 4), SGA (1, 2), Habitat for Humanity (3, 4), FOP (1, 2).

Adam Drelich
25 Imperial Drive

Daniel Dressler
1757 Independence Lane
"I feel no curiosity. I see the path ahead of me. In a minute I'll be free."
ACTIVITIES: Men's Swimming (2, 3, 4), Men's Tennis (2, 3, 4).

Before: 1994
Bottom Row: Charlotte Neigelberg, Paul Alimont
Second Row: Max Berger, Lauren Rosen
Third Row: Heather Brand, Will Gilmore, Emily Man, Danielle Dittrich
Fourth Row: Patrick Ha, Eric Stein, Dan Herro
Top Row: Jennifer Meyers, Evan Gleiter, Benjamin Kipnis, Jared Sedaoca
Amy Drinkwater
4 Signal Hill Road
"Go confidently in the direction of your dreams. Live the life you have imagined." -Henry David Thoreau

Colleen E. Duffey
1233 Cardinal Lake Drive
"We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, therefore, is not an act, but a habit." -Aristotle
ACTIVITIES: Stage Crew (3rd Scenic Artist), Thespian Society (3rd Scenic Artist), 3rd Scenic Artist, Chorister (2nd, 3rd, 4th, Secretary)

After: 2004
Jennifer Meyers, Pat Ho, Heather Brand, Eric Stein, Emily Massar

Michael Duffy
101 Chalmer Circle

Christine Duncombe
1405 Philmore Avenue

Jaclyn Eckel
1724 Burns Mill Road

Jordan A. Eggles
1255 Capwell Road
"Time, Don't let it slip away, Raise your drinking glass, Here's to yesterday" - Aerosmith
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1), Blood Drive (3), Italian-American Club (2nd, 3rd, 4th)

Eman Ehmedi
16 Vinerra Court

Danni Eisner
1044 Owl Lane

Jodi Eisner
1044 Owl Lane

Madeleine Elkan
123 Renaissance Drive
"The best thing you've ever done for me is to help me take my life less seriously, it's only life after all." -Judd Apatow
Girls
Baily Enright
634 Guilford Road

Elyse J. Ettin

Jaclyn E. Feigenbaum
12 Danny Drive

Corey Feldman
122 Apley Drive

Amandalee Feudo
21 South Birchwood Park Drive

Molly Emma Finkelstein
213 Washington Drive

Brian Fishman
501 Country Club Drive

Sari B. Fleischman
5 College Court

"How many cares one loses when one decides not to be something but to be someone." -Coco Chanel

Before: 1994
Bottom Row: Joan Olsen, Charlotte Cheung, Ryan Mohammed
Second Row: Aditi Shah, Rachel Nelson
Third Row: Thomas Horan, Chris Kellis, Rachel Tanen, Laura Gladney
Fourth Row: Richard Chang, Patrick Rios, Courtney Hummel, Elizabeth Seleson
Top Row: Miranda Sweeney, Daniel Wu, Michael Long, Scott Frank, Brian Clarratt

Samantha E. Emdur
500 Essex Road
"Don't cry because it's over; smile because it happened."
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1,2), Softball (2,3,4), Swimming (1,2, manager/3,4), Diving (1,2, manager/3,4), Powder Puff (3,4), Sign Language Club (4-President), Yellow Ribbon Club (1,2,3,4), A.R.C. (3,4), Theater (1), F.O.P. (2,3,4), J.C.C. (2,3,4)

Alyson Enright
641 Guilford Road

"Everyone there's a big world out there. It's bigger than high school. It won't matter if you are the prom queen, the quarterback of the football team, or even the biggest nerd in school. All that stuff is gone. If you are just going to be yourself, you'll be happy."
ACTIVITIES: Key Club International (Co-President), Eastside 3 Business Manager, 4th Opinion Editor, DECA

"Waited for the time when I could finally say: this has all been wonderfulful, but now I'm on my way."
ACTIVITIES: Football (1,2,3,4), Baseball (1,2), Environmental Club (3,4), Drama (3), Car Club (3), Founding President (3), Human/3,4, FOP (2,3,4), Parent/3,4, Science Workshop (1), Haunted House (1,2,4)
Alan S. Flitter
105 Morningdale Drive
"All our dreams can come true, if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney
ACTIVITIES: DECA (2, 3, 4), POP (2, 3)

Diamond Flores
12 Perot Avenue
"I hate quotations. Tell me what you know." -Ralph Waldo Emerson
ACTIVITIES: RAK (1), African American Culture Club (3, 4), POP (2, 3, 4), Shine (3), Soup Kitchen (4), Winter Track (3, 4), Spring Track (2, 3, 4), ICS (4)

After: 2004
Bottom Row: Paul Caracciolo, Daniel Wu, Richard Chang, Adi Samuel
Top Row: Rachel Tannen, Charlotte Chong, Laura Gladney

Alicia Ruth Fonseca
235 Drake Road
"Be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind don't matter and those who matter don't mind." -Dr. Seuss
ACTIVITIES: Anime Society (2, 3, 4), Powder-puff Football (3, 4)

Alexandra Fox
154 Renaissance Drive
"Sometimes it seems we'll touch that dream but things come slow and not at all. Let's lose our rhythm 'cause we can't fall because everything is everything." ACTIVITIES: Lifesaver (2, 3, 4), Lacrosse (1, 2), Powder-puff (2, 3, 4), Yellow Ribbon Club (2, 3, 4), RAK (2, 3, 4)

Marissa Leigh Fox
157 North Mansfield Boulevard
"HIDE UNDERWATER OR ANYWHERE SO UNDISCOVERED YOU FEEL THE JERK OF PLEASURE WHEN AN IDEA COMES" -Jenny Holzer
ACTIVITIES: Demodegco (1, 2, 3, 4-Editor), Thebanian Society (2, 3, 4-Vice President), GSA (1, 2, 3, 4), Theater (1, 2, 3, 4)

John Fraley
9 West High Ridge Road

Scott Frank
1415 Starling Lane

Chelsea Frankel
120 Lacrosse Boulevard
"When I look back at all the stuff I learned in high school, it's a wonder I can think at all" ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading, Football, Basketball, and Competition (1-2, Captain)

Amy M. Freedman
61 Hartwell Drive
"The truth is that often we are so focused on what we are doing that we lose sight of where we are going." ACTIVITIES: Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), Operation Smile (2, 3, 4), Boys Basketball Manager (3, 4), DECA (3, 4)

David B. Friedman
44 Southwood Drive
"Never put off until tomorrow what can be done the day after tomorrow." -Mark Twain
ACTIVITIES: Eastside (2, 3, 4-Editor, Chairperson), Golf (2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), POP (3, 4), Yellow Ribbon (3, 4), Battle of the Bands (3-Chairperson)
Before: 1994

David Friedrich
1205 Liberty Bell Drive

Samantha L. Furner
1602 South Brevling Green Drive
"These friends I love I will always treasure the gift that they gave to me, the gift of happiness and joy and to chance to truly be me." - Unknown
ACTIVITIES: ARC (1,2,4), Cheerleading (1,2,4), Dance Team (2)

Natalie Gabay
1321 Heartwood Drive
"It’s not the destination, it’s the journey.” - Anonymous
ACTIVITIES: Soup Kitchen (2,3,4-Officer), Spring Blood Drive (2,3,4), Fall Blood Drive (2,3,4), DECA (2,3,4), JCC (3,4), Winter Track (2,3,4), Spring Track (2,3,4), Powder Puff (3,4), SHINE (3,4), R.A.K. (4)

Danielle Gabbay
442 Browning Lane
“My darling girl when are you going to understand that normal isn’t a virtue. It rather denotes a lack of courage.” - Practical Magic

Salvatore Galati
315 Juniper Drive

Kristine Joy Gallemite
1921 Cherry Avenue
“Every time we fall we get a little stronger. Every time we walk away, it hurts a little more. When one road ends, there is always another one to try and so we go through these changes, time and time again.” - Leo Salonga

Evan Garonzik
25 Steathamore Dr.
ACTIVITIES: Wrestling (1,2,3,4), Cross Country (2)

Nicole M. Gaspari
100 Bryant Road
“It’s never before you know it. It all goes by so fast, the bad nights take forever and the good nights don’t seem to last.” - Tom Petty
ACTIVITIES: Spanish Club, Yellow Ribbon Club, Italian American Club, Powder Puff, Friends of the Environment

Marc J. Geber
807 Society Hill
“To accomplish great things, we must dream as well as act.” - Anaisile France
ACTIVITIES: Ice Hockey (2,3,4), DECA (3,4), Blood Drive (3)

Matthew Gerlach
83 Harrowgate Drive
16 Saint Anthony Court
Daniel Getzoff

101 Carolina Avenue
Jason Giansanti

272 Eleanor Terrace
Christian M. Gibson

1300 Mankin Manor
Laura Gladney

170 Barbara Drive
Evan Gleimer

205 Ocean Avenue
Gregory Goins

125 Wayside Drive
Katherine Gold

29 Mander House Drive
Brittany Golde

26 Crawford Road
Rebecca Goldenthal

10 Vanessa Court
Scott H. Goldhagen

"Today's Deans of Inspiration, playing hooky, making something out of nothing..."

"Mrs. ACTIVITY, Lab Theater (1,2,2,6), Assistant Director, Fall Show (3,4), Spring Musical (1,2,2,4), One-Art (2,1,4), Haunted House (1,2,4), Mine Company (1,2,4, Company), Mu Alpha Chapter (1,2,4), Softball (1,2,2,4), Band Section (1,2,4), Irish Club (2,3)

"Others walk the bow: I walk the string..."

"Regrets, I've had a few..."

"I've loved, I've laughed and cried..."

"I've had my fill, my share of winning..."

"I've seen it all, and I'm not sad.

"The record shows..."

"...I faced it all and I stood tall."

"...And did it my way..."

"When the face gets its picture taken, what does it say?"

"George C. Coiffier. ACTIVITY: French Club (1,2,4), Cora Laude (3,4), Volleyball (1,2,2,4, Captain), Softball (1,2,2,4, Captain)

"Bless it's a bittersweet symphony, that's life..."

"I'd rather laugh with the sinners than cry with the saints,"

"the sinners have more fun..."
Samantha Goldsmith
3616 Prince Drive
"And it is hard to do and so easy to say but sometimes, sometimes you just have to walk away." - Ben Harper
ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading (1, 2), Drama Department (1, 2, 3, 4), Thespian Society (3, 4), Haunted House (1, 2, 4), One Act (2, 3, 4), Operation Smile (1, 2), Blood Drive (3, 4)

Andrea L. Goldstein
1917 Rolling Lane
"Life is not measured by the number of breaths we take but by the moments that take our breath away."
ACTIVITIES: Celebrations (2, 3, 4, officer), Fast Singers (4), Classy Woman (2, 3, President), Vocal Workshop (1), Cunard Society (2, 3, Vice-President), Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4), Science League (1, 2, 3, 4), JCS (2, 3, 4)

Mattea H. Goldstein
1917 Jack Lane
"Resistance is not futile, we're gonna win this thing. Humanity is big enough, we're not a bunch of underachievers. We're gonna stand up, and we're gonna be human beings. We're going to get fired up about the real things, the things that matter most."
ACTIVITIES: Football (1, 2, 3, 4), Track (2)

Justin Goldthwaite
2 Cobble Hill Lane
"Celebrate we will because life is short but sweet for certain" - Dave Matthews Band
ACTIVITIES: Football (1, 2, 3, 4), Track (2)

Marty Gomez
14 Inseep Court
1997 Class of 2001

David Gonzalez
216 North Brookfield Road
1997 Class of 2001

Steven B. Gonzalez
216 North Brookfield Road
"No matter what life pulls ya through, You've got what it takes to make it through. And if I was you I'd get down on my knees and pray. Thank God in the morning for another day" - Thousand Foot Krutch
ACTIVITIES: TUG

Robert Gormowski
1109 West Valley Brook Road
1997 Class of 2001

Keegan Gosik
444 Broadcasting Lane
"A man can live once but his legend can live forever."
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4), SCA (3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), POP (3, 4), German Club (1, 2, 3, 4)

Aaron Graybill
16 Latches Lane
1997 Class of 2001

Before: 1994
Top Row: Christopher Lungo, Robert Gormowski, Ryan Boyle, Christian Allen, Bryan Fitts
Middle Row: Arthur David Martin, Jack Kayes
Bottom Row: Michelle Harris, Brettany Beresato, Jennifer McMenamin, Jill Steinbrecher, Ashley Sherwood, Jaclyn Eckel
Randall E. Green
Harwood Drive
"When the power of love overcomes the love of power, the world will know peace." - Jimi Hendrix
ACTIVITIES: Operation Smile (1,2,3,4), Music Culture Club (1,2,3,4), YGAP (2,3,4), Golf Team (1,2,3,4)

Chadd Greenberg
104 Mimoso Drive

Jaren Greenhow
9 Kenner Drive

Jaclyn R. Greenstein
1220 Catrina Lake Drive
"Wake up to find out that you are the eyes of the world" - Grateful Dead
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Soccer (1,2,3,4,5,6), Chess Club (1,2,3,4,5,6), German Club (2,3,4,5,6), Yellow Ribbon (4)

Lindsay E. Grimes
Thackery Lane
"Live - Laugh - Love" "Under confusion reigns clarity - Scattered delusions ensue with clarity." It's never exactly how it appears to be.
ACTIVITIES: Swimming (2,3,4,5,6), SCA (4), Blood Drive (4), Powder Puff (5)

Christina L. Grisafi
82 Brick Road
"Everywhere we go, the sun won't always shine but tomorrow will find a way." - Christina Aguilera
ACTIVITIES: TOPS (1,2), Stage Crew (1,2,3,4), Hs PTA (3,4)

Benjamin M. Gross
17 Black Litch Lane
"The starting line may not be a step." - Jimmy Carter
ACTIVITIES: East Burger (2,3,4,5,6), Love Harmony (2,3,4,5,6), Orchestra (2,3,4,5,6), Fall Show (2,3,4,5,6), Band (2,3,4,5,6), Drama (2,3,4,5,6), Student Council (2,3,4,5,6), Haunted House (2,3,4,5,6), One Act Play (2,3,4,5,6), Best Supporting Actor (2,3,4,5,6), Miss Company (2,3,4,5,6), Orchestra (2,3,4,5,6)

Amanda Grossman
32 Fairhaven Drive
"All has an end for it's beginning, yet never far enough." - ACTIVITIES: Football Manager (2), Dance Team (2), Junior Varsity Tennis (3)

Lauren Guida
1508 Longfellow Drive

Daniel P. Hamill
7 Oakley Drive
"It's nice to be important, but it's more important to be nice." ACTIVITIES: Volleyball (1,2,3,4,5,6), Basketball (1,2,3,4,5,6), Soccer (1,2,3,4,5,6)

After: 2004
Bottom Row: Jennifer Vashikian, Robert Cerniowski, Ashley Sherwood
Top Row: Jill Steinbrecher, Michelle Harris
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Alexander S. Hampshire
132 East Valley Brook Road
"I heard the band play. I turned on the radio and listened to the music. I thought it was great until I realized that I was listening to music on my radio."

Michelle Harris
137 Eaton Way

Rachel Herman
3620 Bryant Road
"The only people I ever talk to are the ones who are real to me."

Shana B. Herman
641 Gladstone Road
"In times of hardship, you find out what you're made of."

Daniel B. Herron
16 Blossom Court
"Each man has his own music."

Samantha Herson
128 Society Boulevard

Thomas Hessert
10 Green Court

Alexandra Marie Hill
1113 Liberty Bell Drive
"Well-behaved women rarely make history."

Adam M. Hirsch
231 Old Orchard Road
"Life is like a puzzle."

Patrick (Shuenn) Ho
6 Spring Lane
"The most important thing is not to stop questioning."

Before: 1994
Bottom Row: Grant Robinson, Jason Gama, Katie Williams, Meghan McNally
Middle Row: Amanda Messrell, Kristina Beilby, Travis Goldberg
Top Row: Jen Voshkiani, Chris Gilbert, Brendan Lowe, Reena Mistry
Before: 1994

Adam Josephs
103 Chanticleer Drive
"Oh mama, can this really be the end...to be stuck inside the mobile with the memphis blues again."
- Bob Dylan

Jaclyn Josephs
116 En Provence Cofet
"A day in which you have not laughed is a wasted day.
ACTIVITIES: Winter Track (1,2,3), DECA (2,3,4), French Club (2,3,4, President), Blood Drive (2), Powder Puff (3), Gymnastics (4)

Roshni Joshi
108 Aspley Drive

Nicholas Juliani
7 Lamp Post Lane

Andrew Kang
2 Abinger Lane

Monaz Percy Kanga
6 North Branch Drive
"We have become a melting pot but a beautiful mosaic. Different people, different beliefs, different experiences, different values, different dreams."
- Jimmy Carter
ACTIVITIES: ICS (1,2,3,4), French Club (2,3,4), Vocal Workshop (2), Chess Club (2), Librarian (2), Concert Choir (1), Field Hockey (1,2,3), Powder Puff (1,3), East Coast (2), TOP (4)

Meredith Karpf
103 Partridge Road
"Life is about not knowing, having to change, taking the moment and making the best of it without knowing what's going to happen next. Delicious ambiguity.
ACTIVITIES: A Girl's Night Out (2), RAK (2), Fast Dancers (1), Soup Kitchen (2), SHARE (2,4), Blood Drive
(4), Spirit Week Dance (2,4)

Jordan A. Katz
108 Fox Hill
"Sorry that you feel that way the only thing there is to say every silver lining's got a touch of gray."
The Grateful Dead
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Swimming (1,2,3,4)

Julian Katz
151 East Valleybrook Road

Thomas Kavano
Courtney Kayser  
400 Krossen Road  
"In the end, it's always okay...If it's not okay, it's not the end." -Anonymous  
ACTIVITIES: Girls' Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4), Girls' Diving (1, 2, 3, 4), Lacrosse (1, 2, 3, 4), Yellow Ribbon Club (3, 4), Sign Language Club (4-President)

Ashlee Kazanjian

Samuel Kellar  
1 North Branch Drive  
"Every time I close the door on reality it comes through the window." -Jennifer Unlimited  
ACTIVITIES: Sign Language Club (4)

Kristen Kendra  
27 Palmwood Avenue

Jack R. Keyes  
9 Jonathan Road  
"Don't take life so seriously because you aren't getting out alive." -Anonymous  
ACTIVITIES: SGA (3, 4), German Club (1, 2, 3, 4), Varsity Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4)

Rohini Khillan  
30 Lakeside Drive  
"Isn't it splendid to think of all the things there are to find out about? It's such an interesting world. It wouldn't be half so interesting if we knew all about everything, would it?" -A.M. Montgomery  
ACTIVITIES: Editors (1, 4-Library Editor), Band (1, 2, 3, 4), Orchesis (1), Chairsaw (3), East Singers (3-4-Secretary), Madrigals (3-4-senior), All-State Choir (3-4)

Ruth A. Kiehlmeier  
17 Dunbarton Road

Ashley Rose Kilstein  
157 Renaissance Drive  
"So many of our dreams seem impossible, then improbable, then inevitable." -CR  
ACTIVITIES: Girls' Ice Hockey

Chae Kim  
213 Nathaniel Avenue  
"I'm free ONLY through Christ."  
ACTIVITIES: Blood Drive (3-4)

Esther Kim  
504 Old Orchard Road
Before: 1994

Top Row: Benjamin Singer, Thomas DeMarco, Jessica Laine, Zachary DiSantis, Allison Segal
Middle Row: Corey Feldman, Steven Markoe, Aaron Graybill, Katherine Bluhm, Samuel Walterr
Bottom Row: Daryl Wander, Halie Pleinowski, Melissa Horowitz, Stacy Silberman, Anna Ly, Rebecca Mitchell

Nadejda Nikitichna Kiyatkina

Elle Eaton Way

...It's very feminine...- Wolfe ACTIVITIES: Art Club (1,2), Photo Club (2), Domnogor (4)

Jessica Kjer

1680 Lark Lane

"Not!"- Monty Python ACTIVITIES: Danceforms (1,2,3), Literary Staff, GSA (Member, 3,4-Officer), Marching Band (3,4, P-Hood Percussion), Jazz Band (3,4-Road Crew), Great Books and Movie Club (1,2)

Danielle Klausman

588 Gateswood Road

"All the colors I can imagine are not..."- Shelly Silverstone ACTIVITIES: Art Club (1), JCC Challenge (1,2,3,4), Soup Kitchen Club (3,4), Photo Club (4)

Erica C. Klazmer

135 Laurelme Boulevard

"Every thing you can imagine is real..."- Yossie ACTIVITIES: Dance Club (1), Leasour (3,4-President), DECA (3,4), Piano State, National Competition, ROA (1,2,4) "131 Annunciation" Team (3,4), Project SAIL (2,4-Participant), BPA Club (3,4-President, Old School Chorus, Model U.N. (4), Honored House of Theater Drama), Governor's School of International Studies (4), President of the Board of Education of Topoka (3), Board Commander (3-DECA)

Laura Kleinberg

128 Eaton Way

"What do you think of my Buddha?"- Tom Wolfe ACTIVITIES: DECA (3,4), TOPS (1,2), Eastside (2,3,4), Domnogor (4)

Daniel I. Kober

6 South Brookwood Park Drive

"It's only after you've lost everything that you're free to do anything."- Yoko Ono, Fight Club ACTIVITIES: Marching Band (1,2,3,4), Medfield (2,3,4), East Singers (2,4), Jazz Band (3,4), Wind Ensemble (3,4), PT Orchestra (3), Spring Musical (3,4), Concert Choir (2), Lobby Band (2,4), Symphony Band (2), Vocal Workshop (1,2,3), Freshman Wind Ensemble (1,4), ROA (1), Ehsal Choir (1,2)

Dmitriy Kodes

1105 Willowdale Drive

"Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop and look around once in a while, you could miss it." - Ferris Bueller's Day Off ACTIVITIES: Vocal (1,2,3-Social Chairperson), DECA (3,4), Blood Drive (1,2,3,4), TOPS (1,2), SCA (1), Freshman Football (1), BASE (3,4)

Jessica Kohlmyer

36 Stanford Road

Mathias J. Koller

1141 Seabull Lane

"Do not be too proud. You may count yourself out of much life. Aim above morality. Then not simply good, but for good something." - Henry David Thoreau ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading (1,2,3-Captain), Chimney with a View (4,5-Director, 3,4), East Singers (4,5), MDA (2,3,4)

Lisa Korostowski

12 Partridge Lane

"Do not be too proud. You may count yourself out of much life. Aim above morality. Then not simply good, but for good something." - Henry David Thoreau ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading (1,2,3-Captain), Chimney with a View (4,5-Director, 3,4), East Singers (4,5), MDA (2,3,4)

82 Seniors of 2004
Christopher George Krallis
6 Blossom Court
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1,2,3,4)

Steven Kramer
1621 Fort Dammeron Drive
"Peter Griffin: Brian, there's a message in my Alpha Bits. It says 'OOOOOF!'" "Brian Griffin: Peter, there are Cheetos." "Family Guy. ACTIVITIES: Marching Band (1,2,3,4), Assistant Drum Major, Editors (4-Graduate Editors), Class Leader (1,4), Lab Band (1,3,4), Biology League (1,4), Math League (2,3,4), Wind Ensemble (4)

Alyson P. Kuchin
124 Kipling Road
"Time don't let it slip away. Raise your drinking glass, Here's to yesterday." "Aerosmith. ACTIVITIES: Swimming (3,2,manager-3,4), Baseball (manager-2,3,4), Blood Drive (2,4)

Divya Kumar
6 Bayberry Court
"The most wasted of all days is one without laughter." e.e. cummings ACTIVITIES: Winter Track (3,4), Spring Track (3,4), KCS (4,1), AAC (4,1), SHINE (3,0), Scoop Kitchen (4), TOP (4)

Patrick Kuo
10 Saint Maritz Lane
"Always try to attain a higher goal, and even if you fail short, you know you made the effort. Go all out and don't hold back." ACTIVITIES: French Club (1,2,3,4-President), 40 Orchestra (1,2,3,4), Eastman (1,4,4-President), Environmental Club (Secretary), VP-President, IED (2,3,4), RSA (2,3,4), Biology Lab Aide (1), GLOBE (1,3,4)

Ezra J. Kwak
29 Westbury Drive
"But God chose the foolish things of the world to shame the wise; God chose the weak things of the world to shame the strong." 1 Corinthians 1:27 ACTIVITIES: Baseball (1,2), KCC (1,2,3-Treasurer), RCS (1,2,3), Computer Team (3,2), Blood Drive (3), Leahle (1st Technical Director), Camp Counselor

Andrew Kyu
633 Old Orchard Road
"All your fate are belong to us." CATS ACTIVITIES: Tin Chi Club (3), Orchestra (1,2,3,4), Anime Society (4)

Alexander LaGrossa
204 Juniper Drive

Maria Labrador
30 Forest Hill Drive
"Being creative and unique means inventing, experimenting, taking big risks, breaking rules, making mistakes and learning from it. growing and pushing things beyond having a lot of fun!" -AH Student's Philosophy ACTIVITIES: ACS (1,2,3,4), KCC (1,2,4), VCC (1,4), KCC (1,2), Yellow Ribbon (1,2), Blood Drive (3,4), Art Club (3), Soup Kitchen (1,2,3)

Tara Lafferty
1606 Ravenswood Way

After: 2004
Bottom Row: Melissa Honowitz, Stacy Silberman, Anna Ly, Rebecca Mitchell
Top Row: Hallie Plevinsky, Katherine Buban, Samuel Walnner

Graduation 83
Jessica Laine
120 Sixby Terrace

David Lankry
40 Lafayette Lane

Rachel I. Laskin
512 Arthur Drive
"The true republic: men, their rights and nothing more; women, their rights and nothing less." Susan B. Anthony
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1,2,3,4), Softball (1,2), SGA (1,2,3,4), RAK (1,2,3,4-President), Cam. Lander (3,4-Treasurer), FOP (1,2,3,4), Debate (1,2)

Dylan Lauren
403 Brittany Lane

Geon Lee
43 Lafayette Lane

Cory Lefkowitz
1144 Hazelwood Drive

Rachel Arianna Leipow
205 Fairview Drive
"I shall be telling this with a sigh/Somewhere ages and ages hence/Two roads diverged in a wood and I - I took the one less traveled by/And that has made all the difference" - Robert Frost
ACTIVITIES: Demographics (1,2,3,4), French Club (2-Treasurer), S-President (4), Lab Theater (4-4), Spring Musical (2,4), One Acts (5), Chorale (2-5), Director, Ten Singers (3,5)

James Lenher
959 Chauncieker

Before: 1994
Bottom Row: Michael Antonelli, Isaac Ostich, Kathryn Lachter, Roshini Jothy, Andrew King, Thomas Bottley
Middle Row: Jillian Schmier, Courtney Kayser, Neel Patel, Richard Serres, Nazia Rahman, Heather Limesky, Shen Saunders Top Row: Kristen Appgar, Michael Nantiloro, Brian DeRoussolano, Lauren Scarpatic, Rosta Brad, Andrew Kuo

Julia Lettieri
7 En Prowna Court
"Whatever tomorrow brings, I'll be there, with open arms and open eyes." ACTIVITIES: Varsity Cheerleading (1,2,3,4)

Joshua Levinson
109 South East Gate Drive
Daniel Levy
"Like a boxer in a title fight, you have to walk in that ring alone." — Billy Joel
ACTIVITIES: Basketball (1,2,3,4)
1517 Hillsdale Drive

Matthew Lewis
326 Juniper Drive

Jonathan Librojo
125 Sandy Terrace
"Never put off until tomorrow what you can do the day after tomorrow." — Mark Twain
"The important question is: how many hands have I shaken?" — George W. Bush
"Everyone is entitled to be stupid, but some are above the privilege." — T. S. Eliot
ACTIVITIES: Chess Club (1,2), Anime Society (1,4), CUC (1,2,3)

Ruoquan Lin
8 Sandringham Terrace

Querida Z. Lindsey
200 East Evensham Avenue
ACTIVITIES: Anime Club (1,2), Stage Crew (2,3)

Heather Linefsky
8 Sandringham Terrace
"The function of education is to help you from childhood not to imitate anybody, but be yourself all the time." — Jiddu Krishnamurti

Abigail Lithgo
1913 West Point Drive
"Thousands of candles can be lighted from a single candle, and the life of the candle will not be shortened. Happiness never decreases by being shared." — Buddha

Nikki Liu
103 Dallas Terrace
"Oh god. You know everything the way it is, and I won't ask for anything more. If that is OK, please give me absolutely no signs. OK, then. In gratitude, I present you this offering of chicken and milk. If you want me to eat them for you, give me no sign. Thy will be done." — Homer Simpson
ACTIVITIES: Blood Drive, Marching Band, Lab Jazz Band, Powder Puff, ARC

Stephen H. Liu
38 Lafayette Lane
"We are all in the gutter, but some of us are looking at the stars." — Oscar Wilde
ACTIVITIES: Mock Trial (1), Marching Band (2,3), Ice Hockey (2), FDA (2,3), Soup Kitchen (3), Track (3), Library Aide (3), Math Club (3,4), Tennis (4), Cum Laude (4)

Gregg Lomazoff
24 Saint Moritz Lane

After: 2004
Bottom Row: Michael Neemroo, Lauren Scarpato, Heather Linefsky
Top Row: Nazia Rahmat, Bessia Brach

Graduates 85
Meaghan Mahoney
213 South Woodside Drive
"As we go on, we remember/All the times we had together/And as our lives change/Come whatever/We will still be friends forever." - Vitamin C

Sarah K. Mandes
6 Boston Road
"Today is the tomorrow we worried about yesterday." - "Seasons change but friends last forever." ACTIVITIES: Vocal Workshop (1), Swimming (1,2,3,4), Concert Choir (2,3,4)

After: 2004
Bottom Row: Erica Silverstein, Adrienne Mendonsa
Top Row: Matthew Werling, Mani Pande, Esther Kim

Emily E. Manser
7 North Bidings Drive
"Many people will walk in and out of your life, but only true friends will leave footprints in your heart." ACTIVITIES: Swimming (1,2,3,4), Softball Manager (1,2,3,4), POH (1), Blood Drive (1)

Shay Maor
1113 Society Hill

Michael Marasco
638 Bamford Court

Steven Markoe
5 Dalton Terrace

Melissa L. Marshall
643 Gowden Drive
ACTIVITIES: Stage Crew (1,2,3,4), Thespians (2,3,4), TOPS (2)

Elizabeth A. Martino
1023 Haral Place
"One by one, the penguins steal my sanity." - Monty Python. ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1,2), Marching Band (3,4), Madrigals (3,4), Stage Crew (1,2,3,4), Thespian Society-Instrumental Liaison (4), Pit Orchestra (3), Spring Musical (2), Fall Show Student Vocal Director/Assistant (3,4), Anime Society (2,3)

Justin Matthews
107 Charlton Circle

Lindsay Mayo
1761 Dewberry Lane

Graduates 8/
Before: 1994

Bottom Row: Elyse Etta, Dana DiBruno, Zach Silverman, Geoff Kusin, Sarah Marden, Chelsea Wallford
Middle Row: Kathy Alvesi, Christina Contratillo, Monzor Kangi, Randy Green, Devi Hani, Sarah Parker, Shay Marc
Top Row: Greg Coffan, Justin Goldsmith, Jack Newfield, Dan Levy, Jeff Spak, Jeff Rausgnola

Amanda McCormick
11 Lafayette Lane
"Some people are destined to, but most succeed because they are determined to." ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1,2,3)

Allison McElgung
1006 Rynell Place
"I was blessed with a birth and death, and I guess I just want some say in between." -Ant DiFranco

Jennifer McMenamin
105 McIntosh Road
"For you who fly and high you fly, and smiles you'll give, and tears you'll cry, and all you touch and all you see, all of your life will be free." -Pink Floyd

Meghan McNally
1415 Hillside Drive

Joshua Meads
11 Edison Road

Eliyahu Mendelby
412 Morris Drive
"I have One God, and when I remain alone, He will spread His wings over me." -Ze'ev Nathanael of Ethics
ACTIVITIES: Freshman Soccer (1), Junior Varsity Tennis (3,4), Computer Team (3)

Adrienne P. Mendoza
205 Lamp Post Lane
"The best things in life are simple." ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1), Volleyball Manager (2,3,4), ACS (1,2,3,4), FCC (1,2,3), Secretary (4), Blood Drive (3), FOR (1,2,3,4), Yellow Ribbon (3), Habitat for Humanity (3), Concert Choir (2,3,4)

Augustine Ian Mercado
312 Ives Road
"Dancing is more than one step." Augustine Mercado
ACTIVITIES: Concert Choir (2), Volleyball (2), Art Club (3), Filippino Club (1,2,3,4), ACS (1,2,3,4), Cheerleading (3,4), DBCA (1), KCC (2,3)

Amanda Meserall
1115 West Valleybrook Road
"Don't let the world carry you down, you everyone here is that moves us and cold. Remember why you came and while you're alive, experience the warmth before you grow cold." ACTIVITIES: FOR (1,2,3,4), Snop Kitchen (2,3,4), Habitat for Humanity (3), TAG (1,2), DBCA (1,2,3)

Elizabeth Meyeroff
402 Doral Drive
"In three words I can sum up everything I've learned: Life goes on." -Robert Frost "I don't want to be anyone other than what I've been trying to lately..." -Gavin Degraw
Jennifer Meyers
1617 Plymouth Rock Drive
"If you can imagine it, you can achieve it. If you can dream it, you can become it." ACTIVITIES: Spring Musical (1,2,3,4), Fall Show (2,3,4), Haunted House (2,4), Red Ribbon Week (1), Lab Theater (4-Assistant Director), One-Act Plays (2,3,4), East Singers (3,4), Operation Smile (3,4), Thespian Society (4,4)

Stephanie E. J. Mikitish
205 Rabbit Run Road
"You can’t have everything. Where would you put it?" Steven Wright. ACTIVITIES: Marching Band (1,2,3,4), Pit Orchestra (1,2,3,4), Lab Band (1,3,4), Orchestra (1,2,3,4), Country Club (1,2,3,4), Winter Track (1,2,3,4), Spring Track (1,2,3,4), Cum Laude Society (3,4)

Brandon Miller
516 Gatewood Road
"That same old crowd, that brings me down, a boring life in a boring town." Less Than Jake. ACTIVITIES: Football (1,2), Baseball (1,2,3,4), JCC (2,4)

Timothy Minarich
1767 Hillside Drive

Matan Mintz
20 Robin Lake Drive

Daniel Mintzer
50 cameo Drive
"Smile and the world smiles with you." ACTIVITIES: SGA (1,2,3,4), Blood Drive (2-Chairperson), SGA (2-Chairperson), Eastside (2-Chairperson), Tennis (1,2,3,4), Cum Laude (4,4), JCC (1,2,3,4), FOP (1,2), Ram (1,2,3,4), Basketball Tournament (2,4), JYLA (2)

Reena Mistry
112 White Birch Court
"In very big eyes, there are very big dreams." ACTIVITIES: IC (1,2,3,4), Male Director (1,2,3,4), Multicultural Day (1,2,4, Chairman), FDA (2,3,4), DECA (3,4)

Nicholas Mitchell
19 Stonebridge Road
"That’s your shadow on the wall, look at it, you can’t escape your shadow, can you?" -Anonymous. ACTIVITIES: Football (1,2,3,4-Captain), Wrestling (1,2,3,4-Captain), Track (2,3,4)

Rebecca Mitchell
10 Pendleton Drive
"People change, things go wrong, bad things will happen, but life goes on." ACTIVITIES: Thespian Society (3,4), Blood Drive (2,4), Spring Musical (1,2,3), Fall Show (2,4), FOP (3,4), JCC (1,2,4)

Holly V. Moeller
35 Forest Hill Drive
"Smile on the bad days." ACTIVITIES: Cross Country (1,2-Captain, 3-Captain, 4-Captain), Winter Track (1,2,3,4), Spring Track (1,2,3,4), Demogogen (1,2,3,4), SGA (3,4), Chemistry II Science League (3), Cum Laude (3,4-Vice President), Relay for Life (3-Coordinator, 4-Coor-
Before: 1994

Bottom Row: Marty Gower, David Tae, Bryan Cole, Adam Ochoch, Rebecca Bermon
Middle Row: Jacqueline Chong, Amy Drinkwater, Alexandria Fox, Elaina Weasley, Jessica Young, Ivan Chen, Michael Briskow
Top Row: Joselyn Mormile, Lindsay Grimes, Alexander Zapparodi, Andrea Schlafer

Ryan Mohamed
16 Roland Court

Bryan Moore
1736 Springdale Road

Lea R. Moradi
9 En Prosecco
"To be nobody but yourself in a world which is doing its best, night and day, to make you everybody else — means to fight the hardest battle which any human being can fight, and never stop fighting." - e.e. cummings

Joselyn E. Mormile
115 Woodland Drive
"I will be all that I can be in this place and in this time with this love and this life." - Lea Morris ACTIVITIES: Varsity Swim Team (1,2,3,4-Captain)

Julianne Mulreany
136 Wilson Drive

Charlotte Naegeberg
5 Doris Drive West
"From now on, I'll connect the dots my own." - Cahu in and Hobbes ACTIVITIES: Tennis (1,2,3,4)

Dan Nagelberg
410 Morris Drive
"That's all that life is, a series of moments... so go seize yours." - O'Henry "The key to being a good leader is keeping the people who hate me away from those who are still undecided." - Casey Stengel ACTIVITIES: Varsity Swimming (1,2,3,4), Tennis (1,2,3,4), JCC (6), Deming Award (4) - High School Principal Interview Committee (3)

Samantha L. Nash
523 Country Club Drive
"What I've learned about life's journey is that where we begin, and where we are now, and where we end up really doesn't matter. What matters most are the ones we meet along the way, and who make the journey with us." - Ziggy

Harrison Nathan
1622 Prince Drive

Nicole A. Neill
317 Nature Drive
"Live long. Get your party on."
Ndidi Onajeme
15 Partridge Lane
"Lies are the unspoken words."

Craig Oppenheimer
421 South Crawford Road
"In this life, there are nothing but possibilities."

Ronald Ormsby
7 Rosie Lane
"Empire Records ACTIVITIES: ICC, 1,2,3-Financial Advisor, 4-
Vice President, TOPS, 1,2,3,4, Photography Club, 2,3,4,
Blood Drive (234)

Jason Ostach
108 Gainsboro Road
"Strive for perfection in everything you do. Take the best that exists and make it better."

Viviana C. Pabon
24 Clinton Road
"Yesterday has gone. Tomorrow has not yet come. We
have only today. Let us begin."

Mitchell Palazzo
114 Kilburn Drive
"If we weren't all crazy, we should go insane."

Kavita Pandit
19 North Branch Drive
"We were delighted, we all realized we were leaving
confusion and nonsense behind and performing our
one and noble function of the time: movie."

Ing-Hau Pang
1590 Berlin Road

Before: 1994

Alene Papish
512 Queen Anne Road
"To accomplish great things, we must not only act, but
also dream; not only plan, but also believe."

Philip J. Park
801 Cooper Landing Road
"If you build castles in the air, your work need not be lost,
that is where they should be. Now put the foundations
under them."

Retired: Laura Davis, Lillian McEwan, Sheri Caprio, Mary Finkenstein, Dan Shalowewski, Christina Granade

Middle: Matt Grotach, Alicia Fehrman, Jeck Stimmel

Top: Sarah Finkenstein, Lisa Caprio, Paul Bresner, Bryan Moore, Tim Riehert, George Davis, Drew Cohen, Luke Slaven, Brian Fall

84 Seniors of 2004
Graham Parker
113 Woodland Drive
"Most people race to see who is the fastest. I race to see who has the most guts." - Steve Prefontaine
ACTIVITIES: Swimming (1,2,3,4, Captain/Co-Captain)

Sarah E. Parker
110 Ashford Road
"All you need is love." - John Lennon
ACTIVITIES: Fall show (1,2,3,4), Lab Theatre (1,2,4), Haunted House (1,4), Thespian Society (1,4), Bellles of East (3,4), Concert Choir (1,2), Vocal Workshop (1), Freshman Wind Ensemble (1)

Neal Patel
300 Longstone Drive

Michael Perice
208 Sandringham Road

Andrea Lin Pien
6 Carriage House Court
"One sees clearly only with the heart. Anything essential is invisible to the eyes." - The Little Prince
ACTIVITIES: P.O.P. (1), Ethics (2,3), Tennis (2,3,4), ACS (1,2), World Affairs Council (1,2,3,4, Vice-President), Club Lulu (3,4), Editor (2,3,4, Editor-in-Chief)

Derek A. Platt
140 Lacrosse Boulevard
"Oh yeah, they were delicious." - The King
ACTIVITIES: Tennis (1,2), DECA (Regional finalist), 3-regional finalist, 4-New Jersey President, P.O.P. (3,4), Battle of the Bands (3), Business Academy (3)

John Plessas
1461 Grenetree Road
"What a long strange trip it's been." - The Grateful Dead

Hallie Plevinsky
1941 Lark Lane
"After changes upon changes, we are more or less the same." - Simon and Garfunkel

Marc M. Polite
1382 Squire Lane
"Friends are like the chocolate chips in the cookie of life." - ACTIVITIES: Volleyball (1,2,3,4, Captain), Basketball (1,2), Track and Field (1,2,3,4), SGA (3,4), Blood Drive (2,3)

Michael Purcell
139 Walt Whitman Boulevard

After: 2004
Bertom Row: Laura Davis, Molly Finkelstein, George Davis, Lisa Korostowski, Jeff Storm, Paul Broader
Top Row: Christina Grisafi, Daniel Shalkowski, Alicia Fosseca, Drew Cohen, Sam Flieschman

Gratuates: 93
Nazia F. Rahman
102 Sankey Terrace
"A positive attitude will not solve all your problems, but it will annoy enough people to make it worth the effort." ACTIVITIES: ICs (2,2) Publicity Manager, 4-President, Anime Society (2-Trumvirate 3,4), Orchestra (1,2,3,4), Marching Band (3,4), Cum Laude (3,4), Powder Puff (3,4)

Chaz Ramos
4 Walden Court

Raman Ravindran
224 Charleche Drive

Kristina Reilly
1921 Sassa Avenue
"Live everyday to your fullest and if it were your last because one day it will be." "Love, might mean taking chances but they all worth taking." "Love might be a mistake but its worth taking." "What one does comes before one starts." "Promise me that you'll change with the changing things." ACTIVITIES: (New Hope 1, IV Captain 2, IV Captains 3, Varsity), Powder Puff Football (3,4)

Julie M. Reizes
1729 Country Club Drive
"I'm a pirate in spirit only, she continued. I travel in gardens and bedrooms, entrances and attic, around corners, through doorways and windows, up stairs, in the sky, with friends, lovers, children, and honey, perceived, remembered, imagined, disbelieved and clarified." "-Tom Robbins "Whatever you do, don't be bored. This is absolutely the most exciting time we could have possibly hoped to be alive. And things are just beginning." -Hilary Ephron

James Richman
928 Chelten Parkway

Samantha Richman
324 Hadleigh Drive
"Women complain about premenstrual syndrome; I think of it as the only time of the month that I can be myself." ACTIVITIES: Spring Track (2,3,4), Winter Track (2,3,4), Spirit Week (4), Key Club (3), Animal Rights Club (3)

Tracy Riloff
1981 Rolling Lane
"The only way to find out who you are is to go someplace that you’ve never been." ACTIVITIES: Spring Track (2,3,4), Winter Track (2,3,4), Spirit Week (3), Key Club (2), Animal Rights Club (3)

Before: 1994
Bottom Row: Alyx LaGrassa, Brandon Miller, Ian Mertukdo, Jonathan Librojo
Middle Row: Julie Reizes, Lori Saaers, Tracy Riloff, Lindsay Mayo, Nicole cases
Bottom Row: Andina Goldstein, Rachel Leipow, Lee Stowe, Daniel Nageleberg, Nicole Neill

Timothy Rinehart
1208 Hadleigh Court

Paul Ritoto
53 Lakeside Drive
Christopher D. Rivera
17 South Street Drive
"There's only one. there's only this. forget regret, or life is yours to join." - Jonathan Espejo, Jr. 1st "Happiness is being alone every now and then. And happiness is coming home again." - Clark M. Conner, Jr. 2nd in a Good Mad Charlie Hour ACTIVITIES: Spanish Society (V.P. President), La Maravilla (Lighting Designer), Fall Show (Production Stage Manager), East Theatrical Productions (D.M.A.).

Fallon Robinson
20 Fairhaven Drive
"If you get confused, listen to the music play." Bottom Row: Daniel Nagelberg, Andrea Goldstein, Tracy Rizzo, Lee Shore. Top Row: Alex LaGrossa, Julie Reyes, Brandon Miller

Grant Robinson
1922 Pippin Court
Michelle Robleto
28 West Split Rock Drive
Jesse Rom
3 Indian King Drive

Lauren Rosen
42 Southwood Drive
"Be who you are, and say what you feel. 'Cause those who mind don't matter, and those who matter don't mind." - Dr. Seuss

Zara Rosenberg
404 Deena Drive
"Maybe all you can do in life is hold on, hope for the best, and lead with your heart." - The Wonder Years
Lisa Rosner
109 Greenvale Road
Amanda Ross
821 Society Hill Boulevard
Brian Ross
933 Francis Drive
Before: 1994

Bottom Row: Joseph Strazzullo, Lawrence Adler, Steven Steinberg
Middle Row: Elizabeth Meyeoff, Rachel Lupov, Samantha Schachtman, Rachel Herman, Rachel Stinson
Top Row: Joshua Wilcox, Kim Weinstein, Craig Oppenheimer, Steven Hoffman

Daniel Roth
13 Litchfield Lane
"Forget about the reasons and the tensions we are seeking. Forget about the tension that our emotions can be swept away. Forget about being guilty. We are innocent instead. For soon we will all find our lives swept away." -OMB

Brooke Rothman
1767 Gervais Drive
"What is that feeling when you're driving away from people and they're never on the plain till you see their specks disappearing in the too huge world watching us, and it's good by. But we lean forward to the next crazy venture beneath the skies." -Jack Kerouac
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Tennis 1,2,3,4, SGA 1,2,3,4

Andrew Rovinsky
8 Thornea Court

Shira Rubin
309 Hadleigh Drive
"A friend worth your tears, will never make you cry." -William Conger

Jeffrey Rusignuolo
2 Whitley Road
"Got no time for spreading roots the time has come to be gone, and to our health we've drank a thousand times. It's time to Ramble On." -Led Zeppelin
ACTIVITIES: Football 1, Swimming 1,2,3,4, Music Culture Club 1, Yellow Ribbon 4, TOP 3

Shari Samuel
9 Hilltop Drive

Grace Sanchirico
804 Northwood Avenue

Sean Satchell
202 Juniper Drive

Troy Sattin
202 Queen Ann Road
"See and you forget. Hear and you remember. Do and you understand."
Sherri Saunders
1574 Brick Road
"Paradise is not some place you can look for, cause it's not where you go. It's how you feel for a moment in your life when you're a part of something, and if you find that moment... it lasts forever." -The Beach
ACTIVITIES: Swimming (1,2,3,4), Powderpuff (3,4), Soup Kitchen (4)

Kelly Scanlon
1928 Springdale Road
"Don't let your life pass you by." -Nicolas ACTIVITIES: Microsoft Certification (1,2), Business Academy (3,4), Library Aide (3,4)

Lauren Scarpati
133 Thornton Road
"Life is not measured by the number of breaths we take, but by the moments that take our breath away." -ACTIVITIES: Cross-Country (2,3,4-captain), Swimming (2,3,4-captain), Track (1,2,3,4)

Leigh Anna Schemanski
205 Main Avenue
"Do the things you thought you would never do." -ACTIVITIES: Yellow Ribbon (1,2,3,4), Operation Smile (1,2,3), Cheerleading (1,2), R.A.K. (2,3,4), Blood Drive (1,2), Dance Team (2,4), SHINE (3,4), Powderpuff

Jillian Scheyer
715 Crestbrook Avenue
Samantha Schlachterman
1600 Pleasant Drive
"Anyone can make you laugh so hard you cry, but it takes one person to make you laugh when there are already tears in your eyes." -ACTIVITIES: Diving (1,2,3,4)

Andrea Schlafer
10 Thackeray Lane
"Life is not measured by the breaths we take but by the moments that take your breath away." -ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1,4), Yellow Ribbon Society (1,4), Blood Drive (2,4), FOP (1,2), AOG (1)

Gregory Schmitt
23 West High Road Road
10 Jodi Court
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams." -Eleanor Roosevelt

Leah A. Schneiberg
1017 Cardinal Lane
"So lose away stuff you don't need in the end but keep what's important and know who's your friend." -Phish, Purr-Bop ACTIVITIES: Marching Band (3,4), Cheerleading (2,3), Eastside (3,4), Sports Editor, Golf Team (2), Tennis Team (3)

After: 2004
Rachel Humes, Lawrence Adler, Steven Steinberg, Joshua Wilcox

Graduates 97
Before: 1994

Suzanne E. Schulner
47 Cebasset Lane
"Strangers are exciting, their mystery never ends, but there's nothing like looking at your own history in the faces of your friends." - Ana DiFranco
ACTIVITIES: Tennis, Fastpitch

Talia Schwartz
1010 Bynum Place
"Tough times are conquered... tough people aren't." - Michael Jordan
ACTIVITIES: Girls' basketball (1,2,3,4)

Jared Sedacca
14 Southwood Drive

Allison L. Segal
200 Longdine Drive
"I didn't invent the rainy day, I just own the best umbrella." - Almost Famous
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1,2,3,4-captain), Thespian Society (2,3,4), Stage Crew (1,2,3,4), Dance Team (1,2,3,4)

Richard A. Servis
106 Dalton Terrace
"80% of your problems don't exist." - Yogi Berra
ACTIVITIES: Football (1), Golf (1), Fall Blood Drive (2,3), Spring Blood Drive (2), DECA (3,4)

Daniel Shalkowski
22 Inskipp Court

Farkhanda Sharifi
44 Covered Bridge Road

Ashlee Sherwood
1229 Chamber Drive

Rachel Shin
406 Cooper Landing Road
"And now these three remain: faith, hope, and love. But the greatest of these is love." - 1 Corinthians 13:13
ACTIVITIES: FCP (3), KCC (1,2,3,4), ACS (1,2,3), ICS (1,2,3), VCC (4), Yellow Ribbon (4)

Danielle Shindler
413 South Cranford Road
"We have to decide to use our powers for good or for awesome." - Eli
Christopher Spong
110 West Terrace
"Forgive your enemies, but never forget their names." - John F. Kennedy
"You only live once."

Arjay Sta Teresa
13 Chanticleer Boulevard

Luke Starn
23 Cohasset Lane

Eric D. Stein
1219 Sequoia Road
"It's getting so much better all the time." - The Beatles
ACTIVITIES: Eastside (1,2,3-Entertainment editor), 4-Editor-in-Chief), Tennis (1,2,3), Cross Country (4), FOP (3,4), RAK (1,2), Powder Puff Coach (1)

Steven Steinberg
141 Liberty Bell Drive

Jill Steinbrecher
22 Manor House Drive
"The highest courage is to dare to appear to be what one is." - ACTIVITIES: Varsity Football-Captain (1,2,3,4), Captain), Varsity Basketball-Captain (1,2,3,4, Captain), Competition Cheerleading (1,2,3,4, Captain), SGA (2,3,4) Orchestra (1,2,3,4), Blood Drive (2,3,4), Key Club (2-Secretary, 3-Secretary), FSA (2,3,4)

Dionne J. Stephenson
116 Carolina Avenue
"If someone wrote a book about your life, would anybody want to read it?" - ACTIVITIES: African-American Club (1,2,3), Publicity Manager (4-President), Track (1,2), SHINE (3), Sign Language Club (1)

Matthew E. Sterling
407 Old Orchard Road
"Congratulations! Today is your day. You're off to Great Places! You're off and away!" - Dr. Seuss
ACTIVITIES: SGA (3-Vice President), Class Government (1,2-Vice President), Soccer (1,2,3-Co-Captain), SGA (1,2,3,4), Blood Drive (2,3,4), FOP (2,3,4), Project 500 (4), German Club (1,2,3,4), Table-Tennis Tournament (4,2,3,4)

Geoffrey R. Stern
6 Sandringham Terrace
"What kind of man would live where there is no danger? I don't believe in taking foolish chances, but nothing can be accomplished without taking a chance at all."
- Charles A. Lindbergh
ACTIVITIES: FOP (Holidays), Santa Claus (1,2,3), Room Chairperson (4), Soup Kitchen (1,2,3,4, Publicity Manager, 4-President), Winter Track (2,3,4), Spring Track (1,2,3,4), Powder Puff Football (1,4)

Lisa Sternberg
1759 Dewberry Lane

After: 2004
Bottom Row: Zara Rosenberg, Samantha Nash, Lisa Rountree, Samantha Goldsmith
Top Row: Jeffrey Yaffe, Geoffrey Stern, Joshua Levinson

Graduates 101
Academic Advantages

John F. Kennedy is dead. JFK, Jr. is also dead. JFK Sr. was president; JFK, Jr. was not. As this obviously proves, the senior is far more important than the junior (and, of course, the sophomore and freshman). We’re seniors now. We all should’ve learned about the unfortunate death of dear John Fitzgerald Kennedy Sr. at some point in our high school careers because after all, US History is a required course. Now that we’re done with History and World Civ and Geometry and puberty, we can delve into our personal interests with electives only open to upperclassmen like I Humanities and Photography and Art History.

In fact, if we’ve gotten our required courses under control, we can take as many electives as we want. It’s not uncommon for seniors to have more electives than actual classes.

Applying to college should be a course in itself. It involves making ourselves look appealing to institutions of higher education. We get to fill out lots of forms, delineating our entire lives on a few pieces of paper. We also finally get to learn our social security numbers and school CLEP code (310223), by the way. We try to cram our entire personality into a two-page essay about “why catfish are my favorite sea creature” or “how my great uncle in Ohio taught me about the under-appreciated art of sculpting jelly” or “that time I taught illiterate adults how to read in order to look good for college and how it was meaningful to me.”

Being a senior also means an end to our long and perilous journey through the wonderful world of standardized testing. We have the freedom to come into school late while all the underclassmen suffer through early morning bubble-filling in testing sessions. We are finally rid of tumbling into school on Saturday mornings for a mind-numbing three hours of SAT fun. We can even avoid finals. If we have an A in a class, then we’re free to not take the final and go party down the shore or at Wawa instead. We’ll have been accepted to college by then, so the less thinking about high school we have to do, the better.

However, this can also lead to the suffering of that great disease officially and unofficially known as E. Senioritis coli. It’s better than dysentery, at least. Senioritis is an air-borne disease known to strike at any time (even in the middle of sophomore year). Its main breeding season is second semester. Its main symptom is lack of interest in anything remotely related to East. Other symptoms include frequent trips to Wawa and forgetting that first period even exists. There is no known cure for Senioritis, but it generally ceases as graduation.

We may not remember which members of the Kennedy clan are still alive, but at least we are. We are seniors. Let us rejoice.
Bryan Titus 1556 Hillsdale Drive
Johnny Trieu 3841 The Woodside II
Michael X. Truitt 1516 Berlin Road
Kuei-Nin Tseng 2354 Chestnut Circle

Serena Ulrich 1360 Banker Hill Drive
Padma Sri Vemuri 98 Renaissance Drive
Patrick Verratti 1701 Chestnut Circle
Jennifer L. Vosbikian 120 Rue Du Roi Court

Julia M. Wacura 160 East Valleybrook Road
Chelsea E. Walford 100 Saint Vincent Court
Nicole Wall 304 Provincetown Circle
Samuel Waltzer 1509 Square Lane

"God never puts you through anything you can't handle no matter how tough or stressful it might be." - Michael Truitt, ACTIVITIES: FOP (1), Far Side (3,4)

"Touch the virtues in the absolute sense, a man must be willing to take the infinite crosses upon his soul... To multiply the soul is the only act of virtue... No gift is worth anything unless it's the most precious thing you've got... Only when you are writing your memoirs for your own priceless little ego, only then can you achieve the true breadth of selflessness." - Amy Rade, ACTIVITIES: Chess Club (1,2), Soup Kitchen (3,4), GCA (1,2,3,4), API (3), Aviation (Family Business (3,4), NJ Science Fair (3,4), Curr Leader (3,4), BCN (3,4))

"Make your life a note that blooms silently... in the language of fragrance... in a world that breaks throughout the day..." - Padma Sri Vemuri, ACTIVITIES: IC (2,3,4), FRA (2,3,4), French Club (2,3), President (Co-President), API (3,4), Varsity Soccer (3,4), Blood Drive (1), Math Club (2), Guidance Aide (1,2), Library Aide (1), Choral (2,3,4), Character Educators Committee (4)

"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams." - Jennifer Vosbikian, ACTIVITIES: Yellow Ribbon Club (2,3,4), CP, Competitive Dance Team (2,3,4), Blood Drive (1,3,4), Powder Puff (3,4), FOP (1,2,3,4), Homecoming Rep (2), Operation Smile (2,3,4), Presidential Classroom Scholar (2,3,4), National Student Leadership Council (3,4)

"You miss 100% of the shots you never take." - Wayne Gretzky, ACTIVITIES: Football (1,2), JCL (3,4), Weight Room (1,2,3,4), Powder Puff Assistant Coach (2,3,4), Curr Leader (3,4), BCN (3,4)
Daryl Wander
4 Shadow Terrace
“Turns out not where but who you’re with that really matters.” - Dave Matthews ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1,2,3,4), Lacrosse (1,2,3,4), Swimming (1,2,3,4), SCGA (2), Blood Drive (2,3), Cam Laude (4), Yellow Ribbon (1,2)

Freddy Wang
1819 Sunset Drive
“It’s a magical world, Hobbes. of course... Let’s go exploring!” - Calvin, Calvin & Hobbes ACTIVITIES: FOP (1,2,3,4), Cam Laude (3,4), Blood Drive (3,4), Swimming (1,2,3,4)

Peter (Haozhu) Wang
206 Juniper Drive

Lisa Wang
10 Polo Court
“For all our yesterdays we have memories and for all our tomorrows we have dreams.” ACTIVITIES: Lacrosse (1,2,3), Winter Track (2,3,4), Tennis (3,4), Spinning Club, French Club, RAK, Blood Drive, Model United Nations

Robert Waters
27 Calhoun Lane

Danielle Waties
507 Longstone Drive
“You can’t always get what you want.” ACTIVITIES: Orchestra (1,2,3,4), Volleyball (2,3,4), African-American Culture Club (2,3,4)

Paula Weingarten
512 Hickory Circle
“Work like you don’t need the money, dance like no one is watching, and love like you’ve never been hurt.”

Kira Weinstein
1904 East Canterbury Court
“Whatsoever you do and love to do is what you should be chasing after.” “We don’t stop playing because we get old, we get old because we stop playing.” - George Bernard Shaw ACTIVITIES: Basketball (1,2,3,4-Captain), Track (1,2,3,4-Captain), Blood Drive (2,3,4, Chairperson), FOP (1,2,3,4), Cam Laude (4), DECA (3,4)

Steven Weitzman
1017 Owl Lane
“Simply Put, Music Makes Us Human. Most of us go to our graves with our music still inside of us.” ACTIVITIES: Yellow Ribbon, ABC, JCC, TOPS, Music Culture Club

Claire Wesley
121 Westen Drive

Corey Westover
91 Hummingbird Drive
“Every molecule/mass in the world will eventually find its way to the ocean... it’s just a matter of time.” - J. Alzheimer ACTIVITIES: Fall Shows, Spring Musicals, One Acts, Studio 2 Show, Red Ribbon Show, Haunted House, Mine Company, Theatrical Society, Clinemorgue, GMI, Adopt a Grandparent, Powder Puff, Field Hockey, FOP

Joshua Wilcox
1704 Country Club Drive
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Alex Williams

8 Greenview Way
“This is the night I can’t remember, and the friends I’ll never forget.” ACTIVITIES: Yellow Ribbon Club (1,2,3), Senate (2,3), Dance Team (2,3,4)

Katherine E. Wilson

208 Ashland Avenue
“Why say the sky is the limit, when there are footprints on the moon?” ACTIVITIES: FOP (1,2), RAK (1,2), AAG (1,2), Lacrosse (1), Character Education (2,3,4)

David Witham

1523 North Bowling Green Drive

Nana Wilmot

Keisha Witherspoon

8 Greenview Way
“This is the night I can’t remember, and the friends I’ll never forget.” ACTIVITIES: Yellow Ribbon Club (1,2,3), Senate (2,3), Dance Team (2,3,4)

Latoya Woodland

136 Westend Drive
“Never known because you never know who’s falling in love with your smile.” ACTIVITIES: African-American Culture Club (1,2,3,4)

Keisha Witherspoon

1611 Abbey Road
“Life moves pretty fast, you can't stop and look back, you might miss something.”

Latoya Woodland

136 Westend Drive
“Never known because you never know who’s falling in love with your smile.” ACTIVITIES: African-American Culture Club (1,2,3,4)

Purchasing Privileges

Teachers often tell their senior students that this is the year in which the proverbial “gates of the real world” start to open. Though this may prove to be true, it turns out that the “gates of the checkbook” start to open a lot faster. From the much-anticipated parking spot to the memorable senior yearbook, the list of purchases a senior makes is endless. However, seniors relish the opportunity to partake in these senior privileges, and coming up with the extra cash does not always seem like that tall of a task.

The first check of the year is sent to the Campus Police office. Fifty dollars ensures seniors more than a place to park their car; it also promises an end to taking the bus each day. From running to the bus stop early each morning to waiting for the late-buses after school, the big, yellow limousines that all students are familiar with have worn out their welcome. Next come the payments for the senior portraits and senior sweatshirts. More than just memorabilia, these items distinguish seniors from the rest of the school. After all, for a graduating senior, are there many things as humiliating as being confused for an underclassman?

Now that senior year is over, it’s not time to close the gates of that checkbook yet. In fact, it’s time to open them a lot wider...college is right around the corner.
Andrew Wysong
318 Nature Drive
1033 Harbor View
"You grow up the day you have your first real laugh at yourself." -Evel Knievel
ACTIVITIES: Winter Track, Spring Track, Blood Drive, FOP, DECA

Jana N. Yablonski
Janes N. Yablonski
2304 Drive
You grow up the day you have your first real laugh at yourself." -Evel Knievel
ACTIVITIES: Winter Track, Spring Track, Blood Drive, FOP, DECA

Jeffrey B. Yaffa
13 Cornell Drive
"It's not the size of the dog in the fight, but the size of the fight in the dog." -ACTIVITIES: POP 1, 2, 3, 4, Blood Drive, Art 1, 2, 3, 4, Varsity Ice Hockey 1, 2, 3, 4, JCC 1, 2, 3, 4, DECA 1, 2, 3, 4, Business Academy 1, 2, 3

Anand Yegya-Raman
106 Royer Court
"It's one of the most beautiful compensations of this life that no man can sincerely try to help another without helping himself." - Ralph Waldo Emerson
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4, Varsity Chess 1, 2, 3, 4, Science League 1, 2, 3, 4, ICS 1, 2, 3, 4, POP 1, 2, 3, 4, Cum Laude 1, 2

Stanley Yeung
1644 Prince Drive
ACTIVITIES: DECA 1, 2, 3, 4, TAP 1, 2, 3, Blood Drive 2, 3, 4, POP 1, 2, 3, 4, CCC 1, 2, 3, 4, AFS 1, 2, 3, 4, FFC 1, 2, 3

Tammie Yim
101 Longstone Drive
"What's a life without dreams? Anything is possible if you try." -ACTIVITIES: DECA 1, 2, 3, 4, TAP 1, 2, 3, Blood Drive 2, 3, 4, POP 1, 2, 3, 4, CCC 1, 2, 3, 4, AFS 1, 2, 3, 4, FFC 1, 2, 3

Wing Y. Yip
2 Lafayette Lane
"Soccer is not about one triumph, but how one deals with the defeats in between." -ACTIVITIES: SCA 1, 2, 3, 4, Vice President 1, 2, 3, 4, Class Government 1, 2, 3, 4, Varsity Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4, Captain, President 1, 2, 3, 4, Varsity Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4, Captain, Yellow Ribbon 1, 2, 3, 4, Vice President 1, 2, 3, 4, President 1, 2, 3, 4, Cum Laude 1, 2, 3, 4, Blood Drive 1, 2, 3, 4, Operation Smile 1, 2, 3, 4, PV 1, 2, 3, 4

Jessica L. Young
109 Kingsdale Avenue
"Soccer is not about one triumph, but how one deals with the defeats in between." -ACTIVITIES: SCA 1, 2, 3, 4, Vice President 1, 2, 3, 4, Class Government 1, 2, 3, 4, Varsity Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4, Captain, President 1, 2, 3, 4, Varsity Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4, Captain, Yellow Ribbon 1, 2, 3, 4, Vice President 1, 2, 3, 4, President 1, 2, 3, 4, Cum Laude 1, 2, 3, 4, Blood Drive 1, 2, 3, 4, Operation Smile 1, 2, 3, 4, PV 1, 2, 3, 4

Ariel Zander
3 Saint Moritz Lane
ACTIVITIES: Mark Twain 1, 2, 3, 4, Co-Captain, Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4, Debate Team 1, 2, 3, 4

Cara Zebrick
36 Fairhaven Drive
ACTIVITIES: Mark Twain 1, 2, 3, 4, Co-Captain, Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4, Debate Team 1, 2, 3, 4

Adam M. Zell
301 Forest Lane
"The greatest danger to liberty lurks in emotional overcommitment by men of spirit, well meaning but without understanding." -To the first place, God made adults. That was for practice, then he made school boards." - I would rather live on my own, rather than have a plan. I would rather that my sparks should burn out in a brilliant blaze than be stifled by dry winds." -ACTIVITIES: Mark Twain 1, 2, 3, 4, Co-Captain, Theatre 1, 2, 3, 4, Debate Team 1, 2, 3, 4

Matthew Zitomer
151 Thornhill Road
ACTIVITIES: Mark Twain 1, 2, 3, 4, Co-Captain, Theatre 1, 2, 3, 4, Debate Team 1, 2, 3, 4
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Inviting Events

Halley’s Comet approaches the Earth about once every 75 years. Senior prom occurs once every year, but our own senior prom occurs only once in our lifetimes, so technically that counts as being rarer than Halley’s Comet. Except for those of us who die before we turn 75. But 75 or not, all of us will have been able to partake in such once in a lifetime events as the senior trip, senior bowling and roller-skating, graduation and the proceeding project thereof, a yearbook signing, and the big American dance party we call prom.

Indeed, senior year brings with it a myriad of monumental events. Disney World is the epitome of a Cherry Hillian vacation. It’s only appropriate that this also be the senior trip location. Most of us remember our elementary school skating parties, complete with worrying if “that cute boy/girl who picks his/her nose will ask me to skate with him/her.” Besides reminiscing about our glorious childhoods, maybe this time we will actually get to skate with that cute boy/girl who hopefully by now doesn’t pick his/her nose anymore. Maybe we can even take that boy/girl to prom and stare at the pretty fish while we dance. The New Jersey State Aquarium is the ideal location for prom. After all, nothing says prom like penguins. Then comes graduation; it may be lacking sea creatures, but at least it’s at the same place the Trans-Siberian Orchestra played. And then comes Project Graduation where you get free stuff and hang out for one last time as a class. Everyone likes free stuff.

Senior memories consist of more than just times and places, more than just signed yearbooks and stylish tassels. These senior events—OUR senior events—are more than just routine clichés. This is our time to remember. We will remember our senior events. We will remember them because they are not just scenes from the teen movie du jour, but because they belong to a fundamental point in our lives. We, like that popular soap opera, have only one life to live and one senior year to complete.

David Zuares
419 Gateswood Road

David Close
51 Knollwood Drive

Brian Fall
337 Society Hill

Geoff Korfin
44 Cooper Run Drive
“Life is for the living”

A. David Marinoff
1522 Hillsdale Drive

Jennifer McNulty
23 East Splitt Rock Drive
“Love is everything it’s cracked up to be. That’s why people are so cynical about it. It really is worth fighting for, being brave for, and risking everything for. And the trouble is, if you don’t risk anything, you risk even more.”
ACTIVITIES: Chauncey (2), Powderpuff (3)

Michael Schechner
427 Old Orchard Road

Jacob Serota
1949 Kennett Court

Jordan Wallace
105 Apley Drive
“Some of it’s magic, some of it’s tragic, but I had good time all the way.” -Buffet

Jason Ducorsky
36 Fair Haven Drive
For the crimes they will most likely commit (as deemed by their fellow ranking scholars):

**Most likely to...**

...be named the top 1% of the Class of 2004: All of them!
...take an Advanced Placement test for fun: Holly
...take graduate courses during freshman year of college: Anand
...save a third world country: Jim
...start a boy band: Pat
...sit in front of his or her computer all day: Andrea
...start his or her homework at 4 am: Anand
...win Survivor: Holly & Pat
...fight over a point with a teacher: Andrea & Melissa
...join a non profit organization: Jim

...beat all the other Ranking Scholars in a marathon: Holly
...become President: Melissa & Pat
...take over a small island: Anand
...win Jeopardy: Pat
...survive on a deserted island with only a giant hairbrush and a copy of *Anne of Green Gables*: Andrea
...try to wake Jane Austen from the grave to ask her to sign a copy of *Pride and Prejudice*: Melissa
...help even the person robbing his house with a calculus problem: Jim
...never wash his yellow hat: Pat
...drop her crusade to name a new element to take up a National Geographic career: Holly
...cry after getting his or her first B: Andrea
...forget how to spell "Ranking Scholar" by the end of his or her first college party: Anand
...earn a million dollars first: Anand
...have the most unique sense of humor: Pat
...become the Yearbook Graduates editor so she could make this page: Melissa

Most likely to succeed in life:
All of them!

**THEIR GRADES**
A C A D E M I C A C H I E V E M E N T S

NATIONAL MERIT SEMI-FINALISTS: Jacqueline Chang, Amy Cheung, Andrea Goldstein, Patrick Ho, Holly Moeller, Harrison Nathan, Jennifer Shipon, Rebecca Sobel, Anand Yegya-Raman, Adam Zell NATIONAL MERIT ACHIEVEMENT SCHOLAR: Kavita Pandit

NATIONAL MERIT COMMENDED SCHOLARS

C U M L A U D E S O C I E T Y
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Summer Studies

Governor's School
Molly Finkelstein, Patrick Ho, Meredith Karpf, Erica Klazmer, Rachel Laskin, Andrea Pien

Rotary
Brittany Cohen, Drew Cohen, Meredith Karpf, Abigail Lithgo, Brendan Lowe, Daniel Mintzer, Zara Rosenberg, Matthew Sterling, Jessica Young

Summer School for Smart Students
by Molly Finkelstein

As a reasonably well-informed teenager, I should know who the governor of New Jersey is. And I do. It's Jim McGreevey, for now, at least. The only (and I mean only) reason I know this is because I went to Governor's School. They didn't actually emphasize the importance of the governor or really anything related to him at Governor's School, but I figured if I was going to his school, I might as figure out who he is. Being the governor of New Jersey is a position of leadership. If you want to learn lots of exciting things about leadership, go to Rotary or Girl's/Boy's State. If you would rather learn about the environment, engineering, science, public issues, or international issues go to their respective Governor's Schools. If you want to hang out with really talented artsy kids and write poetry (or sing or dance or paint or draw or act or play the cello/saxophone/piano/trumpet/etc. or make films), then go to the Governor's School of the Arts.

I was one of the twelve creative writing scholars. Every day, we had a seminar-style class in which we discussed, wrote, and critiqued poetry and prose. We learned from the poetic masters, as well as each other. Our teachers, all published writers, gave us challenges such as having to incorporate three metaphors using broccoli, the word "insouciant," the name of a typewriter brand, and a line of *The Taming of the Shrew* unobtrusively in a short story or poem. Later, of course, we were allowed to edit out the obscene amount of broccoli references if we wanted to. The point was to make our minds go beyond their normal thought processes, to create ideas we never normally would have considered. Governor's School introduced me to an artistic world I never knew could exist, while simultaneously showing me how I relate to that world. And of course, I learned who the governor of New Jersey is.
SUMMER STUDIES

GIRLS’ STATE
Mattea Goldstein, Beth Martin, Holly Moeller, Julie Reizes, Brooke Rothman, Leanne Silverman, Nishtha Sohdhi, Jill Steinbrecher, Kira Weinstein

BOYS’ STATE
Gamal Abiona, Larry Adler, Randy Green, Dave Londres, Nick Mitchell, Josh Spechler

SUCCESSFUL SENIORS

SENIOR HALL OF FAME
"He who dares to teach must never cease to learn."

-Richard Henry Dann

ACADEMICS

2004
"I have but one lamp by which my feet are guided, and that is the lamp of experience.”
- Patrick Henry

Interview with Dr. John O' Breza

What do you feel you have accomplished this year?
I think we have a couple of things that we have done pretty well. We have the beginnings of a mentoring program through the in-school support program and Mr. Loretta. We also did a great deal with the smaller learning environments. We have four smaller learning groups as of now. That has been very helpful. And one of the things that I am most proud of is the initiative that Mrs. McLeester and Mr. Terranova have taken in working with Mrs. Beck, and the Cum Laude Society have made a lot of headway in the tutoring program. I think their conduct is exemplary. Also, I think currently as well we’ve made some changes in the library which I think make that very accessible to students. Throughout the year, we’ve increased the number of computers in there and really we’ve invited people to spend free time in there and to use it productively and respectfully as a place to work. It is a large space with a lot of opportunity.

What sets apart the students at Cherry Hill East?
I think that they focus on high expectations. They expect a lot from school and they expect a lot of themselves. They clearly have a record of achievement and accomplishment in all areas. When I think of the academic areas, our high school profile speaks for itself. And in athletics as well, we’ve seen what the girls’ tennis team and girls’ volleyball team has done. The boys swimming team has done extraordinarily well. The boys’ basketball team. I think there is good spirit here and really we’ve been fortunate to have people, teachers involved in these activities, that really have gone beyond what is common at other schools.

How have the students at Cherry Hill East affected your life?
Well, they’ve given me a great opportunity over the years to work with an accomplished student body. They tend to be very accepting even when they don’t understand why we may be doing something in the building. I think through the example particularly in the student body they’ve been very helpful, particularly two occasions I know such as back to school night, the students really showcased the school. They did so again this month again when we had the open house for eighth grade. Those who were called to showcase athletics, clubs, the academics, I think they had a lot of fun and rather than having adults talk about the school, I think they really showed the spirit, what a student here really looked like and thought.

If you could sum up your goals for East in one phrase, what would it be?
My goals for East are to be of service to East families, the east community. I operate by the motto “service to others”.

114 Academics
Board of Education and BOE Student Representatives

Donna Cohen, Anne Einhorn, John Galie, Sharon Giaccio, Michael Hall, Dylan O’Hearn, Jim Johnson, Christine Meyer, David Oberlander, Flo Rosen, Dr. Morton Sherman, Nishtha Sodhi, Cindy Trubin. Missing: Alexandra Hill
What Does A Teacher Do... Exactly?

Conventionally, everyone thinks that a teacher simply stands in front of a classroom everyday just to teach, but teachers do far more than just teaching. They affect many aspects of a student’s experience at Cherry Hill East.

Without teachers, I don’t think that Cherry Hill East would be such a wonderful environment to learn in. I really like the feeling that I know that I can turn to any teacher for help,” says Beverly Hon (’05).

When any student is in turmoil, he knows that he can ask his understanding teachers for help. Truly at Cherry Hill East, the faculty has created a comfortable atmosphere for the students.

In addition to academics, teachers frequently involve themselves in Cherry Hill East’s extra-curricular activities. From taking part in Cherry Hill East’s bi-annual blood drive to coaching the various sports offered at Cherry Hill East, teachers hold Cherry Hill East together as a whole. Behind every student at Cherry Hill East stands the hardworking faculty.

Without teachers to guide students through high school to college, students at Cherry Hill East would not be as prepared as they are when they leave Cherry Hill East for college.
Daring a physics lab, Mrs. Hinrichsen helps Mike Brown ('04) achieve the objective of the lab. During physics lab periods, teachers guide students with genuine laboratory equipment in order to prove the material taught in class.

In English, Ms. Kelly helps Alison Green ('05) fix her grammatical errors. In English class, students write several essays during the year. Teachers teach students correct grammar usage for a portion of each school year to maintain the students' grammar skills.

John Barski
Science

Julie Bathke
English

Stephen Bechtel
World Engineer

Margaret Beck
Media

David Benbassat
Substitute

Mary Bergamesco
Substitute

Barbara Biehler
Secretaries and Clerks

Glenn Berryann
Science

Tim Berners-Lee
Internet Founder
The Astute, Ardent and Arduous

Students at East work diligently inside and outside of school. Somehow, the mountains of homework that teachers pile on each night are completed before the next day of school. Teachers expect students to give 115% every day. In order to achieve high grades, students devote themselves to spending time preparing, studying, and practicing before tests. Students do not see this as a sacrifice but as a smart investment into the future.

At Cherry Hill East, because all of the staff members encourage students to try their best, students always go above and beyond. Unlike most other high schools, East offers a wide array of AP level courses that prepare students for college. Many already obtain college credits before they even leave high school. In the past few years, East has had to add additional courses such as in foreign language for gifted students who have completed already existing levels.

In addition to studies, students participate in numerous extra-curricular activities. From volunteering to clubs at East, they always seem to be on the run. With such an impressive resume, it is no wonder that many students head off to world-renowned universities to finish their education.

East students are gifted in non-academic areas as well. In East, breathtaking art pieces decorate the corridors created by students. Also, the spectacular sounds that fill the hallways are attributed to the skilled musicians at East. Let's not forget the uncountable number of trophies that line the cases in the halls.

No matter what a student's forte may be, he can achieve his best at East.

Kurt Wesner ('05) and Seth Pearl ('05) utilize a test tube and thermometer in Chemistry to perform an extensive experiment. Chemistry is one of the numerous science classes that Cherry Hill East offers. Students interested in the science field have a chance by performing weekly labs to become accustomed to the laboratory environment and equipment.
While sketching on a blank sheet of paper in art class, Joshua Wilcox ('04) spreads his creative mind onto the page using a pencil. Art electives allow students to enjoy different forms of expression using different mediums.

Physics, one of the most challenging courses Cherry Hill East offers. Physics students use protractors and rulers to fathom various quantities, such as velocity, force, and momentum.

Dennis Walter ('05) focuses on keeping straight edges and lines in drafting class as he works on his newest project. Drafting is one of the numerous drawing classes Cherry Hill East has. In drafting, students learn to sketch the technical aspects of designing complicated mechanical parts such as pumps.

Bernadette Calnon-Buote
Fine Arts

Robert Canzanese
English

Michael Caputi
Guidance

Raymond Carlin
Mathematics

Louise Carlo
English

Jane Carmody
English

Sue Choi
Mathematics

Susanne Casey
Science

Matthew Carr
English
In front of the school, the roadside marquee displays the awards that Mrs. Muller has garnered recently. East's faculty receives many honors on a regular basis, when their teaching efforts are rewarded. However, the students receive the ultimate reward—learning from their wealth of knowledge and ability.

Gina Chung
Science

Jay Cohen
Special Education

David Cole
Guidance

Mrs. Muller assists her student, Rob Gorzynski ('04) with his work on the computer. East faculty's pedagogical skills flourish in the classroom. Mrs. Muller has received numerous amounts of recognition for her superior teaching, including an honorary Lifetime Achievement Award at DECA, and a New Jersey Marketing Education Award.

Mrs. Monsale, a Latin exchange teacher from Colombia, has had the chance to teach in a different cultural environment. She says, "What Cherry Hill East has taught me is to be open-minded to different ways to teach and learn. The way our educational system is in Colombia is not better or worse than the one in U.S.A.; the two systems are just different."

Doris Cole
Secretaries and Clerks

Carol Cook
Secretaries and Clerks

Janine Cooney
English

Joanne Correia
Secretaries and Clerks

Ann Coticone
Secretaries and Clerks

Anna Croce
Secretaries and Clerks

Mr. Carr guides Tim White ('05) in his English class, directing his attention to the lesson. Mr. Carr often wins the Humanities Teacher of the Year Award because of his extensive knowledge on the subjects that he teaches. His lessons expose students to a wide range of ideas related to English and the Humanities.
Honorable Teachers

Everyone at Cherry Hill East recognizes the faculty's hard work. Walking through the hallways, visitors are able to see the awards that the students have won over the years.

Not only are the students at Cherry Hill East exceptional, but the teachers are also honorable as well. Teachers give their time and effort into producing the world's next leaders. However, out of two hundred staff members at Cherry Hill East, there are a few teachers who have been specially recognized for their dedication to higher learning.

This past year, Mrs. Diane Muller, a business teacher, has won two awards for her arduous teaching business education. She was acclaimed the Marketing Business Teacher of the Year. Also, at the DECA State Conference, she received the Lifetime Achievement Award. Teachers such as Mrs. Muller create a lasting mark on Cherry Hill East's reputation.

Not only is it imperative to recognize the achievements of the students, but also it is imperative to give recognition to the teachers standing behind the students. Without honorable teachers, Cherry Hill East would not be as successful as it is.

Mrs. Hager organizes paperwork after teaching a class. In addition to teaching in class, Ms. Hager also assists in academics outside of class. She has been a New Jersey DECA State Officer Advisor for the past five years. As a advisor, she leads DECA officers, helping them campaign and assisting them with speeches.

Marilyn DiCiurcio
Secretaries and Clerks

Shawn Dessaigne
Student Teacher

Janet Denker
Guidance

Jill Cuthill
Mathematics

Charles Davis
Social Studies

Gina Daviso
Social Studies

Dana DeFelice-Tete
Special Education

Kathryn DeHoratiis
Mathematics

Thomas DeLuca
Mathematics/Activities Director
There Is No "I" In "Team"

It's the old cliché, there is no "I" in the word "Team". This wise old saying applies especially well in terms of the way that students at East work in groups. Not only does working in groups create a strong individual, but it teaches students to work cooperatively as well. Thus, working in groups is an essential part of being successful as a student. Every single student finds himself or herself working on a group project whether in History, Math, Science, or English.

Working in groups has many benefits. Students learn to accept constructive criticism and to compromise with their peers. In any career, it is essential to work cooperatively with others. Preparing for the real world starts here at Cherry Hill High School East. Students can experience the triumph of working together as a unit. Once East students leave for college, they will have the experience of working cooperatively.

"I feel it's very important to work together. You have so many opportunities that way," said Eric Jeng ('05). Sometimes, the workload is too much for one person; working in a group helps relieve the stress. Not only can students help each other relieve stress, but they can develop leadership skills required to become a successful adult.

Aside from high school memories, life at Cherry Hill High School East teaches all students the essential skills of life.
Timothy Rinehart ('04) helps out classmate Caitlin DiPonziano ('04) with a physics problem. Teamwork and consideration for fellow students make the study of a challenging subject, such as physics, more enjoyable for everyone.
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In class, Justin Sokoloff ('05) and Michael Perry ('04) work hard in hand at a computer station. In science labs, students must be in groups to share computers. Computers are integrated into science courses to help with data analysis.
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Often parallels are drawn in history between the past, present, and future. Staying true to the cliché, "History repeats itself," Y. Liu ("93) is able to apply what she learns in history class and to further analyze the current events.

Physics is a class that has many applications to life. Besides learning in the classroom, students apply what they have learned to daily life. In class, Li Zhe ("93) has the chance to apply the theories of physics to tangible phenomena in labs.
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In English, Adam Cohen ("04) presents Midsummer in a new way. At first it appears to be music class, but students are using music to get in tune with the further meaning of the text. It is possible for students not only to understand the figurative language of the author through reading the text, but also understand the text through music.
Multi-disciplinary Learning Rocks East

While Cherry Hill East students’ days are divided into eight discrete periods, similar concepts are explored and redefined in seemingly unrelated classes. The first step a few years ago was the combination of World Civilizations and Freshman English classes. Students explore different ways through which different cultures define their world; utilizing historical information, literature written during, and various societies. For instance, a lesson on the feudal era of Japan is supplemented by a reading of 47 Ronin, a fictional account of Samurai who proved their honor during that trying time.

Other courses incorporate different types of learning by different means. Humanities courses have focused on allowing students to use their own talents to explore history and literature through enrichment projects. Likewise, science and math courses are starting to assign projects and writing assignments for the right-brained student. Thus, the mathematically driven student can do enrichment projects on the various sequences of color imagery in Moby Dick, while the artistic student can draw a detailed picture of cells under a microscope.

Multidisciplinary learning is the future of education, and East’s dedication to promoting this form of learning proves East to be a progressive institution.
In art class, Rebecca Chai ('07) and Jily Kuan ('07) explore their art talents by using watercolors to express the beautiful texture of seashells. The many electives offered at Cherry Hill East gives students a good chance to explore their personal interests and talents.
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In three-dimensional art, Shweta Bharadwaj ('05) and Niyati Doshi ('07) use clay to create artistic sculptures. In three-dimensional art, students use a lot of different mediums such as clay, wire, paper-mâché, for example. Hence, students truly interested in pursuing art can determine which medium they like best.
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Showing a true artist's focus by concentrating intently on her work, Amy Schwarzer ('07) carefully forms a beautiful clay sculpture in three-dimensional art, the only class of the day that lets her relax from analyzing to sculpure her personal interests and talents.

In her art elective, Sabella Sparano ('04) blends colors for a beautiful seashell painting. Watercolors allow artists to blend colors to any range of colors. Through the art electives, students learn to portray and capture the beauty of nature as many professional artists have done.
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Finding the Prodigy In You

High school is not only the time to achieve academically, but also the time for students to find their creative side. Cherry Hill East offers many electives that students can utilize to find their non-academic forte. Cherry Hill East features large art, music, foreign language, theatre, and industrial arts departments, through which students may discover a love for ceramics, Latin, play-directing, woodwork, or whatnot.

Taking an elective at Cherry Hill East is similar to having a job. Students are required to complete projects by set deadlines. Also, taking electives allows students already interested in one of the elective departments to choose a specific field within the department. For example, a student interested in visual art may decide to major in photography.

By the end of a student's four year experience at Cherry Hill East, he will be on the path to finding the prodigy within himself.
On a bright sunny day, Julie Maggioncalda ('05), Lauren Minches ('05), and Ashley Kessler ('05) enjoy lunch out in the courtyard. The layout of Cherry Hill East was specifically designed in quads, giving students the chance to have lunch or class meetings outdoors. On a warm day, Cherry Hill East offers an alternative to mediocre classroom walls.

When the bell rings over two thousand and two hundred students are on the move. Despite the size of Cherry Hill East and the number of students, five minutes between classes is enough time to get from one room to another. Often, students have enough time to chat with a friend along the way.
Whatever Floats Your Boat

Everyone has it; some know it, and others don’t, but either way, stress is a major factor of every student’s life. Although it may be unavoidable, there are plenty of ways to lessen the load and reducing this immense strain that many students have because of school can have a positive impact.

There are a few things that East can do to help students within the school, and although they may not seem like much, they really do help student life.

Friends are probably the basis of stress relief, for a student can confide in a friend any problems he may have and also just have a good time; it is surprising how helpful a good laugh can be once in a while.

Gym periods, study halls, lunches, and hall time are all things that people take for granted, but they are the highlight of the day for many students. Any way that the school can integrate fun with academics is an excellent way to alleviate the pervasive stress that harms students. After school activities are important for getting together with friends and doing something constructive at the same time. Another option is group projects; although many students have difficulty coordinating schedules, it is a great learning tool.

Too many over-worked students become "burned-out" after some time of constant work and lack of sleep, and this can have drastic effects on a student’s performance in school.

Thus, it is important for students to reevaluate their schedule and try to incorporate some time for themselves, for even if it seems like a waste of time, it will pay off in the long-run.

In gym class, David Lenkey (‘04) and Jen DaCena (‘04) play a game of ping-pong. Ping-pong is a favorite during gym classes, permitting students the chance to work on their motor skills. Students have fun so much fun competing each other, they are reluctant to go to their next class.

Rachel Shin (‘04), Annie An (‘06), and Grace Min (‘07) use study hall to take a break from class to relieve stress. Study hall in the cafeteria gives students a chance to catch-up on group. It also allows students some stress-free time away from the academic rigors of the classroom.
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Rick Seager ('95) concentrates intently on solving a problem. Pre-Calculus II is an important step in Cherry Hill East’s math courses; it integrates much of the knowledge in math courses from previous years.
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Jen Onua ('97) uses a calculator to help her achieve advanced standards. Instead of conventionally taking notes, students use technology to help them solve problems. Many times, new technology saves the students time, while allowing them to do further extrapolation and interpolation of data.

Textbooks are the ultimate resource for all students. Kathy Cornforth ('84) reads from the textbook to find useful answers. Textbooks help the students get information, but more importantly, textbooks help students pick out important information when preparing for tests or taking notes.

Moses Park ('05) carefully sorts flies in Biology III. Mr. Robino makes sure that students such as Moses correctly sort flies by sex and trait. This process takes a lot of time and a lot of concentration; for even a small mistake could distort Moses' data. Moses' observations will contribute to one of the many difficult labs that he will perform in this class.
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Standards, standards, and more standards... Why do teachers stress them so often? Students see standards posted in big bold letters all over the school, and the numbers of the standards are ingrained in student's heads, but what is the true purpose of standards? Without knowing it, students use standards everyday in class and out of class. Cherry Hill East supplies many technological appliances for students to use in a variety of subjects. Without teachers stressing the standards every second of the day, students apply them in every thing that they do in class. CH 1.22 The student uses various information sources, including those of technological advances, to accomplish specific tasks. Also, when students do group work, they use cooperative skills mentioned in the standards list. Constructive criticism, cooperation, and collaboration are practiced by students weekly in group work projects. CH 1.15 The student works well with others who are "different" and does so in diverse situations. Thus, standards simply restate the life skills taught at Cherry Hill East.
As Jonathan Wang ('07) takes notes in class, he must comprehend the material. Students at Cherry Hill East are tested often to keep up their studying habits. Often in the more rigorous classes, students have tests every week, so students must attentively take notes and carefully comprehend all the material.

Rashad Norzad ('07) takes notes as he listens attentively in his social studies class. Paying attention in rigorous history classes is a crucial part of learning the material. Students must concentrate on the material to earn a good grade on challenging tests and document based questions.

In class, Josh Sosnin ('05) completes a worksheet for class. Often the extra materials that teachers hand out help prepare students for tests. Although a worksheet may seem like busy work, the worksheet should be treated as a test because the questions often test the student’s knowledge of the material being studied.

Brad Silviaier ('05) blissfully listens to his teacher’s lecture. In class, Brad enjoys learning topics that he enjoys. Often, students comprehend information better when it keeps their interest. Thus, teachers use different teaching methods to ensure that students fully comprehend all the material before a test.
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Measuring Up

At Cherry Hill East, teachers measure a student's knowledge of a subject primarily with tests.

From students taking advanced placement courses to students taking electives, all study intensely to make sure they know their material. But what makes it all worth studying?

Although tests may seem as a nuisance to many students, they are simply a hill that students must pass. Many times, students clear their hurdles easily because they work hard.

Especially at Cherry Hill East, students receive many benefits from taking tests. Taking tests are a measure of their knowledge; therefore, students have a chance to get high marks in any class.

Also, students at Cherry Hill East have the chance to take early college-level tests. The plethora of advanced placement courses offered at Cherry Hill East gives students a chance to test themselves before they enter the college atmosphere. Also, taking a college-level course in a high school setting is much more difficult and stressful than taking the course later on in college, but many students at Cherry Hill East take the college-level courses, yearning for a challenge.

In the end, tests may seem to be pointless, but they truly do measure the knowledge of a student. For all students who work hard and receive high marks on their grades, measuring up to standards at Cherry Hill East feels very rewarding as they put in the effort.

Taking a test is concentrated work. Intently, Joe Oliver ('06) focuses on achieving a high grade. Since students study as hard, a test merely tests the depth of a student's understanding.

Not only do students take notes in class, often, notes are taken on the computer. Stephanie Scarpita ('07) uses the computer to study. Nowadays, computers give students a chance to neatly organize their notes and prepare for tests. Also, students often use private chat rooms to test each other and prepare each other.
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For the majority of students at Cherry Hill East, the next chapter in their lives is college. SAT’s, AP, and GPA are acronyms swirling in the minds of seniors, juniors, and even sophomores and freshmen. The next chapter for students leaving Cherry Hill East marks the beginning of becoming an adult with a career. Some students have prepared for days, months, and years for the end of March, when college acceptances arrive in their mailbox.

During the course of students’ careers at East, they encounter a wide range of opportunities to prepare themselves, both for acceptances into colleges and for life after high school. These opportunities include a plethora of subjects to suit each individual student’s interests and a variety of difficulty levels to suit each student’s abilities. Competitive students attempt to enroll in the most difficult classes while achieving the highest grades at the same time. They participate actively in class discussions, trying to procure positive recommendations from teachers.

With college always looming in the background, students work their hardest to prepare an impressive application when fall of senior year rolls around.
In business class, Jeff Stomel ('94), Leigh McCurdy ('96), and Paul Bressler ('94) use computers to compile information and type their reports. The business department at Cherry Hill East offers a vast array of classes for students to choose from. From economics to marketing, students can take an in-depth look at the operations of any business. Truly, Cherry Hill East offers many options for the future leaders.

Between periods, Alex Busch ('94) mounts the stairs hauling a heavy load of books. Like the ladder of success, East's stairways often seem insurmountable, but eventually, one climbs to the top. Slowly but surely, students here at East pull themselves up the metaphorical ladder, winding up in the halls of higher learning.

Listening attentively in class, Andrew Wysong ('94) knows that he must study hard to do well in school. Copying copious notes is one skill that successful students must master. As a senior, Wysong ('94) has grown accustomed to the workload at East, which will prepare him for the junior one in college.
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Chemistry is a good example of a class where students must practice using caution handling dangerous chemicals. While performing a lab, Eric Jerg ('05) and Jeremy Chin ('05) use a toothpick to stir chemicals. Eric must be careful not to transfer the contents from one portion of the glass dish into another portion, because each section has a different concentration of the mixed chemicals.
Getting Down and Dirty

Sometimes school activities require a student's complete attention, and in the process the student may get dirty but in the end, the result makes it all worthwhile.

Especially in electives, students have a chance to use dangerous tools and materials. With careful instruction from the teacher, students always stay safe.

In three-dimensional art class students sometimes break tiles with a hammer or use dangerous equipment.

In three-dimensional art, Niyati Desai ('06) uses a power drill to drill a hole into a special notebook that she made in class. Desai concentrates intensely, so that she does not hurt herself with the power tool.

Whatever the project, the teachers advise the students to use safety equipment and the teachers always go over the correct instructions on how to use the materials in a safe manner.

In academic classes, students also learn the rules of safe equipment use and material handling. For example, in the chemistry classes, students are required to answer a questionnaire on lab safety and get it signed by their guardian.

Although some school activities require students to get down and dirty, students always do it in a safe and appropriate manner.
Taking the Initiative

Although many students may not realize it, after four years of a successful high school career at Cherry Hill High School East, they are prepared to take initiative in their lives. From maneuvering around Cherry Hill High School East as freshmen to taking advanced placement courses, students develop responsibility and become independently strong individuals.

Starting out at Cherry Hill High School East is a difficult task, but students quickly learn to adjust to the academic atmosphere of the school, as Ariel Katz ('96) and Lexi Brezler ('96) have done. In the beginning many freshmen use a map of the school, but as sophomores many students get around the school with ease.

Teachers have taught students study skills until high school, but as the students become older, teachers expect students to read the textbook on their own, do practice problems on their own time, and ask questions about anything that they do not understand.

Also, students must learn to manage their time by planning ahead. In order to achieve higher standards, students must prioritize their life, so that they do not miss any opportunities.

By the time a student is a senior, he will have had practice taking control of his own life in a high school setting.
As always, Roshni Joshi ('04) and Anna Ly ('04) are devoted to becoming independent individuals. Throughout his journey at Cherry Hill High School East, a student develops independence. By the time a student is ready to leave for college, he is well on his way to becoming a responsible adult.

Reading is a large part of almost every class offered at Cherry Hill High School East. As students gain more experience in high school, teachers expect students to follow along with the material taught in class by doing independent reading.

Efficiently using his time, Daniel Lee ('04) edits his essay while he has access to a computer. Instead of wasting his time, his four years of high school experience have taught him to take advantage of the time allotted to him by his teachers.

Starting out at Cherry Hill High School East may seem intimidating, but with enthusiasm, students can take control of their high school career as Jonathan Wang ('07) has done. The hard work and determination that a student devotes to his high school career is rewarded with the immeasurable reward of knowledge.
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GOING ABOVE AND BEYOND

Not only are students at Cherry Hill High School East high academic achievers, but also they go above and beyond limits set by themselves and others. Walking through classrooms, students, faculty, parents, and visitors can admire the hardwork of the students.

With a healthy cooperation between the opportunities that the teachers provide at Cherry Hill High School East and the student’s never-ending determination, it is no surprise that Cherry Hill High School East is a National Blue Ribbon School. In order to finish work, students sometimes stay after school until most of the teachers are gone.

Hence, the achievements of the students at Cherry Hill High School East are known not only by members of the school, any visitor to Cherry Hill High School East can see why the students, faculty, and parents are so proud by looking at the many awards on display.

Furthermore, students at Cherry Hill High School East have really proved their dedication to achievement by achieving high standards in other extracurricular activities.

For example, Cherry Hill High School East is home to many of the state’s top athletes. Just this past year the school had high rankings in tennis and swimming.

Also, Cherry Hill High School East has earned many accolades for the school’s publications such as the yearbook, Eidolon, and newspaper, Eastside.

Thus, it is impossible to label just one way that students at Cherry Hill High School East go above and beyond the standards. To the students at Cherry Hill High School East, the sky is the limit.

In biology, Moses Park (’15) and Ben Chung (’16) work industriously. As students of one of the toughest courses offered at Cherry Hill High School East, Park and Chung must not only work hard paying attention in class, completing homework assignments, and studying for tests, but also they must study everyday and diligently read the textbook in order to keep up with the fast-paced course.

Making sure that he understands all of the material taught in class, Chung Yen Wo (’16) asks Mr. Robino a question. Accuracy Mr. Robino addresses all of Wo’s concerns. Teachers are always standing by their students to help them reach above and beyond standards.
In biology, Jillian Finkelstein ('05) and Katlin Mignella ('05) work together to test their knowledge. Using the textbook as a useful source, they reach higher levels of learning. Often the practical applications offered in textbooks allow students to apply the material taught in class to the students' daily lives.

Using one of the many new computers in the math lab, Katherine Brainin ('04) takes advantage of the time that teachers give her to further extrapolate her data. All of Cherry Hill High School East's students have access to the vast technological resources. With advanced technology, students are able to experiment with data from a lab.
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"OUR GREATEST GLORY IS NOT FALLING, BUT RISING EVERY TIME WE FALL."

-CONFUCIUS

SPORTS

2004
Practice Makes Perfect

Smiling and moving in rhythm, Julia Kurtz ('05), Angel An ('05), and Marlon Peralta ('05) dance their part as they entertain the crowd at a football game. Cheerleaders act as emotional and uplifting support for the players and fans with their ever-smiling faces and cheerful attitude regardless of what the scoreboard says.

Angela Miller ('05) mightyly bumps the ball back to the opposition. In many cases, the success of a volleyball player lies in her concentration and accuracy.

Laura Davis ('04) and Brandi Mosko ('05) balance with the support of their teammates below. Repetition and practice make such stunts possible.

Pacing himself in a grueling race, Brian Deppa ('06) looks forward to the finish line. Training and endurance are key to distance runners as they compete in 3.1 mile races on a regular basis. With this in mind, they often practice at various speeds and distances in preparation for a meet.

As Brandi Mosko ('05) falls into the basket catch of her teammates below, she relies on them to cushion her landing. Trust is one of the most significant elements in cheerleading, as each girl must trust that her teammates will secure her position.
Daw Londres ('04) sticks with the pack as he makes his way through the course. Londres' hard work and dedication has paid off as he was selected for First Team All Conference this season. This distinction and honor is only awarded to the best and most accomplished runners.

With excitement and enthusiasm, Jill Steinbrecher ('04) leads her team in a cheer. Due to the competitive nature of the cheerleading squad at East, all cheerleaders must be experienced in both gymnastics and cheering.

Boys Cross Country: First Team All Conference: Adam Colle, Dave Londres, Brad Silnutzer.

Girls Volleyball: First Team All Conference: Samantha Foss, Katie Gold, Marcie Polite. All South Jersey and State Senior All Stars: Katie Gold and Marci Polite. All South Jersey Player of the Year: Samantha Foss.

Varsity Cheerleading: Mimi Agisim, Angel An, Nicole Angelica, Maru Arai, Noel Brown, Laura Davis-Captain, Danielle Dittrich. Michael Duffy, Brittany Ensign, Ben Finkel, Taia Halperin, Tina Hopkins, Samantha Hutzi, Lisa Korostowski-Captain, Julia Kurtz, Julia Lettieri, Stephanie Libes, Alex LaGrossa, Froza Mercado, Ian Mercado, Brandi Mosko, Marlon Peralta, Sarah Spillane, Jill Steinbrecher-Captain, Julia Wacura-Captain, Samantha Weicker.
Under Pressure

Winding up for the kick, Dana DiBruno ('04) aims to score. Scoring has been one of DiBruno's forte as a soccer player as she scored her 54th career goal at East. Her agility and speed have been great assets to the soccer team.

The East football team lines up along the offensive line to prepare to drive down-field. The Cougars pounded blood, sweat, tears, and heart into every offensive play throughout the year.

Steven Markoe ('04) rockets a pass down the center of the field, threading the needle through the opposing defenders. Markoe led the team all season as the Cougar's steady quarterback. The accuracy of the quarterback is essential to the team's plays.

Girls Soccer: Ivy Abiona, Jessica Cameron, Ashley Cargen, Theresa Cattuna, Danamarie DiBruno, Baily Enright, Ashley Gill, Allison Green, Jacyd Greenstein, Jamie Hacker, Shana Herman, Victoria Kawtisky, Lauren Krohn, Julia Maggioncalda, Melissa Parker, Andrea Slafer, Tara Stallfort, Christina Tortu, Megan Wesley, Jessica Young.

Shana Herman ('04) fights off an opponent as she vies for the best position to retrieve the ball from her teammate. Being aggressive and commanding on the field are two of the traits that have distinguished Herman and earned her the First Team All Conference award.

Aggressively in pursuit of the nearest opponent, Lauren Scarpato ('04) charges to stay competitive in a heated race. Being a leader both emotionally and on the racecourses, Scarpato has led her team to a successful season.

Ashley Gill ('06) uses quick motions of the feet to maneuver around the opponent. Agility is key to a team member's contribution to the team, as proper handling of the ball will score goals.

**Girls Soccer:** First Team All Conference: Danamarie DiBruno, Shana Herman. Second Team All Conference: Jaclyn Greenstein, Jessica Young.

**Football:** First Team All Conference: Sean Satchell, Gamal Abiona. Second Team All Conference: Al Valentino, Anthony Prescott, Justin Bonitatis, Justin Matthews. First Team Group 4: Sean Satchell.

**Girls Cross Country:** First Team All Conference: Dale Burton.
Second Team All Conference: Lauren Scarpato. All Group 4 Honors: Dale Burton.

**Girls Cross-Country:** Dale Burton, Melissa Friend, Laura Herron, Alexandra Hill, Beverly Hon, Leigh McCurdy, Stephanie Mikitishe, Holly Moeller, Crystallann Moreno, Laura Neff, Lauren Scarpato, Ashley Singer, Rebecca Sohel, Sunaina Yarlagadda, Jamie Zucker.
Christina Contrafatto ('04) follows her serve through to ensure proper execution and placement of the ball on the opposing side of the court. Successful tennis players are able to anticipate the return of the ball. Thus, agility and quick thinking are key.

Daniel Wu ('04) ensures that the ball remains out of the net as he prevents the opposition from scoring a crucial goal. Although not the goalie, Wu is willing to extend help to his teammates in order to secure a victory for the Cougars.

Leaping to control the ball, Brittney Hoffman ('05) gains her composure before passing to a teammate. Control of the ball and passing are key elements to a successful team, as all must work together to achieve the goal of victory.

Daryl Wander ('04) controls the ball as she makes her way down the field. Being a senior, Wander has become accustomed to her position on the team and her leadership role. Communication is key as the team is spread throughout the field.

**Boys Soccer**
- First Team All Conference: Daniel Wu.
- Second Team All Conference: Jack Keyes, Paul Caracciolo, Matthew Sterling, Sean Borkowski.

**Field Hockey**
- First Team All Conference: Amanda Cucinotti.
- Second Team All Conference: Marissa Sweeney, Brittney Hoffman, Allison Segal.
- All South Jersey: Goalie: Amanda Cucinotti.

**Girls Tennis**
- All Conference: Jackie Herb- 1st singles, Emily Herb- 2nd singles, Christina Contrafatto- 3rd singles, Charlotte Nagelberg and Leanne Silverman- 1st doubles, Joelle Koplin and Ashley Peretz- 2nd doubles.
Lauren Guida ('04) steps up as she makes her way down the field. Being aggressive and commanding on the field has propelled Guida to make split-second decisions for the benefit of her team.

Paul Caracciolo ('04) watches his opponent as he quickly glides past the defensive man. Through dedication and hard work, Caracciolo and his teammates have learned how to dazzle their opponent with their footwork and agility.

Dan Hamill ('04) snatches the ball in his tiger-like grip to prevent the other team from scoring a goal. Whenever the ball seems to get past the defense, Hamill always seems to be there to save the day.

Watching fiercely for the return, Charlotte Nagelberg ('04) braces herself for her next move. The success of the tennis team this year was dependent on the leadership and endurance of the members. Their perseverance has truly shone through.

**Girls Field Hockey:** Katie Anderson, Brigid Bleaken, Mia Bushman, Amanda Cucinotti, Gabrielle DeCrescenzo, Carlyn Friedberg, Courtney Glenn, Lauren Guida, Britney Hoffman, Courtney Hummel, Meghan Reilly, Allison Segal, Marissa Swesey, Alla Tsypenyuk, Daryl Wander.

**Girls Tennis:** Christina Contrafatto, Emily Herb, Jacqueline Herb, Jamie Hessert, Joelle Koplin, Kate Malamut, Charlotte Nagelberg, Ashley Peretz, Remy Ravitz, Brooke Rothman, Leanne Silverman, Aimee Stahl.
Vital Statistics

Girls Soccer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>CHE</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wash Twp.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vineland</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash Twp.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WINS: 6 LOSSES: 10 TIES: 1

Girls Tennis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>CHE</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash Twp.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddonfield</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morristown</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timber Creek</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vineland</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlboro</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridgewater-Raritan</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash Twp.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morristown</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pingry</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WINS: 25 LOSSES: 0
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Girls Volleyball</th>
<th>CHE</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williamstown</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twp. Tech</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash Twp.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunterdon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williamstown</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash Twp.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP Stevens</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridgewater</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raritan</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Girls Cross Country**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eastern</th>
<th>CHE</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash Twp.</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WINS: 5 LOSSES: 2**

**Girls Field Hockey**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wash Twp.</th>
<th>CHE</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delsea</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WINS: 5 LOSSES: 9 TIES: 2**

**WINS: 14 LOSSES: 5**
To Meet, To Compete, To Defeat

Vasilios Kalovrouziotis ('05), stands his ground against an opponent. His steady, concrete stance keeps him more stable than his adversary.

Drive and determination guarantee a win as Brett Robbins ('05) prepares for another forceful stroke. Breath control and support are key to successful swimming.

Boys' Swimming: Chad Armstrong, Benjamin Birnbaum, Andrew Breen, Justin Breen, Seth Braggar, Collin Canfield, Davis Canfield, Allen Chan, Anthony Ciccotelli, Justin Coyle, Erik D'Esteone, Daniel Dresler, Eric Dresler, Jonathan Goldman, Zhen Gong, Jason Huber, Julian Katz, Gregory Kayser, David Keiffer, Albert Keiffer, Michael Keiffer, Anthony Kim, Stefan Knecht, Alyson Kouch, Sarah Mandes, Neil Manas, Dan Nagelberg, Zachary Osheroff, Graham Parker, Sarah Parker, Raman Ravindran, Evan Richter, Brett Robbins, Daniel Roth, Timothy Rowe, Jeffrey Rusignolo, Michael Scott, James Smith, Matthew Tannerbaum, Freddy Wang, Quinn Weisman, Sean Yellin

In a demonstration of teamwork, Jennifer Kelly ('07), Julie Reizes ('04), Alison Heiman ('07), and Amanda Boye ('07) move in perfect unison. Students find dancing on a team to be fulfilling, both physically and spiritually. With the Dance Team, students have found an outlet for their talent that also enables them to satisfy their competitive urges.

With the butterfly form, Raman Ravindran ('04) uses all his might to out-swim the opponent. Perfection of its form is key to the success of the swimmer.

Using all of his force, Nick Mitchell ('04) pins his opponent. Focusing strength and strategy, a wrestler must foresee the movements of his opponent in order to gain control of the match.

Boys' Wrestling: 2nd District: Justin Bonitatis, 3rd District: Mike Lussier, 4th District: Jesse Cohen, Nick Mitchell
Boys' Swimming: South Jersey Public A Title

Girls' Basketball: Sheala Belte, Roneka Gould, Allison Green, Katelyn Joyce, Talia Schwartz, Michelle Spevak, Kira Weinstein

Girls' Cheerleading: Mimi Aqisim, Angel An, Maru Arai, Noel Brown, Laura Davis, Danielle Dittrich, Mike Duffy, Brittany Ewing, Ben Finkel, Talia Halperin, Tina Hopkins, Samantha Hutz, Lisa Korostowski, Julia Kurtz, Alex LaGrossa, Stephanie Libes, Froza Mercado, Ian Merado, Brandy Mosko, Marlon Peralta, Sarah Spillane, Jill Steinbrecher, Julia Wacura, Samantha Weicker


Girls' Swimming: Meredith Baigler, Molly Bendzyn, Jackie Chong, Chrissy Cipolla, Amanda Cucinotti, Nicole DeAngelis, Sami Ender, Lindsay Foster, Hannah Goldstein, Lindsay Grimes, Kate Herron, Amy Horwitz, Lauren Jakubowski, Lauren Johnson, Courtney Kuyker, Antoinette K_cssles, Morgan Lay, Abby Lithgo, Kelly Longa, Ali Maloney, Sarah Mandes, Emily Mansier, Josephine Merrile, Carolyn McCormack, Colleen McNab, Melissa Parker, Matti Persienn, Elise Radkowif, Tamara Rosen, Christine Rowe, Lindsay Sanders, Sherri Saunders, Lauren Scarpato, Sami Schlachterman, Ashley Shreiner, Tildi Sharp, Sami Spera, Dana Wander, Daryl Wander, Kelly Wilks, Ginny Yergler, Sarah Yergler

Cheerleading: Top 3rd of Nationals. Camp Champions. 1st place at Garden State Competition.

Girl Swimming: State Qualifiers: Laurel Johnson, Lindsay Grimes, Morgan Ley, Sami Schlachterman.

Lauren Jakubowicz ('04) breaks the rhythm of her stroke to steal a quick breath. In doing so, she gains an added momentum that will pull her to victory.

Matt Lewis ('04) smiles with satisfaction as he watches his ball soar down the lane. Bowlers' moods can shift often during a game as a good frame could bring momentum for a team.

Talia Halperin ('05) cheers with spunk. The cheerleading squad performs their routines during halftime in order to ensure a successful competition.

Cehara Wellington ('05) checks her position with the basket as an opponent fiercely blocks her view. Being constantly aware of positioning with the basket and communicating with teammates are key to scoring.
Jeremy Kaminer ('06) comes to a stop as he squares to the basket. Having control of one's body is key to an accurate shot. In basketball, players develop hand-eye coordination as well as strength and speed.

Ronit Chaudhuri ('04) sprints to the finish as he prepares to pass the baton to his teammate. Relay teams present the need for teamwork in track, as members are dependent on each other for overall success.

With pace and purpose, Brian Young ('05) dashes to the basket after whizzing past his opponent. Such acts of agility and coordination are what bring success and victory to the team and keeping team goals in mind, each player makes sure to contribute his share.
Having A Ball


The ball looms over the basket as the players watch in anticipation. Using quick reflexes, players will grab the ball as soon as it descends so that they can score a point for the team.

Christine Duncombe ('04) strikes a pose as she watches her ball fly down the lane. Proper formation and stance help a bowler to focus and score.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boy's Basketball</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>Cherry Hill West</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Palmyra</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill West</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>Cherry Hill West</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Palmyra</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown Friends</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>Cherry Hill West</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Palmyra</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Prep</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>Cherry Hill West</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Palmyra</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hightstown</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>Cherry Hill West</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Palmyra</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Palmyra</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Palmyra</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAMP</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Palmyra</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Prep</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Palmyra</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Palmyra</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Palmyra</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Palmyra</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Palmyra</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delbarton</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Palmyra</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Palmyra</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Palmyra</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notre Dame</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Palmyra</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslow</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Palmyra</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakcrest</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Palmyra</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timber Creek</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Palmyra</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Palmyra</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Township</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Palmyra</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girls' Varsity Basket</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ashley Peretz ('06) leaps over the hurdle in a closely contested race. Hurdlers must be extremely agile and accurate on each jump.

The girls' track and field team warms up before a meet. Even though not all are runners, warming up muscles is essential.
David Choi ('05) swings out of valley to return the ball to the green. Golfers must keep their cool, even in the most adverse situations.

Jeff Yaffa ('04) evaluates the position of the ball and contemplates his swing. Staying calm and focused will ensure victory.

Girls' Varsity Track & Field: Maru Arai, Elisha Beinart, Sheala Belt, Alexia Birbaum, Lauren Buck, Dale Burton, Mariesha Bunwell, Jessica Cameron, Shaney Campbell, Elizabeth Cantwell, Andrea Carr, Theresa Cattuna, Alaina Chedoff, Christine Cipolla, Gabrielle DeCrescenzo, Ron Fan, Diamond Flores, Dorothy Frankenthal, Caryln Friedberg, Melissa Friend, Jillian Gagner, Pamela Gilberg, Ashley Gill, Laura Green, Grace GUI, Laura Herson, Amy Horowitz, A-Ram Ji, Jana Kruse, Nara Lee, Yi Liu, Kelly Longa, Jenny Lubkin, Victoria Luk, Hannah Lyman, Rachel Maggioncalda, Kate Malamut, Lauren McNally, Dana McNelly, Lara Mele, Stephanie Mikita, Holly Moore, Crystal Ann Mores, Luan Ling Ng, Daphne Nunez, Ashley Peretz, Angelina Perryman, Remy Ravitz, Lisa Roseman, Lauren Rouhierstein, Alexandra Sappas, Lauren Scarpati, Erica Silberstein, Ashley Singer, Samman Singh, Chloe Swinsky, Alla Tepurenko, Kira Weinstein, Cebra Wellington, Sumaine Yarlagaada, Ashley Zipl, Jane Zucker, Cynthia Zuidema

Brett Strauss ('06) sends the ball across the court in a display of strength and power. The teamwork exhibited by the tennis team has consistently earned them championships and awards.
Bobby Brunke ('05) hoists the javelin with remarkable strength. Developing proper technique is both difficult and challenging.

Lauren Guida ('04) retrieves the ball in the infield, before throwing for a play. Arm strength and accuracy are what fuel wins for the team.

Steven Woodland ('06) attempts to clear the bar. Pole-vaulters must have complete command over their body as one stray move can result in defeat.
Katie Gold ('04) bends down to retrieve the ball. Being agile is key to the outfield position as one must be ready to move at any second.

Shielding the goal, Nana Wilmot ('04) gets another save. Being aggressive and attentive helps the goalie to be aware of all situations on the field.


Girls' Softball: Chelsea Coyle, Sara Cox, Jacie Davis, Alix Dorfman, Julie Drezner, Sami Emdur, Jessica Friedman, Courtney Glenn, Katie Gold, Lauren Guida, Terry Galle, Courtney Glenn, Stephanie Gollmer, Abbey Greenberg, Lauren Guida, Erica Kaufman, Vicki Kavinsky, Stephanie Libes, Elizabeth Luk, Sarah Kline (mjr.), Ashley McCormick, Angela Miller, Sarah Yergler.

Boys' Track & Field: Jeffrey Adler, Michael Adler, Andrew Bacheleer, Christopher Beilartzeon, Daniel Berger, Jeremy Blum, Bob Bruckner, Marc Catterson, Henry Chan, Ross Chauvin, David Clarke, Michael Chorney, David Clarke, Corbett Cochrans, Brandon Cohen, Brian Deppa, Jeffrey Deppa, Steve Demess, David Dicaprio, Steven Dinwiddie, Mike Drake, Jon DeBrek, Ben Feinle, Robert Furrer, Blake Gabbott, Kevin Gianetta, Austin Goldstein, Chad Greenberg, Stefan Henny, Zack Hershman, Pongfle Hou, Derick Jones, Cyrus Kojagi, Samuel Knecht, David Keller, Joseph Kim, Evan Kuhn, Pascal Kurz, Ben Kuklane, Joe Lambert, David Landrey, Michael Levin, Zhijian Li, David Lendres, David Luk, Matt Lynch, Mike Masterson, Jacob Marsh, Steven McCaskill, Jason McFarland, Mike Melber, Joseph Miliak, Vladimir Morprasukas, Theodore Moskalenko, Joseph Oliver, Omer Peraza, Jake Perotti, Adam Plaschek, Derek Podolz, Anthony Preston, Jarrett Radavas, Steven Reisman, Paul Ribario, Jordan Rosenbarg, Steven Scarpato, Rundi Sharma, Rehan Shiver, Brad Szczukacz, Steven Szymon, Jeff Tegt, Eric Stein, Alexander Stremley, David Sullivan, Julian Tornaggi, Austin Thoreson, Peter Tang, Alessandro Valentino, Eric Wang, Greg Whitten, Dan Willette, Alex Williams, Logan Williams, Ching Yin Wu, Steven Woodland.
Never Say Never

Practicing his skills, Dan Chung ('04) watches as he perfects his follow through. Before participating in a match, each team member practices the various hits to ensure proper execution.

With a leap and a bump, Chris DiBartolomaro ('05) spikes the ball to the opposition. Having powerful, tall players, the boys' volleyball team is able to return the ball with ease.

Lining up before the pitch, Chris Gibson ('04) prepares for a successful time at bat. Keeping concentration and coordination are key.

Teamwork proves essential as Fred Yang ('05) aids Ben Chung ('06) in a pass. In an effort to always be prepared, this type of attack ensures that at least one member will be ready to bump the ball to the opposition.

With an opponent sliding into second base, Alex Ruderman ('05) prepares for the double play as he throws the ball to first base. In doing so, Ruderman is furthering the success of the team.

164 Sports
Rob Gornowski ('04) steadies himself for the pitch. The pitcher is an important and dynamic member of a baseball team as he must aim accurately and directly time after time.

Following through with ease, Chris Longo ('04) watches as the ball sails into the outfield. Even though the ball was hit, the batter must react to the opposing team.

Boys' Varsity Baseball: Adam Berns, Andrew Breen, Flory Cruciani, Robert Davido w, Christian Gibson, Joseph Gorchow, Robert Gornowski, Aaron Graybill, Chad Hummel, Christopher Longo, Mike Longo, Steven Markoe, Justin Matthews, Brandon Miller, Mitchell Palazzo, John Polites, Michael Ruele
"AFTER SILENCE, THAT WHICH COMES NEAREST TO EXPRESSING THE INEXPRESSIBLE IS MUSIC."

-ALDOUS HUXLEY

Performing Arts

2004
Looking over their audition music, Bryan Gross ('07) and Tim Rinehart ('04) practice during Vocal Workshop, the entry level choir. All students must take Vocal Workshop before being admitted to one of the upper level choirs. They audition in the spring to be placed in a choir for the following year.

Wearing their gorgeous red robes, Alex Chan ('07), Rick Chang ('06), and Harrison Bennett ('07) perform during the Fall Preview Concert. To ensure a good performance, every member of the choir must work together. Each singer must know their part and listen to the other voice parts in order to create the best possible sound.

CHANSONS: Keisha Blount, Lexi Bressler, Amanda Cafaro, Betsy Cantwell, Angela Carroll, Peggy Chang, Jackie Chong, Megan DiNapoli, Jillian Finkelstein, Molly Finkelstein, Elizabeth Friedman, Precious Graham, Grace Gui, Jennifer Hayes, Rachael Hinkle, Christina Hopkins, Roshni Joshi, Monaz Kanga, Vallyn Malek, Jenn McMenemy, Lauren McNally, Casey Mendenhall, Fronz Mercado, Hina Mohammed, Adriana Natale, Allison Neff, Flora Novick, Juliana Pellegrino, Kristen Pettersson, Catarina Plen, Megan Rosen, Ilana Rubin, Arielle Siler, Ashley Smith, Rachael Tannen, Padma Vemuri, Nicole Wall, Cindy Ferguson (Conductor)

CONCERT CHOIR: Dan Amerman, Veronica Bitigue, Austin Blaker, Bridget Bleaken, Basia Brach, Katerina Christodoulou, Ben Chung, Taryn D'Estere, Ariel Golani, Yumiko Hirao, Melissa Hirsch, Jeff Hopkins, Justyn Jackere, Jana Karpf, Hannah Kim, Jackie Kinsky, Audrey Lebowitz, Jon Librozo, Adam Lieberman, Liz Luk, Laurie Mainman, Sarah Mandes, Jamie McMenemy, Adrienne Mendoza, Liz Mitchell, Lauren Noce, Angela Ray, Andrew Rosenm, Julie Romm, Lindsay Sanders, Amber Sherhoff, Jennifer Wang, Adam Waxman, Margie Welch, Samantha Wolf, Monica Yoo, Brianna Yvellez, Laurie Lausi (Conductor)
How Can I Keep From Singing?

Do re mi fa so and so on grace the halls of D-wing on the daily basis. It is not only the instrumental groups, but the vocal groups as well that preside over this hallway. Freshmen, among others, begin in Vocal Workshop where they are taught the basics of vocal music. They learn how to read music, establish keys, and learn basic rhythmic patterns. From here, they progress into any of the three senior auditioned groups; Concert Choir, Chansons, and East Singers. These choirs work on complicated choral pieces that involve several different voice parts singing simultaneously, as well as complex rhythms and intonations. There is a wide repertoire of songs, ranging from gospel to opera to pop.

"I love the way we learn classical choral works and spiritual hymns all at the same time," said Shirley Fan ('05).

The choirs then perform in several concerts throughout the year. There is the Fall Preview Concert, the Winter Concert, Opera Night, and finally the Spring Concert. On occasion, some of the senior choirs give performances at the middle schools. Almost every year, the senior choirs are invited to attend a choral festival where they compete against other choirs from around the country. They have taken top prizes over the past few years. They also get the opportunity to meet choral directors and artists where they learn where and how to improve. It is an insightful and fun experience for both those who intend to make vocal music a profession as well as those who just love to sing.

Feeling the music, Ms. Cindy Ferguson conducts Chansons. The conductor is possibly the most important part of any musical ensemble. She keeps the rhythm for the group, while simultaneously giving entrances and breaks. Without the help of the conductor, the choir would be a miscellaneous blob of notes and key signatures.

Gathering around the piano, the Chansons alts convene for a rotating lesson. These lessons take place during the school day, during a period other than the choir’s regular period. They provide valuable rehearsal time in which students can work on music with just their section.

How Can I Keep From Singing?
Banding Together

The conductor raises his baton and the audience becomes silent. The drums begin a low rumble while the other instruments prepare for their entrances. A few violins and flutes begin, the rest of the instruments follow, making their sounds blend. Together, they recreate classical masterpieces. These beautiful melodies can be heard daily, wafting out of the band and orchestra room in D-wing. Though to some this hallway is terrifying, to many others it is a haven. During the school day, it is home to the school's instrumental groups including Orchestra, Wind Ensemble, Symphonic Band, Freshman Wind Ensemble. Students find these groups as an excellent way to express themselves and escape from daily school life.

"I enjoy expressing myself and my appreciation for music in band by bringing the music to life," said Stacy Silberman ('04), a clarinet player for the Wind Ensemble.

Playing together in these groups also brings students together and many good friendships are formed.

"Besides the great music that we get to play, the friendships we make within orchestra make it even better," said Enoch Hsieh ('04), a viola player in the Orchestra.

Taking this course allows students to learn music theory from the pieces they play in class. They are exposed to compositions from many time periods and cultures. One day it may be Benjamin Britten and the next day Beethoven. This exposure to so many aspects of music gives students a life-long connection to music, whether or not they choose to pursue it later in life.

Said Hsieh, "East's music department has helped me further my interest in music making it a permanent part of my life."

Rehearsing with Symphonic Band, Anthony Menta ('05), plays his French horn while simultaneously glancing at his sheet music. In addition to looking at his music, he must also watch the conductor for entrances and tempo. Being in sync with the conductor is an imperative part of successfully producing a good performance out of the band.

Exerting his magnificent powers, Mr. Bruce Yurko gives a preparatory breath to the band. The conductor is the most important part of a musical ensemble. Though there are many diverse parts of a band or orchestra, he is the one that must hold them together. With his mustache flying through the air and baton waving, he is a magnificent sight to behold.

FRESHMAN WIND ENSEMBLE: Andrew Baeckstrom, Harrison Bennett, Jonathan Branfman, Seth Breggar, Hallie Brettler, Rebecca Cha, Michael Chorney, Bryant Chung, Nicole DeAngelis, Jeffery Deppa, Carolyn Desrochers, Eric Dressler, Dan Fox, Karyn Goldberg, Jonathan Goldstein, Joshua Henderson, Cory Honeyman, Emily Kelly, Sarah Kline, Spencer Lieberson, Isaac Miller, Grace Min, Daniel Neuner, Dips Patel, Christopher Powers, Max Pressman, Evan Richter, Alex Roda, Rachel Smith, Christopher Walton, Ginny Yergler, Timothy Keleher (Conductor)

SYMPHONIC BAND: Meryl Abag, Nicholas Acciani, Annie An, Maru Arai, Michael Berkowitz, Vikram Bhargava, Javier Bolanos, James Boguski, Tim Boyle, Joe Brach, Pam Chang, Rebecca Chen, Grace Cho, Irene Chung, Chris Cicero, Norianna Cohen, Christina Contrafatta, Amanda Cucinotti, Brian Deppa, Steven Dinsmore, Richard Dominissac, Daniel Dressler, Julie Druker, Aaron Dvornin, Peter Efratiadis, Ross Fishbein, Salvatore Galati, Mattea Goldstein, Zhen Gong, Jamie Herron, Alexandra Hill, Ilana Holland, Andrew Hurwitz, Joseph Ibar, Andrew Kendus, Jeff King, Eugene Ko, Brian Lefferty, David Lampro, John Lee, Adam Lieberman, Kristen Little, Anthony Menta, Melissa Mijares, Daniel Min, Naoki Muhlbeg, Lauren Noce, Adam Nover, Soo-Jin Paik, Derek Podowitz, Jake Pollack, Torah Ross, Todd Schefflin, Matt Schorr, Zachary Seidman, Kunal Sharma, Todd Sharofsky, Michael Sharp, Christian Shelmire, Adi Shmuel, Benny Silverman, Julie Sobota, Caryn Steinbrecher, Lindsay Stone, Rullian, Takanashi, Max Tannenbaum, Nicole Wallace, Elizabeth Wasik, Matthew Weiler, Margie Welch, Ilana Wilson
Closely monitoring their breathing, Vipul Kumar ’05 and Philip Blackmer ’05 play their alto saxophones. Breath-control is an integral part to playing wind instruments as well as brass instruments. As with all skills, this is one that improves over time and also distinguishes advanced players from novices.

Warming up on his violin, Patrick Ho ’04 prepares for the Winter Concert. All performers generally require some degree of warming up to produce the best quality sound. “Before every concert, I need to prepare on my own as well as with the whole group, in order to feel that I am ready,” said Ho.

Practicing his part before a concert, Tim Pimmott ’05, waits in the band room for his turn to perform. Primarily a trombonist, Pimmott learned to play the baritone through the East music department. Many other students have also taken advantage of the department to learn new instruments.

Carefully watching Mr. Yurko, Jennifer Shippin ’04 and Rulani Takanashi ’04, play the flute and piccolo respectively in the Wind Ensemble. These higher register woodwind instruments provide a unique sound to the band. That brass and percussion instruments are unable to do. “The flute is sort of like the frosting on a wedding cake because it pieces through and it is used to create delicate, shining designs,” said Shippin.

Keeping his eye on the conductor, Phil Schuler ’06 patiently waits for his cue in the treble. Percussion instruments such as the chimes are not necessary in every piece. However, when they are called for, they can provide a dramatic effect in the piece. Such special effects are often needed in many Wind Ensemble selections.

WIND ENSEMBLE: Greg Adcock, Mike Ahn, Jeremy Barnett, David Baumgarten, Philip Blackmer, Andrew Bleakman, Lisa Chalik, Amy Cheng, Charlotte Chong, Amy Ehrlich, Talia Firestein, Jacqueline Gelber, Mark Greenfield, Scott H. Herman, Dan Herron, Alexandra Hill, Jason Huber, Fay Hughes, Andrew Kang, Evan Klein, Dan Kober, Michael Kober, Steven Kramer, Vipul Kumar, Lauren Laskey, Joshua Levinson, Melissa Mack, Shara Mack, Beth Martino, Ian O’Beirne, Kavita Pandit, Tim Pimmott, Jason Reed, Aaron Rivkin, Lindsay Shaffer, Jen Shippin, Stacy Silberman, Josh Speccher, Rulani Takanashi, Abby Teller, James To, James Vuong, Justine Wu, Conductor: Bruce Yurko

Conducted by Ms. Cindy Ferguson, Celebrations meets after school every Tuesday, ready for a solid hour and a half of bellringing. The nature of this unique ensemble allows the performers to use a wide range of bells as well as special percussion elements such as mallets, to create different sounds.

Belles of East: Keisha Blount, Barbara Bubel, Anny Chan, Charlotte Chong (officer), Brittany Cohen (officer), Sylvia Kim, Sarah Parker, Marielle Rissmiller, Ilana Rubin, Stacy Silberman, Jenna Stark, LeAnne Spino, Margie Welch, Ilana Worrell

Casual Harmony: Seth Alamar, Jeremy Bannett, Joe Bucci, Paul Caracciolo, Dan Chung, Ben Gross (officer), Ben Kukains, Ivan Mamuyac, Tim Rinehart, Andrew Romen, Adam Sagot, Philip Spechler, Joshua Spechler (officer), Marc Tadeja

Ross ('04), and Miles Jackson ('05) perform with Madrigals, a group that requires the performers to sing and dress in the manner of Renaissance times. Each member must not only concentrate on the music, but also actively engage with the audience. During the year, Madrigals participate in festivals and fairs around the area, often bringing back superior ratings.

Stacy Silberman ('04), a member of the Belles of East, smiles out at the audience while singing holiday favorites during the winter season concerts. "Being in Belles gives me the chance to express my passion for singing, and it's exciting to perform for different audiences," said Silberman. Each winter, along with the other small groups, the Belles sing for the elementary schools in the districts.

Rissmiller ('05) sing the popular ballad, "The Rose," arranged especially for hand bell choir. All music performed by Belles has been arranged by a current or former member. Although it seems easy and effortless, in addition to the voice parts, each member must memorize where and when to play her bells. Every voice and bell is crucial to the quality of the performance.
I SING THE BODY ELECTRIC

In the middle of the various vocal concerts at East, there is frenzy in D-wing as a group of students rushes to change out of choir dresses and suits. After ten minutes, an entirely new set of people emerges. Students dressed in Renaissance costumes made of velvet and brocade, periwinkle dresses, and tweed coats, ties and jeans, come out and quickly get into their formations. These are the members of the small groups, Madrigals, Belles, Celebrations, and Casual Harmony. The Madrigals represent the Renaissance era in both music and costume. They sing select pieces that are composed during the Renaissance. The Belles are a group of girls who sing and accompany themselves on hand bells. Casual Harmony is a group of young men who perform everything from ballads to pop tunes. These men are known for their liveliness and comical performances, paired with excellent musicianship. Many mornings at East, Casual Harmony can be heard delivering birthday and special occasion telegrams to students in homeroom. Celebrations is a group of traditional hand bell players that performs bell arrangements from classical music to show tunes.

The small groups are made up of a select group of singers who audition to be members. Being a member requires a great deal of commitment, involving learning extra music, staying after school for practice, and giving extra performances. Not only do the students perform in East concerts, but they are also often requested to perform at various locations in the area. One of the most memorable performances is the elementary school tour during the holiday season, where the singing small groups go from school to school performing for the children. They also carol in historic Haddonfield during the holidays. They can also be found caroling in the hallways at East during certain events.

One of the most popular vocal ensembles, Casual Harmony delights audiences with an extensive repertoire of pop tunes, ballads, and even rock, always presented with their signature comical style. Here, Ben Gross ('04) croons "Breakfast at Tiffany's," one of the group's most popular requests.

Seated in a different arrangement, Madrigal members, Shirley Fan ('05), Viviana Pabon ('04), and Amber Shernoff ('05) sing a traditional French song about gossiping housewives. Along with the usual period music, the Madrigal repertoire often consists of humorous and comical selections. A varied program provides interest and contrast to an ensemble's performance.

MADRIGALS: Seth Alamar, Jeremy Bannett, Joe Bucci, Shirley Fan, Chelsey Hill, Miles Jackson, Rohini Khilani (officer), Dan Kober, Ben Kukainis, Beth Martino, Allison Neff, Dylan Paul, Amanda Ross, Amber Shernoff, Claire Wesley (officer), Debra Winter

CELEBRATIONS: Ariel Golan, Andrea Goldstein (officer), Yumiko Hirao, Vallyn Malek, Melissa Mijares, Catarina Pien, Lindsay Shaffer, Jennifer Shipon, Stacy Silberman (officer), Julie Sobota, Ruliann Takanashi, Ilana Worrell
LAB BAND: Jim Boganski, Joe Beach, Seth Breggar, Hallie Bennett, Jeff Deppa, Eric Dressler, Rebecca Chen, Michael Chorney, Joanna Cook, Rick Dominicci, Ross Fishbein, Jackie Gerber, Rachel Gerber, Jamie Harron, Cory Honeyman, A-Rom Ji, Julie Kaszcak, Ben Kaufman, Emily Kelly, Sarah Kline, Brian Lafferty, Kristen Little, Michael Long, Anthony Mentza, Melissa Mijares, Nicholas Mitchell, Adam Nover, Dan Neuner, Vincenzo Pahon, Tim Plimpton, Max Pressman, Teval Ross, Julie Sobota, Lindsey Stahler, Stacy Silberman, Rachel Smith, Rachel Tannen, James Vuong, Nicole Wallace, Chris Waltus, Di Li Wang, Margie Welch, Ilana Worrell, Ginny Vargler, Cory Zobin, Tim Keeler (Conductor)

SAXPHONE QUARTET: Mike Ahn, Jackie Gerber, Melissa Mack, Ian O’Beirne

CHAMBER WINDS: David Baumgarten, Andrew Bleaken, Tasia Firestein, Alexandra Hill, Fay Hughes, Kavita Pandit, Jennifer Shipon, Bruce Yurko (Conductor)

BRASS ENSEMBLE: Greg Adcock, Andrew Bleaken, Scott Herman, Dan Herron, Jason Huber, Evan Klein, Dan Kober, Steven Kramer, Josh Levinson, Beth Martino, Tim Plimpton, Jason Reed, Aaron Rivkin, Abbey Teller, Bruce Yurko (Conductor)

Groovin' to the jazz beats, Shan Mack ('06) pounds out rhythms on her drum set with the Jazz Standards group. Jazz Standards is a small select group of musicians who rehearse during the week. When there is such a small group, every member is extremely important. They mostly improve and use their sheet music only as a guide.
It Don't Mean A Thing If It Ain't Got That Swing

The reincarnation of Duke Ellington probably is not roaming D-wing. However, there are some students who try to make the old jazzmeister come alive. The East Jazz Band is one of the most revered in the area. They have won multiple awards, including the elite 2003 Cavalcade of Bands Jazz Championship. In addition to the jazz band, there is the Jazz Standards Band. This group consists of the creme de la creme of the students involved with the jazz program. It is almost as selective as Harvard admissions officers on a lonely Thursday in Cambridge. The other small ensembles are just as elite. Chamber Winds, Brass Ensemble, and Saxophone Quartet both consist of a small number of highly talented students. Being selected to be in these groups is an honor and requires much dedication both to the music department and the group itself. For the music students who are just looking to have a good old jazzy time, there is Lab Band. This group rehearses Wednesdays after school and consists of many students who want to learn to play jazz, or play an atypical jazz instrument. Contrary to popular belief, it is almost possible to swing on a bassoon. Lab Band opens up jazz-centered opportunities for all. So maybe Ellington incarnate is lurking in the back corner of the band room or maybe even in the cello closet.

Learning some new music, Mark Greenfield ('06) and the rest of Jazz Band rehearse on a Thursday afternoon. Though it requires a great deal of dedication, many students find it worthwhile. Said Ian O'Beirne ('04), "Jazz Band is definitely the best commitment I've made at East. It is a group of top-notch musicians coming together to bring the music to a really professional level. It's a lot of fun, but only when we're also putting in the hard work."

Playing their alto and soprano saxophone respectively, Mike Ahn ('04) and Ian O'Beirne ('04) rehearse with Saxophone Quartet. O'Beirne, who started the group this year, said, "It's the most demanding form of performance, since the rhythm, the drive, the energy all depends on the players, all solos, making the music happen without any guidance from a conductor."

His silver trumpet gleaming, Dan Kober ('04) rehearses a song for jazz band. Though Jazz Band is a commitment, it is one that students relish. "The sound of the trumpet soars atop the rest of the band. I put my maximum effort into each rehearsal so I can get the most out of my time," said Kober.

JAZZ STANDARDS BAND: Paul Caracciolo, Ben Kaufman, Shara Mack, Ian O'Beirne, Tim Plimpton, Frank Wagner, Timothy Keleher (Conductor)

JAZZ BAND: Greg Adcock, Michael Ahn, Vikram Bhargava, Joe Brach, Roxanne Estes, Mark Greenfield, Dan Herron, Jason Huber, Dan Kober, Joshua Levinson, Melissa Mack, Shara Mack, Ian O'Beirne, Viviana Pabon, Jason Reed, Evan Richter, Aaron Rivkin, Todd Schefflin, Frank Wagner, Timothy Keleher (Conductor)

Emerging as the new and transformed Sandra Dee, Sarah Parker (’04) sings to her man Danny Zuko, played by Tim Rinehart (’04). The well-known and upbeat song, “You’re the One That I Want” is a favorite with the audience.

As live puppets dangle from the strings, Maria and the Von Trapp children perform for the Captain. This particular scene was one of the more complex of the whole show, involving quick costume and set changes and unique choreography.


STAGE CREW: Nicholas Acciaini, Daniel Aplinenga, Shira Bennett, Paul Boye, Alex Brandwaine, Richard Cassel, Jason Cohn, Colleen Duffey, Nick Fiorentini, Dori Frankenberg, Laura Gladney, David Goldberg, Lee Goldstein, Amanda Grisafi, Christi- na Grisafi, Cory Haslamer, Sarah Hallman, Laura Horwitz, Joseph Israel, Gabriella Johnson, Andrew Kreps, Mike Marsdale, Melissa Marshall, Beth Martino, Zach MatsExports, Rebecca Mitchell, Joan Olson, Marc Oppenheim, Alyssa Pezzola, Christopher Rivera, Steven Sagot, Allison Segal, Danielle Shindler, Eli Snyder-Vidmar, Josh Sonstein, Ellie Tremble, Corey Westover.

The crowning glories of D-wing are the musicals performed on the stage in the auditorium. "I got chills, they're multiplyin'," sings Danny Zuko in this year's Fall musical Grease. The story takes place in the 1950's and revolves around the love story between Danny, a member of the "Burger Palace Boys" a greaser gang at Rydell High and Sandy, an innocent girl who has just transferred there. With its memorable songs and great dance routines, Grease brought down the house. The cast was invited to perform in California in April.

In March, the auditorium came alive with the classic musical The Sound of Music. The story is that of a young nun who leaves the convent to become a governess for the seven children of a strict widower. Soon, she opens the children to the wonders of life and the joy of music. With great special efforts and talented performers, the show's unforgettable songs and moments were brought to life on stage.

The performers put in much hard work and many long hours to make their shows successes. As the stage lights turn on and the show begins, the actors put in one hundred percent effort to make sure they have the best show possible. Besides the actors, the stage crew, who help build sets and make sure that everything runs properly, does a good portion of the rest of the production. Though there is anticipation, the end result of their work makes these students realize how worthwhile their efforts were.

As two of the seven Von Trapp children, Sami Siegel ('04) and Adam Lieberman ('06) escape to the Abbey. The Von Trapp family being pursued by the Nazis must find freedom beyond the hills of Switzerland.

SOUND OF MUSIC RED CAST LEADS:

SOUND OF MUSIC WHITE CAST LEADS:
Laura Gladney, Ben Gross, Jeff Hopkins, Viviana Pabon, Jenna Stark

SOUND OF MUSIC GOLD CAST LEADS:
Aliya Bowles, Paul Boye, Basia Brach, Traci Budman, Paul Caracciolo, Jillian Cogan, Brittany Cohen, Becky Goldenthal, Sammy Goldsmith, Adam Lieberman, Shelby Lewenstern, Alok Nadig, Viviana Pabon, Dylan Paul, Tim Rinehart, Julie Sabota, Adam Sagot, Elisabeth Siegel, Jenna Stark, Danielle Stein, Sean Stewart, Debra Winter, Adam Zell
LAB THEATRE: Harrison Bannett, Keisha Blount, Allison Cogan, Jill Cogan, Katrina Comber, Joanna Cook, Justin Dabrow, Daniel Fox, Adam Gross, Bryen Gross, Jennifer Ho, Gabriel Johnson, Mukund Lakshman, Sarah Levine, Danielle Lindsay, Lara Moll, Danielle Mendel, Eric Olinsky, Megan Paolini, Sai Rachoor, Sami Siegel, Lisa Sobota, Mr. Thomas Weaver (Director)

STUDIO 2 CAST: Nick Acciani, Jeremy Bannett, Rachel Belz, Bethany Boland, Paul Boye, Basia Brach, Betsy Cantwell, Lisa Chalik, Brittaney Cohen, Cara Davis, Amber Dobner, Laura Gladney, Ariel Golan, Ben Gross, Michele Hasit, Melissa Hirsch, Danielle Lindsay, Beth Martino, Jennifer Meyers, Lea Moradi, Sarah Parker, Alyssa Pizzella, Christopher Rivera, Adam Sagot, Danielle Shindler, Jenna Stark, Debra Winter

MIME COMPANY: Andrew Bleaken, Basia Brach, Traci Budman, Katrina Comber, Molly Finkeinstein, Sandy Finkeinstein, Laura Gladney, Michele Hasit, Sarah Levine, Adam Lieberman, Flora Novick, Sarah Parker, Juliana Pellegrino, Alex Roda, Ellie Tremble, Corey Westover, Mr. Thomas Weaver (Director)

Lisa Chalik ('05) and Nick Acciani ('04) perform in the Studio 2 production of "Pride and Pressure," a show that was written and produced by the students. This play allowed the students to use their full creative potential. Said Chalik, "Studio 2 was a unique experience I had the chance to perform in something original that was constantly changing." 

Preparing for a gig, Laura Gladney ('04) applies whiteface to Sandy Finkelstein ('06). Mime makeup, though a nuisance to remove, is essential to the art of mime. The white of the base makeup contrasts sharply with the black outline to more drastically exaggerate facial expressions. "Mime makeup is cool until it gets all over my clothes," said Finkelstein.

During Act 2 of their show, the Act 2 Studio 2 class performs effortlessly. This year, the students of Studio 2 produced an original play about play writing. Over the course of several months, the students collaboratively wrote, edited, and polished the script. In January, with the performance of the play, the students proudly showcased their hard work and dedication.
Of Artistic Talents

Mirroring each other's moves, Ellie Tremble ('07) and Andrew Bleaken ('04) park mime on the streets of Haddonfield. Every year during the holiday season, the mimes, along with the small vocal groups, go to Haddonfield to entertain the people on the streets. Haddonfield welcomes the mimes openly.

During a performance of the Actor's Studio 2 show, Basia Brach ('04), Alyssa Pezzella ('05), and Debra Winter ('05) discuss the play they are writing. The first act of the play consisted of a creative writing class writing a play. The play within the play was the second act.

TESSPIAN SOCIETY: Nick Acciani, Basia Brach, Traci Budman, Matt Bush, Betsy Cantwell, Brittany Cohen, Nicole Corse, Cara Davis, Amy Dobner, Colleen Duffey, Erik Endur, Marissa Fox, Laura Gladney, Becky Goldenthal, Sammy Goldsmith, Lee Goldstein, Christina Grosi, Ben Gross, Laura Horwitz, Melissa Marshall, Beth Martino, Jen Meyers, Rebecca Mitchell, Lee Moradi, Joan Olson, Sarah Parker, Alyssa Pezzella, Christopher Rivera, Adam Sagot, Allison Segal, Danielle Shindler, Jenna Stark, Sean Stewart, Chelsea Walford, Corey Westover, Debra Winter, Adam Zell

PAVAS: Nick Acciani, Andrew Bleaken, Basia Brach, Matt Bush, Richard Chang, Charlotte Chong, Brittany Cohen, Nicole Corse, Amy Dobner, Colleen Duffey, Laura Gladney, Ben Gross, Alexandra Hill, Laura Horwitz, Fay Hughes, Rohini Khillian, Daniel Kober, Lauren Lopilato, Melissa Mack, Jennifer Meyers, Rebecca Mitchell, Lea Moradi, Jeanette Neuner, Joan Olson, Viviana Pabon, Allison Segal, Danielle Shindler, Stacy Silberman, Joshua Spechler, Rulinn Takanashi, Chelsea Walford, Corey Westover

ALL SOUTH JERSEY/STATE BAND/CHOIR/ORCHESTRA: David Baumgarten, Andrew Bleaken, Alex Chan, Taila Firestein, Grace Gui, Alexandra Hill, Fay Hughes, Janet Jang, Rohini Khillian, Dan Kober, Adam Lieberman, Melissa Mack, Beth Martino, Joe Mikitish, Allison Neff, Kristen Neff, lan O'Beirne, Viviana Pabon, Angelina Perryman, Tim Plimpton, Lindsay Shaffer, Jason Seher, Amber Shermoff, Jen Shipon, Lori Sot, LeAnne Spino, Rulinn Takanashi, Frank Wagner, Claire Wesley, Kevin Wu
Marching To The Same Drummer

There are few things in life that are better than toast. One thing that does fulfill this almost impossible task is the Cherry Hill East Marching Cougar Band. They are not the stereotypical “Great American Marching Band.” If anything, it is its long lost Latin jazzy second cousin. In the past, they have played Latin songs, jazz songs, Latin jazz songs and every other possible combination of those. This year they played the Latin piece “Malaguena” and the jazzy “Sing Sing Sing” of Chips Ahoy!” fame. As always, this marching band season proved exciting and full of rauous fun. Band members enjoyed their early Saturday morning pre-game donuts, Friday night pre-game pizza, and third quarter soft pretzels. This band had no trouble staying in shape (or formation) thanks to their hours and hours of marching around the field in front of the school. Though occasionally they received lewd glares and obnoxious honks, they knew how to stay cool under pressure and under their heavy polyester uniforms.

For many band members, marching season is the highlight of their year. They willingly give up Wednesday and Friday afternoons, Friday nights, Saturdays, the end of summer vacation and basically their entire social lives to partake in the massive ordeal of marching band. It’s not so much a sacrifice as a way of life. Marching band members live for marching band. They consider marching band their social life and feel lacking of such after band season. Band members have been known to have elitist band parties throughout the year to revive some of the marching band spirit. Some are more obsessive than others, but deep down they all have a fondness for the band. Being in marching band is like having a slightly pesky significant other who refuses to go away for three months of every year. It takes over band members lives like a swiftly growing fungus on an old cheese sandwich. This isn’t necessarily a bad thing; some people like mold. Almost everyone likes toast. And marching band is better than toast.

Watching Drum Major Pay Hughes ('04) for the rhythm, Assistant Drum Major Steven Kramer ('04) conducts along with her. Drum major is an auditionally position given to two seniors. “As drum major, I get to conduct the band and help run rehearsals. I also get to dance sometimes. Being drum major has been a goal of mine since freshman year,” said Kramer.

Adding yet another element to the field show, color guard members Rachel Gerber ('07) and Lauren Lopilato ('04) twirl flags along while the band plays “Sing Sing Sing.” Color guard members spin flags and dance to enhance the entire performance. Proper flag twirling technique is necessary so as to ensure the safety of not only the guard, but the band as a whole.

Concentrating on their music, Zhen Gong ('06) and Joe Brach ('06), slide out notes on their shiny trombones. Band members start preparing long before the school year starts. They stumble into school during the last week in August for band camp. Band camp consists of four hours a day for five days of intense marching and music.

Sitting in the stands, Rachael Tannen ('04) and Deanna Burch ('04) play their cornets while beneath them, Nikki Liu ('04) and Jennifer Shipon ('04) play their flutes. Despite the grueling workload of first semester of senior year and the equally arduous task of applying to college, many seniors still find time in their eventful lives to participate in marching band. “Being a senior in marching band is really nice because the underclassmen look up to you,” said Tannen.
Standing tall, Jonathon Brandman ('07), Christopher Walton ('07), and Dan Kober ('04), proudly play their trumpets. Playing in the marching band allows players to develop and improve their stamina and performance ability for other bands, such as Wind Ensemble and Jazz Band.

During the always exciting football games, the band plays catchy tunes such as "Gonna Fly Now" from Rocky and "Louie Louie" in the stands. When the opposing school's band plays a song that is in the East marching band's repertoire, the two bands engage in a "band war." This involves seeing which band can play the song faster, better, and louder. However, the East band always wins.

Standing in full uniform on the football field, Stacy Silberman ('04) leads the clarinet section. East marching band members have a sort of love/hate relationship with their uniforms. The uniforms are never quite warm enough for chilly November football games, but never cool enough for sweltering September games. However, with their ostrich-feather plumes and gold brocades, the uniform always ensures the stylishness of the band.

Tapping out a cadence on their snare drums, Evan Richter ('07) and Geoff Stern ('04) keep a steady rhythm for the band to march to. The percussion section is important in any band, but it is especially critical for marching bands. Without the percussion, the band would just be aimlessly meandering around the field.

Looking ever so sauvage, though slightly beatnik-esque, Frank Wagner ('07), strums his electric bass in the pit. Instruments that are cumbersome or impractical to march with such as bass, mallets and hand percussion are placed in the pit. "Playing bass in marching band is cool because if you're not into marching you can just play in the pit and talk to your friends," said Wagner.

"Learning is pleasurable but doing is the height of enjoyment."

-Novali

Activities 2004
At 2:25, A New Day Begins

Adding to students’ psychology/learning experience, the Behavioral Science Animal Lab is an extracurricular that students may choose to take. Jillian Rosenfeld (’05), observes Aurora the rat in her lab room to monitor her behavior. Other students, like her, have fun actively gaining knowledge about psychology through the animal lab.

Powderpuff Football is a highly popular annual event held at East. Erick Pichus (’05), Lauren Rosen (’04), and Carly Rasner (’05) give their all winning rights as the winning grade. With the boys as coaches, junior and senior girls train to compete against each other. In the 2003-2004 school year, the seniors gained victory in the overtime minutes of the game as the heartwarming girls fight until the end hoping for that special victory.

Frank Gambino (’05), President of Comic Book Club, and Max Diperstein (’05), speak to club members about the evolution of comics. Gambino said, “The Comic Book Club allows a group of people with the same interests in comics to meet and learn how comics evolved.” Like many other clubs in the East community, members that share a common interest can easily get involved to meet similar people.


Jake Loew ('05) assists chairpeople Caroline Conrad ('04) and Sam Inselman ('05) as they sort through blood drops. Kira Weinstein ('04), a Blood Drive Chairperson, comments on the success of the biannual drives. "This year's fall drive collected 12 pints over our goal. Each drive sets a goal and Red Cross sends a certain number of nurses, while many places donate food for the drive." East's students always become very involved in Blood Drive, an amazing service to the community.

The annual FOP holiday party provides food, entertainment, and company for children with disabilities. Students spend hours preparing decorations for the Hilton. Not only do the kids with special needs have a great time at the party, but the East students, like Michael Heiman ('05), enjoy interacting with the kids.
East As A Caring Community

In a room filled with needles and blood, it is amazing how many illuminated smiles you can find on people's faces. However, this scene inside the East Gym is not new. Twice a year, hundreds of students and staff gladly donate to the Blood Drive, which students organize annually in coordination with the American Red Cross. Sure, the nifty Blood Drive T-shirts that are passed out are incentive enough for some students; but for most, the sheer enjoyment of helping others and saving lives is the true motivation for donating. Over the years, East has managed to collectively donate enough blood to save hundreds of lives. However, the community service endeavors that East students participate in extend far beyond the Blood Drive. Those involved in FOP, for example, spend weeks preparing decorations and activities for a party that they organize to bring joy to the faces of handicapped children every year during the holidays. From the Animal Rights Club, to the Yellow Ribbon Committee, to Students Against Destructive Decisions, East students know the meaning of giving back and reaching out to the community in a number of ways.

Today, we live in a world in which personal gain is often put ahead of doing good deeds for the betterment of society. Whether it is because of a lack of free time or even an unawareness of the available opportunities, there is not enough done to help improve the community. However, amidst all the obligations of the normal school year, East students continue to devote a plethora of time to helping the community, a fact that speaks volumes about the character of the student body.

Michele Hasit ('05) supports the Jewish Culture Club as she buys a snack from Danielle Gabbay ('04) and Lisa Sinai ('05). Most clubs hold bake sales as well as pretzel and pizza sales to raise money for charitable aims of the group. The funds raised benefit the community or aid the club in achieving goals of setting up specific activities.

AVIATION ENTHUSIASTS CLUB: William Betts, Alex Brandwine, Tyler Cohen, Adam Drellich, Scott Faye, Anthony Saraceno, Kelly Scarlton, Geoffrey Stern, Tim Tseng, Advisor: Ms. DeHoratis

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE ANIMAL LAB: Yu-Pei Chang, Samuel Keller, Rachel Laskin, Lauren Lapilato, Kathryn Luchman, Joselyn Mormile, Andrea Pien, Jillian Rosenfeld, Rulinn Takanashi, Anand Yegya-Raman, Advisor: Ms. Daviso

BLOOD DRIVE CHAIRPEOPLE: Adam Berns, Caroline Conrad, Samantha Inselman, Samantha Isdaner, Meredith Karpe, Neil Manis, Dan Mintzer, Zara Rosenberg, Brad Silnitzer, Kira Weinstein, Brian Young, Advisor: Mr. DeLuca

BROADCAST TEAM: Nick Acciani, Jamison Acosta, Basia Brach, Amy Dobner, Christine Duncombe, Erik Emdur, Marissa Fox, Laura Gladney, Sarah Hellman, Laura Horvitz, Vickie Karpman, Erica Klasmer, Lea Moradi, Jeanette Neuner, Joan Olson, Christopher Rivera, Julie Romm, Allison Segal, Danielle Shindler, Monica Steans, Meg Tremible, Chelsea Walford, Corey Westover, Yoni Yares, Adam Zell, Advisor: Mr. Weaver
CREATIVE CREATORS CREATE!

After a hard day of classes, the artists at Cherry Hill East continue learning through art. Some of the clubs that make up a healthy part of East’s buffet are the art club, photo club, anime society, comic club, craft club, and knitting club. These types of clubs, which allow the students to stretch their minds beyond novels and math textbooks, have made their presence known around the school. With their tremendous talent, members of the art club have and continue to put together murals to cover the previously barren walls of the school. Murals have ranged from a depiction of life under the sea to a breathtaking view of a city skyline. The murals bring life to the walls, giving the school an upbeat appearance that rubs off on the students. Through the photo club, budding photographers can delve into the depths of the art and explore the world with the camera. Like the art club, the photo club helps adorn the walls as they display their works of art and hope to share their love of photography with the East community. No different from the other clubs, the craft and knitting clubs allow students to come together and share with each other their love for art. The craft club embraces all types of crafts while the knitting club allows both the experienced and novices to take some time out of a stressful day to produce artwork with yarn. These clubs not only bring color to East in a literal form, but also add a “WHAM BAM!” flavor to the community. They provide a place for all levels of artists to express themselves. The art related clubs are essential to add spice to the renowned East buffet.

Using care, members of the Craft Club create simple pieces of beauty from paper. The craft club makes origami for benefits around the community. They have produced elegant paper roses for teachers at the Lunar Banquet. “It’s not only fun, but also fulfilling to give someone such a personalized gift,” says Rebecca Kim (’05).

In the French Club’s holiday party, Erica Silverstein (’04) and Padma Venuri (’04) use fun crafts to promote hands-on activities. Throughout the year, French Club meets to spread French culture. In every meeting there is a different activity to expand the members’ French knowledge, and this crafts activity is one of the many activities the officers plan.

Rotun Weiss (’05), shows members of RNAC, the newly formed knitting and crocheting club the techniques involved in knitting. Learning to knit or crochet enables many of the members to hand-make many items such as scarves for the winter season. There are many benefits to this activity; members can wear their own crafts or give them to others as gifts.


186 Activities
DEBATE TEAM: Jeff Adler, Jeremy Blum, Henry Chan, Zhao Chen, Erica Greenberg, Jeff King, Adam Sagot, Kunal Sharma, Nishtha Sodhi, Jan Xiang, Adam Zell, Cory Zoblin, Advisor: Mr. Nation

CRAFT CLUB: Anny Chan, Jacqueline Chang, Peggy Chang, Jeremy Chin, Alan Chiu, Andrew Herman, Beverly Hon, Hyw Mi Kim, Rebecca Kim, Sylvia Kim, Vipul Kumar, Yi Liu, Anna Ly, Adrienne Mendoza, Christine Ng, Pareen Sheth, Sanaa Somalya, Justine Wu, Lisa Zhu, Advisor: Miss Himrichsen

COMIC BOOK CLUB: Blair Bennett, Evan Bennett, Phil Blackmer, Dave DiCaprio, Max Diperstein, Peter Efstratiades, Zak Eisen, Erik Emdur, Frank Gambino, Jared Goodman, Sean Grega, Stefan Henry, Jeff Hopkins, Cyrus Kang, Ruth Kiehlmeier, Ryan Kusan, Bill Magee, Matt Romen, Mike Schafish, Sean Stewart, Eli Snyder-Vidmar, Advisor: Mr. Howard

FOP CHAIRPEOPLE: Jenna Barsky, Diane Casey, Nick Dell'Omo, Dara Felker, Sari Fleischman, Pat Ho, Chad Hummel, Brett Kanoff, Moses Park, Sanaa Somalya, Jeff Stomel, Greg Whitten, Advisor: Mr. DeLuca
Spreading The Word

Recently, a group of professors and scholars from around the world met to compose a list of the most influential people in the past one thousand years. Try to guess them. Isaac Newton? Number three on the list. Martin Luther? Number two. Oprah? A good guess, but she didn't make the cut. The top spot went to Gutenberg, the inventor of the printing press. In retrospect, it was an obvious pick for the number one slot. However, ask the editors of the major East publications, and they would borrow a line from Alicia Silverstone in the movie Clueless: "That was like so ... yesterday!"

The truth is, from Eastside to Eastcast, from Eidolon to Demogorgon, the modern computer technology reigns supreme. In some cases, such as with the yearbook, technology is used mainly as a way to efficiently capture and lay out the collection of photographs and images that make up each of the publications. In other cases, such as with Eastside Online and Eastcast, technology is used as the main medium by which these forms of media are shared with other East students.

However, regardless of whether the media is in the form of a printed book, an online newspaper, or even a cable television show, East encourages all students to express themselves and their views. From commentaries on the latest U.S. foreign policy, to recaps of the latest Cougar basketball game, to even editorials on the food sold in the cafeteria, news publications such as Eastside, Eastside Online, and Eastcast give students the opportunity to speak their minds on a variety of issues. In the same vein, annual literary publications such as Demogorgon pool together stories, poems, essays, photographs, and drawings to form a collection of the creative talents of East students.

It has been a long time since the days of traditional typesetters and printing presses. However, even amidst all the technology used today, the power of communication has not decreased. In fact, it has increased, allowing more and more students to become actively involved in the school community. Gutenberg would be proud.

FOE: Allen Chan, Jacqueline Chang, Kevin Chang, Peggy Chang, Jeremy Chin, Alan Chiu, Irene Chung, David DiCaprio, Patrick Ho, Beverly Hon, Robert Ing, Eric Jiang, Brian Kim, Rebecca Kim, Darae Kim, Hye Mi Kim, Geonbee Lee, Albert Lin, Heather Ling, Yi Liu, Elizabeth Luk, Josephine Luong, Michelle Luong, Paren Sheth, Sanaa Somahy, Fred Su, Minvin Tan, Ray Tang, James To, Lisa Wang, Daniel Wan, Justine Wu, Kelvin Yang, Camille Yang, Stan Yeung, Monica You, Lisa Zhu, Advisor: Ms. Mancini

It's A Small World After All

The standing joke among East students is that you can practically put any letter of the alphabet in front of "CC," and you'll be left with the acronym for one of the culture clubs in our school. In fact, the only thing missing from East is the Oompa-Loompa Culture Club, but once we start having a few transfer students from Willy Wonka's Chocolate Factory, flyers for the next OLCC meeting will be up everywhere.

All joking aside, the culture clubs at East play a very large and important role in the school. From organizing charity events, to planning the annual "Multicultural Day" extravaganza, to even holding entertainment activities pertaining to their respective culture, these organizations do almost everything. One example is the Lunar Banquet put together by the Asian Culture Society every year. On this day, students from all Asian backgrounds are encouraged to bring in ethnic foods, wear traditional clothing, and perform native dances or routines. Teachers visit the banquet during their free periods, and have the opportunity to get a taste of Asia at its best. It is an event annually looked forward to by both teachers and students alike.

However, an additional important aspect of these groups is that they provide a way for members of the same background to have an opportunity to get together and share a common bond. For many students, these culture clubs act as a great release from the stresses of the daily routine of school. After a barrage of tests and assignments on a given day, students love to get together at the end of the day and simply relax by joking around with their friends or making fun of the latest Bollywood film to be released. Another great thing about culture clubs is that they are not restricted to members of a designated ethnicity. By allowing anybody to join any club, diversity is promoted throughout the school.


HACKY SACK CLUB: Chelsea Coley, Danielle Ferland, Jan Hampshire, Danielle Salerno, Nicholas Sanchirico, Grace Sanchirico, Advisor: Ms. Adelizzi

The Hispanic Culture Club holds meetings regularly after school to discuss upcoming events. AS they provide members with food and drink, it becomes a party-like atmosphere. Here, Alejandro Cotto (06) approaches Hispanic Culture Club advisor, Dr. Raden with new ideas about the coming of Multicultural Day.

Casually playing a game of mahjong, Kevin Chang (06), Kelvin Yang (06), Dan Wenn (06), and Jason Reed (06) sit around the table. CCC often gathers to partake in various social activities. Culture clubs provide those with common interests and backgrounds, or those who are interested in that background, to blend in a friendly environment. "Playing mahjong gives students a sense of community where they can engage in a competitive game while conversing casually," said officer Andrea Pan (06).

HISPANIC CULTURE CLUB: Sanee Bishop, Mike Carter, Tiffany Chan, Paul Choi, Alejandro Cotto, Alan Guzman, Miles Jackson, Vicke Lam, Jeff Lee, Isabel Liu, Andrew Maeng, Victoria Morales, Viviana Pabon, Brittany Ray, Amanda Rickards, Charlene Steward, April Yang, Advisor: Dr. Raden

IRISH-AMERICAN CLUB: Harry Cochran, Bryan Cole, Jieyi Kuang, Amanda Lafferty, Katy Luchman, Michelle Luong, Dan Mintzer, Amanda O'Mara, Rory O'Rourke, Tiffany O'Yang, Christine Pallies, Nazia Rahman, Abegail Reyes, Dan Wen, Ashley Zipf. Advisor: Mr. Killion.

JUNIOR STATESMEN OF AMERICA: Leena Bhatnagar, Paul Bloch, Talita Firestein, Scott Herman, Alice Nascimento, Maitan Shmuel, Nishtha Sodhi, Padma Vermuri, Advisor: Mr. Howard

KCC: Annie An, Angel An, Allan Anonglandan, Yuri Bong, Chris Bontalli, Jeremy Blum, Sera Ch, Rebecca Ch, Minu Ch, Tiffany Chan, Jeremy Chang, Pamela Chang, Jeremy Chin, Grace Choi, Pai Choi, Christina Choi, Christine Choi, David Choi, Michael Choi, Paul Choi, Michelle Chong, Bryant Chung, Elizabeth Chung, Irene Chung, Mike Duffy, Chin Fong, Alan Ginzman, Jennifer Ho, Shik Hswang, Janet Jang, Eric Jung, A-Ram Ji, Brian Kim, Hannah Kim, Hyemi Kim, Liz Kim, Sylvia Kim, Sam K, Rick Kuo, Ezra Kwak, Victoria Lam, Dan Lee, Dennis Lee, Geon Hee Lee, Heather Ling, Eric Ly, Helen Mac, Ran Mac, Ray Mac, Dan Min, John Mo, Mack Nam, Ngoc Nguyen, Daniel Park, Phil Park, Marion Peralta, Jennifer Poon, Lawrence Ray, John Renard, Peter Sim, Kevin Song, Christine Tan, Marvin Tan, Dan Wen, April Ying, Grace Yi, Monica Yoo, Advisor: Ms. Choi


LATIN CLUB: Paul Bloch, Mike Canter, Jared Goodstadt, Evan Klein, Colin Spence, Fred Su, Advisor: Dr. Ford

MATH CLUB: Zhao Chen, Ran Fan, Zhen Gong, Andrew Herman, Thomas Hou, Samuel Kellar, Jeffrey King, Ilya Kipnis, Mukund Lakesman, Albert Lin, Stephen Liu, Ted Moskalenko, Sai Simha Rachoor, Andrea Zou, Advisor: Mr. Lapp
The writer Edward Abbey once said, "Sentiment without action is the ruin of the soul." In other words, it is useless to feel strongly about something and never act upon that feeling. Many East students live by such words, and take an active stance on certain problems in the modern age. Many of these groups are led by students who have been affected personally by the causes they support. This fact alone causes these groups to have an immense amount of drive in creating a more aware student body.

One example of such a group is Agape. Agape, for many students of the Christian faith, becomes a gathering place for people that have similar non-secular beliefs. The participants of this club consistently meet every week for fellowship. Throughout these meetings, these Christians explore their beliefs, expand their views through discussions, and share their experiences. Agape believes in opening up their doors through activities such as helping others by participating in community service. Agape affects many students by providing students with moral support during their high school life. Agape officers work hard because they feel compelled to share their beliefs with others. Through this, they hope to assist fellow students in their everyday problems, and to give their peers spiritual knowledge to rely upon in the future.

Another example is the Animal Rights Club, a group made of students who strongly believe in the protection of animals. This organization also appeals to corporations, trying to reduce the animal testing done on many consumer products. By spreading the word about animal rights, the members of the club hope that they can also inspire other students at East to take a stance on the issue. Thus, the words of Abbey ring true even today. After taking a look around East, the great author would be proud. Souls aren't easily ruined here.

MOCK TRIAL: Leena Bhatnagar, Beth Boland, Paul Boye, Mufal Dahodwala, Sam Elias, Ben Gross, Janice Harlow, Evan Klein, Sandra Levy, Rachel Maggioncalda, Jenna Mintzer, Jason Seher, Sanaa Somalya, Sean Stewart, Chloe Swirsky, Adam Zell, Advisor: Mr. Nation

NJ SCIENCE LEAGUES: Mike Bukhoveveden, Javier Bolanos, Henry Chan, Jeremy Chir, Seth Concors, Shirley Fan, Greg Ford, Steve Gao, Andrea Goldstein, Zhen Gong, Pat Ho, Thomas Hou, Enoch Hsieh, Jeffrey King, Steven Kramer, Patrick Kuo, David Liu, Lauren Minches, Holly Moeller, Adam Noer, Tim Pimpton, Adi Shmuel, Josh Spechler, Fred Su, Jun Xiang, Kelvin Yang, Anand Yegya-Raman. Lisa Zhu, Andrea Zou, Advisors: Mr. Bemmann, Mr. Chung, Mr. Krantz, Mr. Regan
PHOTO CLUB: Andrew Chiusano, Sam Emdu, Courtney Kayser, Dave Londres, Craig Oppenheimer, Jeanette Neuner, Michael Reichenberg, Advisor: Mr. Kovnat

PASSION FOR THE FUTURE

The legendary cartoonist Charles Schulz once said that because of its inevitability, the future is worth embracing. After all, according to the "Peanuts" inventor, "It's already tomorrow in Australia". Many kids at East have bought into this idea by starting "Future" clubs, organizations that promote various careers.

The Future Doctors of America Club, for example, prides itself on promoting issues of the medical world to the rest of the student body. Through field trips to hospitals and laboratories, lectures from distinguished physicians, and group discussions, the FDA club explores many facets of the medical profession. In addition, the club does a variety of community service activities, including fundraisers for needy families and toy drives for sick children.

Another club includes the successful Mock Trial team. By having students practice the legal technique used in trial law, participants are forced to think on their feet and learn the basic concepts of the legal profession. Other examples are the Prospective National Business Leaders of America Club and the World Affairs Council. Both these organizations inspire students to explore these fields in a fun and informative way. In fact, students all over East rave about these clubs because they allow kids the chance to socialize with others who share a common passion for a certain career.

No matter what the profession, students at East are dedicated to pursuing careers from an early age. In fact, this fact alone may contradict Schulz's theory for many of these kids for them the future isn't in Australia; instead, the future is here.

Speaking to FDA members about laser dermatology, Dr. Eric Bernstein is one of FDA's many guest speakers. FDA offers many learning experiences for its active members, including guest speakers and medical field trips. This year, FDA went on a field trip to Jefferson University Medical Hospital.

Powerfully speaking for the affirmative that the US government should establish an ocean policy to substantially increase the protection of marine nature, Adam Zill '04 is an effective speaker on the debate team. The debate team is this year's South Jersey League Champions. They have defeated Shorewood and Moorestown High Schools and the team has amazing members that proudly embody East.

Diligently solving a math problem, Jeff King ('06) applies mathematics skills he has learned to answer problems. Math Club meets weekly to offer sample math competition tests to the students. Preparing its students for various contests, Math Club has had many students rank high in competition.

"READ" & WHITE BOOK CLUB: Kathy Choi, Bianca Duce, Erica Greenberg, Amanda Grisafi, Christy Kim, Joscelyn Korth, Flora Novick, Ben Roomberg, Dani Sinai, Jessica Starkman, Alla Tsypanyuk, Advisor: Ms. Nahatt

Preparing for the National DECA Competition, Anne Ly ('04) and Roshni Joshi ('04) work on their International Business plan. In 2004, 120 students went to states to compete following the regional competition. Many students then progress to nationals. Every year East retains the honor of sending many students to nationals.


SADD: Alex Back, Mosay Bernstein, Alexa Birnbaum, Brittany Dossick, Jana Karpf, Samantha Inselman, Samantha Isdaner, Jenna Kleinman, Allison Landsman, Samantha Schlaifer, Aimee Stahl, Caryn Steinbrecher, Alison Zaontz, Advisor: Ms. Freedman
SGA OFFICERS: Adam Berns, Brad Silnuter, Nishtha Sodhi (BOE Representative), Matthew Sterling, Chris Williams, Jessica Young, Advisor: Ms. DeHorattis


SOUP KITCHEN CLUB: Jamison Acosta, Sheala Bette, Sade Bishop, Barb Bubel, Alan Chiu, Caylah Cohen, Kelly Cook, Danielle Einhorn, Danielle Ferland, Diamond Flores, Natalie Gabay, Kate Gill, Emma Gold, Ashley Kazanjian, Yousie Kim, Diya Kumar, Mandy Lafferty, Kristen Lance, Amelia Lui, Jamie McMenamin, Amanda Meseroll, Ellis Murphy, Didi Onnejeme, Chris Pallies, Angelina Perryman, Sherri Saunders, Stephanie Singh, Monica Steans, Monique Steans, Lisa Sternberg, Donna Tavakolian, Samantha Teibel, Justine Wu, Jana Yablonksi, Ariel Zander, Miriam Zander, Advisor: Ms. Dilba

SHINE: Kukuwa Adofo-Mensah, Sheala Bette, Kiasha Blount, Jeremy Chin, Diamond Flores, Natalie Gabay, Megan Glenn, Precious Graham, Andrew Herman, Julia Kasyuk, Lauren Minches, Alice Nascimento, Rajiv Pandya, Angelina Perryman, Ju Tan, Monica Steans, Latoya Woodland, Advisor: Mrs. Mikuiski

TECHNOLOGY FOR LIFE: Ku Adjo-Mensah, Paul Bloch, Jeremy Chin, Andrew Chiusano, Frank Gambino, Jared Goodstadt, Sol Hielets, Andrew Herman, Sylvia Kim, Michelle Luong, Josh Meilman, Ted Moskalenko, Rajiv Pandya, Mike Reichenberg, David Siegel, Ju Tan, James Thomas, David Tseng, Alex Volchonok, Jim Vuong. Advisor: Ms. Doan


YELLOW RIBBON CLUB: Alex Back, Christine Badecki, Alexa Bimbaum, Alexa Busch, Cathy Coill, Madalyn Colgan, Alix D'Erasmo, Krupa Desai, Niyati Desai, Alissa DiPietro, Alx Dorfman, Danielle Einhorn, Samir Emur, Laura Enny, Jason Epstein, Pam Gilberg, Emma Gold, Scott Goldhaen, Alyse Goldstein, Jessica Gotlieb, Adrienne Gratz, Allison Green, Laura Green, Jamie Hessert, Sarah Heutel, Hillary Inver, Ashley Kessler, Corey Kessler, Kelli Klarson, Cathy Lin, Shelly Lubetkin, Elizabeth Luk, Victoria Luk, Melissa Mahgerefteh, Lana Malts, Kaitlin Mignella, Amanda O'Mara, Lauren Osuch, Rachel Packer, Kaci Plesas, Michael Rotella, Sheim Schmberg, Ashley Smith, Nikki Smith, Jenn Vosbikian, Stephanie Watters, Josh Weinstock, Kelly Willoth, Nana Wilmot, Alisson Wood, Yoni Yares, Jessica Young, Cyndi Zuidema, Jim Vereda (supporter), Advisor: Ms. Denker

WEIGHT TRAINING AND FITNESS: Christopher Baillargeon, Alex Barnte, Noah Beler, Jeremy Blum, Sebastian Cassano, Sean Corey, Fiona Cruciani, Steven Dinsmore, Mitch Friedberg, Zach Goldstein, Chadd Greenberg, Rob Holmes, Dan Lamlaise, Mike Laisy, Steve Magno, Youssef Musallam, Will Omari, Tito Perez, Reid Prewdzik, Gavin Regal, Mike Rotella, Mike Ruehle, Mike Sexauer, Ben Shore, Justin Stillas, Greg Travaglio, Joe Viviani, Sam Walter, Dan Willett, Logan Williams, Erik Ymer, Silvio Zappasodi, Martin Zhao. Advisor: Mr. Adelizzi

YGAP: Shweta Bharadwaj, Alex Cameron, Josh Carr, Jeremy Chin, Melissa Felix, Jared Goodstadt, Randy Green, Andrew Herman, Jonathan Herron, Julia Kasynuk, Evan Klein, Patrick Kuo, Zach Lieberman, Abby Lightho, Ted Moskalenko, Alice Nascimento, Moses Park, Sema Patel, Julie Romm, Michael Ruehle, Toby Steinberg, Louis Stomel, Ju Tan, David Tseng, Alex Volchonok, Alison Zaatza, Advisor: Ms. Beck
"Without friends no one would choose to live, though he had all other goods."

-Aristotle

Community
2004
that's CRAZY!!! just think about it/ what is this, a center for ants? it has to be at least, 3 times bigger/ billy, get dah-oon/ gasc/ subs/ oh shoot #1,2,3,4/ “sister”/ breakers/ dollar bowling/ das pimp/ itunes/ comp usa/ wendy's/ 99 cent menu/ rittenhouse/ 112/ bsh, nsync, 98 degrees/ b2m/ “wanna star?”/ bio sessions at rob's/ teiken/ practicing teiken/ rnx/ ri/ maxima/ corolla/ accord/ melissa/ alexis/ fire hydrant/ hw/ “checking”/ “that's funny, right???”/ wawa/ winshield/ kop/ louis vuitton/ gap/ br/ baseball/ soccer/ hockey/ bball/ “your mom”/ weight room/ ucard/ apple store/ emmer effir/ matrix E5ed/ play on playla/ mendelesohn/ carnegie hall/ chinese poker/ attack & defend/ 8th pd physics/ enoch=potential E/ physics 2ap = asian club/ trick or treating/ freestyle friday online/ coldplay/ “oops, i lied”/ text msg'ing in class/ phil answering phone during class/ ezra losing his phone/ cs/ c++/ java/ basic/ html/ microsoft certified powerbook owner/ yellow dirty hat/ texas hold'em/ angel/ bev/ starbucks/ bn/ spacetime/ hyperspace/ 3rd pd precalc/ towers of hanoi/ universal constant/ zoolander/ terminator/ satisfying climax/ “why’s the ball so dirty”/ american history x/ braveheart/ gladiator/ mega-BITE/ kumon/ ellsa benitez/ jacqueta wheeler/ s he/ getting lost/ sleeping during lotr 1,2/ the hulk/ phone booth/ finding nemo/ back to the future/ july 4, 2003/ pat and gene/o/ game works/ pho/ oh hudge/ victoria's secret lotion/ ezra's whiteness blending with his shoes/ “don't make me get pugnacious...”/ mr. guess/ coupons at taco bell/ hana soukupova/ accord angels/ ddr/ mr. reagan/ click eraser/ rocchino, sit up straight, water, hat/ ezra's xxs shirts/ phil's xxl shirts/ “girls think?”/ bio catalog in one night/ victor's confidencials/ mundane traders & midnight riders/ “you loser”/ hilary duff/ “muy est tres bien”/ “watcha doing?”/ “what the pho?”/ “wat's hw?”/ iqueen/ jaj cube/ “thank you for your information”/ gym hockey, bball/ “ur going to prom”/ minesweeper/ four deck freecell/ switching instruments in the middle of rehearsal/ korean vs chinese in bowling/ right thurr/ hamlet/ “i'll bet”/ man bags/ smallville/ the oc/ “take your gym clothes home!”/ frisbee/ wo ai ni/ sarang hae/ hits/ kcco/ ccc/ ezra’s V shaped sweat stain/ locked out of the car at 12pm/ tim @ olive garden/ pat's eyes/ rob's handwriting/ rich's forearms/ trying to think of stuff to put in this senior ad thing but it's so hard so i think we're gonna end it about, right... here........................

> enoch hsieh  layZzz boi  X  X
> ezra kwak  hulk  X
> freddy wang  freddy  X
> pat ho  fitty-cent  X
> phil park  gangStar  X
> rich chang  gochumon  X
> robert ing  cambdy  X
> tim tseng  differentiator  X

friends is a superficial word
we are brothers

* and when i say 'brother', i don't mean like, an actual brother...
Andrea & Amy: small shoes, Mr. Peanut, vampire, utensils in Andrea's hair, Rittenhouse, Cozi, South Street, getting locked out, Spanish movies, Orangojo Fernando, driving to school, Friday's after Spanish AP, Melissa & Amy running to the car, not letting anyone in your room, want a goldfish/turtle, DCR, thrilling.

Melissa & Stacy: pickle, sugarplums, honeydew, rabbit rabit, ZOOM, BBFF, Rachel, excessive telephone use, Oklahoma.

Drey & Amy: spoon, pad, Six Flags, digestive system, frog dissection, FAP, Hello Kitty, I am a Duck, Pat's con character, Asian Invasion Yellow, Vivace — friends from the East, Penn-evil Van Pelt librarian, "bad vibes," holy moly manas char, "Amy, my pet," yearbook, & Chai: Molly's love/hate Chinese listening, Amy's uncontrollable laughter, the tissue incident, French fries with cheese, cheese on french fries, bridging troubled waters, babysitting Cat ("not going to prom"), driving

Molly & Drey: Matrix 2 premiere.
Cowbelling ⊠ Coffeeworks ⊠ Panera ⊠ Cheese Sandwich Incident ⊠ Sleeping in Brooke's bed ⊠ But I don't wanna be a lesbian ⊠ 5th grade diaries ⊠ Reading each other's minds ⊠ Midnight ocean fun ⊠ Inflatable chair world ⊠ Meeting in Philly...going into the ghetto ⊠ Russia T-shirts! ⊠ Raising hands before speaking ⊠ Brooke's challah/doodle ⊠ Mikado (only with parents) ⊠ Ethnic dinner-a-month club ⊠ Sister Act II ⊠ Being exclusive ⊠ Brooke as a bad hostess ⊠ EZ Bake Oven ⊠ We are beautiful mermaid children ⊠ Search for Brandon Bells ⊠ The one with the neck ⊠ Acme experience ⊠ French class dog food ⊠ Harharhar ⊠ Chef Boyardee ⊠ "Can we exchange numbers after high school?" ⊠ Coming home on the bus..."Am I invited?" ⊠ Ben on the Run ⊠ Baby Game (Part 1 and II) ⊠ Finding Nemo ⊠ Loving sophomores ⊠ Talking on the phone in bathroom ⊠ Road trip 2004! ⊠ You're punished! Have a cell phone! ⊠ Judging butts ⊠ Nicknames ⊠ Summer job visits ⊠ Bret Harte ⊠ Mental Club ⊠ Camp Harlem ⊠ Life guarding ⊠ Hiding substances in Brooke's hair ⊠ Never ⊠ Sturdy vegetables ⊠ Z-O-O-Ray ⊠ TS ⊠ Blff ⊠ Passover party ⊠ Mattea communicating with animals ⊠ Leanne having vertigo ⊠ Red Cape...in the shower, bathroom, Hawaii... ⊠ Europe trip ⊠ Bunny in furnace sizzled like a chicken fajita platter ⊠ Storage Poo ⊠ Frondson ⊠ JL ⊠ Dr. Achilly ⊠ Uncrowded Mosh Pit ⊠ Sam...Ash? ⊠ Brooke causing a nudus ⊠ Ball girl tricks ⊠ "The Letter" ⊠ Roll out the barrel ⊠ Harmonizing ⊠ Sunflower Hat ⊠ Who wasn't nominated for Hall of Fame? ⊠ Screwdrivers in dishwasher ⊠ Brooke and Mattea's concerts ⊠ Nadavadan ⊠ _THAT night in jail ⊠ Dancing lessons ⊠ Jess break dancing ⊠ Crazy Jay ⊠ Asv and Paul ⊠ "It's cause he's Israeli ⊠ Kazahn ⊠ Maccabi ⊠ Tightrope walking and eating fire ⊠ Pirates ⊠ DBQ Zealot ⊠ Vannyl ⊠ Mrs. Dolan ⊠ Leanne and Brooke Hugging ⊠ Bubble Letters ⊠ Ninininininininininl ⊠ Fronds Forever ⊠ Permanent shotgun ⊠ silly? ⊠ Yep, we're best friends...no seriously, we're not lying, we are ⊠ BFF
Talia,

We’re proud of all your accomplishments!
Best of luck in college!
We love you!

Imma, Abba, Nadav and Noam

1-2-3-4 Shafted, 5-6-7-8 MaToMeret~ Atlantic City Feats~ ESPN outfits and sayings~ Getting tachat in Israel~ Shabbat dinners~ Playing restaurant~ Makeup~ (first day of school of Leah’s frosh yr)~ Music videos~ “She likes your son” 10 min larter “no I don’t”~ “Twins? Twins? 18? 18”~ Walking together (diets)~ Singing and recording studio~ Dance class in Philly~ Leah shoving Danielle’s watch~ Shmorgas~ Poking with Woodcrest swim club Staying up to see stars~ dimmit” Leah’s paranoia~ date~ “Smooth move Sleeping problems~ “Give me an ‘A’”~ Kicked out of Tae-bo~ with loves~ Leah

Danielle on tennis courts busting Shamy, Dippy, Bucko, the phone~ Clubbin’ in Israel~ days~ Tanning in backyard~ G-d dam~ “we’re beautiful Getting ready for fake cotillion Gerber” “It’s Goober!”~ Fake ID adventure~ Sweet 16’s~ Choco Ba Saquit; 98% milk~ Limited Too models~ Obsessions ruining love life~

We know we were destined to be twins
Dear Neal,

We are so proud of you and all your accomplishments. Wishing you the best of everything.

Your family loves and admires you.

love always,
Mom, Dad & Natasha
SENIOR CHEER HOTTTIES!!

ECA National Co-Ed Champs 2008—One time at cheer camp, Julia blew the fuse box—UCF All-Stars 2008—3rd Place at States—Camp Champs 2008—Peanut Butter Jelly—Ice Cream and Cake and Cake—Alex's Day—Hello Kitty—Top 10 Reasons to Date a Cheerleader—Llosate your mind—Sally Walker—Alex's 'wrist'—Julia stretch—Mike's broken nose (twice)—My Neck My Back—Decorating houses—Football dinners—Secret brothers—Stacy's Mom—Top Banana—Spirit Sticks—Simply Elite—

Laura, Julia, Dani, Mike, Ian, Lisa making senior page—Hoagies—6-Hr practices—Senior Day! Thanks to our cheer hotties—Morphing—Banned from pool at Nationals—Spongebob underwear—Milkshake song—Shangri La (and getting kicked out)—bus rides—more bus rides—Gimpy—Emo Song—Louie Louie—2-second competition dance—Bring It On—Hair nights—Holiday parties—Grilled cheese—Scrubbing breakthrough banners—Making signs—Camp showers—Seven, Seven, Seven, Seven, Seven, SEVEN!!!—We're half way there—Shoot through the heart—Lenape Game—Wanna buy a duck?—You think you know, but you have NO idea...

If cheerleading was easy, it would be called football.

*There are two types of people in this world: cheerleaders and those who wish they were!*
Shana and Jill

Ms. Pogue 7th grade * "book reports" * basement 
* inverted 
* "I hate that girl"
* stop talking! * for real? * big/little Nicole * did anything interesting happen * sleeping on the job * banana cheers * Montessori summers * Jill's many positions * bar mitzvah boyfriend * the sweetest thing * Texas * Tall Pines Counselors forever! * lifetime movie boyfriend * 4th of July braids * Spongebob New Year's kiss * lost sandal * the alphabet * matts and mikes * caryl's letters * grounded for a day/2months * no more V's! * stealing cookies * shampoo men and suds * cleaning closets * locking Caryn out * bird poop* going commando * spongebob underwear * American pie outings * cotillion preparations * car flirting * beach trips * Spanish class * B&N trips- what's back there? * choo choo train boy * L.L. * K's lies about us * phillies game * greg's many bets * shot down! Twice! Three times! * hot Asians * human anatomy: the manual * backstreet calls * signals arm and nose * kissing and grabbing * shana's corruption * herbal refreshment * valentine cards * shopping for boyfriends * eddie(s) * prep mixer * car alarm confusion * same outfits to king of Prussia * warming oil * not showering for dates * Am I gonna hit the curb? SMACK! * clueless * gossip sessions * Shana and Greg saga * Shana's burping * see through undergarments * comfy clothes * secret "s" stash * phone beeps low batt * great wall of chocolate...wait that was supposed to be for 7 people?! * Luca's mom * doing Shana's makeup * "my jill" "my shana" * Montessori morning coffee * singing and leaving on lunch breaks * chats in the Montessori kitchen * Jared and blind date * sundae boy * chocolate movie night * 1, 2, 3 STUFF! * high, oops, hi mom * dirty mix * parking in Jill's driveway * walking in the house without knocking * leaving school- illegal passes * never being in the same class * senior prom date * misproportioned * dad questions * exiled * midnight lover * cheerios * alex trebeck * pizza pocket * anyone in our school to date? * hot house * mix * extensive vocabulary * masks and cucumbers * phone in the bathroom * ripping out hair in French braids * sharing lockers * the mustang * target * hot tub * twister * Sunday run? * Sunday breakfast! * gimp * whip cream * secret spots * Jill's calendar * 20 cookies * telling EVERY DETAIL * how about I get some iced tea? * car makeouts * good spots to park * and more * 

* Best Friends Forever* I love you so much *
Erica and Ashlee

huzzah!, r.a.h., HAGG and mandy's random lacrosse messages, gorilla beringei and parma wallaby, the "regiment", exploding dog, spilling gatorade, evan..., wilson, wilson jr., spalding, ole!, "track", pearls before swine, WEEOX!, b.a.c. (say what?), head, geese droppings, gag, Thom Yorke, lost at warped, the "four" members of less than jake, the spider, "house of pain, satan speaking", peezda, L33T, the mystery of the check, making Emily Dickinson's room, ween, quinn's tutor, going commando, red pants, vampires, "what's a noun?", the Charlie Brown makeshift Christmas tree, the drainage ditch, Mr. James, Ashlee's ex-"boy" friends, Erica and the Penn boys, "hey, Ash!" (while looking at Erica), theological lunch discussions, Richard Simmons, stirrup pants, creaking desk, hunchbacks with twitching eyes (randy), hatten, ROME0 AND JULIET, kikia, walk like an Egyptian, rico suave, Mr. Howard, comic book club, the porn club meeting- jsa, "get on the endline", bad tan lines, psych parties, ILL russo, haverford, knock on wood, Dan Chung, Dr. Katz, secretary, Amelie, walden, so much hair- so little time, sleeping through life, ridiculing health class, "peroid".

"HUWSEWL, GURLS!", lax camp, chelvis, lacrosse, calling ash twenty times a day, obsessions, elephantitis, Simon Cowell, promage, dumb and dumber, pirates of the caribbean, olive garden craig, marlon Brando, streetcar named desire, blanche dubois, Ronit, office space, tps reports, "hey, Peter... what's happenin'?", psychedelic hamlet version, j.s., Brian regan, luda, Nelly bandaids, work it, big head ryan, halloween, hihihihihihi, woah!, lawn guys, mase, i could never be your woman, white town, jack handey... and many others we can't remember. college will never separate what we have.

je t'aime pour toujours...
Chickpea and Llama-Great times Day Camp-Sam makes Amy run away-Hallie's Bat/m (where we even
friends?)-Our first sleepover-I want a happy meal with a happy face-Chaverim-Hotel room all to ourselves-
Coffee at 3am-RC's Wifebeater-Buschgardens-Richman gets sick-Hit me baby one more time!-PPPPP-
Obsession with 7th grade boys in 8th grade-Teabags-Fight over winter break-ish talking on the trampoline-
Amy leaves for Saginaw, Richman goes insane-Frosty dance with Jake and Joffe, Best/Worst night of our
lives-15 minute phone call before-Crushing on each others brothers-Lacrosse-Do you have a learning
disability?-Working at the JCC-Down the shore with Capone and Harbor-Amy boots down the shore-
Obsession with Aaron Gordon-Crazy night's at Rich's House-The Taj-Is this fat free?-Do you guys have
the muncies?-Ladies and Gentleman welcome...-Sleeping in Marv's car-Peeing in a bottle-Oh my love
(Amy's Version)-Ian Hurts his foot going to Amy's house-Penn State/Michigan-Talking to Chris's Car-
Beached Whale-Night's starting off at Richman's house-The waiter from Champps-Jack and Chris (one of
the worst)-First to drive-Voohees Guys-ish bricks and vinegar-Two can play that game-I don't mean to toot
my own horn but beep beep-Panic Room-Mr.Deeds-I want to be a ping pong champion-Dan Kureck and
the other Dickinson boys-4 hour car ride around Cherry Hill-Wilson the Volleyball-Salad Works-Will you go
to the gym with me?-Amy's cat
conversations-Trey Concert (Richman brings a Kate Spade)-Where's all that glitter coming from???-Prom-
Tennis Lessons with Pete and at Fox Hollow-Jeep Grand Cherokee-Drive to CVS the morning after-Which
would hurt more...Richman finds out-My wart looks like the CBS guy-Lorna!-Shore-Jason Mraz-John Mayer
concert-45 minutes in the bathroom-Amy hold my hair back x7-Gigantic Ding Dong-Holiday in the Sun-We
want to be Mary-Kate and Ashley-2gether-The Disney Channel-Richman's Surprise Sweet 16-I feel like it's
my first time-Leighanna rescues us-MOW MOW!-Crazy Eyes-The guy on the bike-I WANT KRWISPY
KREMES!-What to do with the box-Richman calls Amy 1000 times on Saturday mornings-Drive by's
STALKERS-Richman's nonstop talking about chocolate chip pancakes-Starbucks-You're my only friend
Teat-~suave/chest-3 5 10 what-~anferney-feet out the window-~Jills surprise in the toilet-~Christmas party (Sherris cat scan)-~being sick-~Basea’s fro-tuna wrap-~sweet 16(perm)-periods- ~a taking S to NY-Medieval Times(Black & white knight, John)-~Will you be my night in shining armour-~ lunch time games(Ashley: JESUS!)-~Keshi (cherries, cheek rub)-~loud laugh guy-~I need to use the phone” B’s mom (daffy)-~Shereasha Bash:-~water gun fights w/ S, B, Jill, & neighbors-~getting B addicted to Kash-~SORRY game w/ Jill(B really won!)-~Jasper the friendliest dog-~England-B’s matching shirt day w/ family-lunch not in locker-~immature!-~the best note in the world-name that song-~buddies ~smile, you’re on gameboy camera!-~Gismo-Puka-~Spider-~Buggy-~Tic-~ Zoe-~Cheetah (graffe)-~Monkey Cow-peanut butter-~Alfonzo(let down your hair)~-~It’s getting hot in here~-~Underneath your clothes-~It’s peanut butter jelly time!-~Soak up the sun-~Wannabe-~Standing STILL-~Because I got-~~Pizza in the morning, pizza in the evening, pizza at supper time!- ~Smiffes-~Stiff nips-~it’s hot he’s hot in B’s locker-~Sams laugh hold-wide load short-shorts-~our talk on the gorgeous lake-~Stephen and Owen-the quiet one-~the normal one-~tinkle tinkle got to kiss kiss-~Medguard in LBI[want my sn too]-~lolypops-~S’s retarded laugh-~orange hair-~forgetting to put on deodorant-~Jills eqg-~“Oh it’s only English!-~Studying for vocab yeah rite-~Mr. Vallese- ~3 letter words(finn)~Spence & Cam(mystery dinner)~ketchup on Jill’s shirt(wanna return it?)-~water bottle flag/tongue ring-~Spiderman!-~phone calls-~”rubbing” toward surfer guys-~Matt-East-Friendly(eating too much ice cream)-~everygreen-Melissas burning in on convos(your mom ate an entire pizza, softball, mystery man!)-~Geometry & Algebra 2

Follower-~Monsters Inc. (Boo)-~“I can’t taste the twizzlers b/c I’m sick-~tying them to court’s tree-~oogy bear-cookie monster-~Boo-~hahahah ~A-going to a concert??-Beau Stevens, Aidan DeRyan-dollar rings-Pocanos’s-~stupid kid throwing balls at us at Pine Canyon-~horrous-~weecked-dans-~massive-fudge-gaga-george-Court trying to sit on gym floor in skirt-~stuff the magic dragon-~big fat moody booger-~says sherm-~woops-~baha-~side walk walk-~brewers-~applebees-~football game-Jill bitching us-~El-bouncy ball girls-~entire restaurant singing happy b-day to sam-sam finally getting pc w/ speedy-~Matt Hair-~vanilla caramel lattes-Ponzo’s-~angels & devils-~homecoming its snowing!~only not-~St. Mary’s lock in-~prom-~finding fun dip & making faces-~Spongebob shirts from target-dislocating sams shoulder-~flour & water game-~filling mikes car in lightning-dunkin donuts-~that’s my dad-~settle down group, are we serious, hi he-~super di duper-calling laura, amy-~nu calling S Creely-~guy turning off headights-~word-~good word or bad word-~word word & for a dollar-~angry stones!-~Finding Nemo, Banger Sisters, Robinhood Men In Tights, First wives club, Dudes Where’s My Car, Zoolander-~Real World/Road Rules-~Abe in coffin-road trip to Virginia/New Orleans-~So Sher, I have this paper due in human anatomy-~“Do tell” says Sherrn. “So, when r u giving blood?”-Yesterday-~ME TOO-~Fight with Sam soph year-~Antioch fight-~SAT review-lunch w/ LS and MF-drawing tattoos on leg-~Man at Wawa with S sign-Buddy the Elf, what’s your favorite color?-~Spenny door-Cadaver Lab guy spitting/staring at B, Achoo (Bless you!)-~“secret handshake” that’s not really secret. ~silence please, everybody freeze, dan nun dan nun dant dant!-~Starbucks study sessions (Jodi & Danny-gross convos)-~TGD-Friday’s Jill’s cheese chin, hot water, waying to people through the window-~Hot guy at Pizza Fresca-~hps on seductive pizza eating-stones of theatre sleepover!-~ getting accepted into college. hopefully £
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I'll remember you when I've forgotten all the rest. You to me were true, you to me were the best. I'll remember you at the end of the thrill. There are some people you just don't forget. In the end, my dear, sweet friends, I'll remember you.
Matt and Jill

Sophomore cotillion...Mitja's b-day celebration...nip and all our other discussions...spy mode...meanness...our pics...baking cake...8th grade...ghetto booty...practical joke on the way back from habitat...sundaes in the summers...singing to OAR...Can I look at your retina...teaching Jill how to play Halo...English together...and many more...its all been fun...

Kira,
Remember the moment
Cherish the feeling
The future is yours
Follow your dreams
We love you tons
Mom & Dad
"I think we have the kind of friendship, where if I were the devil, you'd be the only one I would tell.
**best friends forever**

FAL & BRIT

Stephanie-
You are my one and only and I will love you forever and always.
-Adam

Danni-
You are the nicest and most caring person I have ever met. I could never ask for a better best friend. I will love you forever.
-Steph

Adam-
You are the best thing that has ever come into my life and every day you fulfill and complete it more. I love you.
-Steph

Steph-
Words can't explain what you mean to me. You are my best friend and will be forever. I love you so much and am so honored to have shared so many amazing memories with you. Best Friends Forever.
-Danni
Swimming (summer ~ east) ~ Green and Orange ~ Ms. Riccis laugh ~ Freshmen dance ~ Sophomore Cotillion ~ wanting boyfriends ~ going on diets ~ swim team banquets ~ your basement ~ watching movies ~ going to starbucks to vent! ~ soda ~ OOSC ~ bob ocean ~ bear D ~
& Brian ~ Lake House (Suave, Anthony, Franky, jet skiing, boat ride w/ Owen, Steven, Joel, & Dave) ~ ity bity T committee ~ stupid kid throwing balls at us at Pine Canyon ~ Having to put suntan lotion on hairy backs ~ grow a boyfriend ~ rubber ducky ~ toilet water ~ NSYNC concert ~ tehe ~ buye ~ MWAH!
"Did we loose him, No he is still behind us," 5 minutes later he shows up at Ozzies-Homeroom
Dances-AJ, Marty, Sica, Andrew-Mono-I got hit with a lawn chair-I am sleeping at Andreas-Mom I
am sleeping at Alex-I am sleeping at Jenss-House parties-Andrea's makeover-Hot tools-
Applebees-Parking lots-Voorhes-3 brothers-Myrtle Beach-Alex was dating a pedophile-Many
honks?-But on camera-Hongy Kongy Physco Exs-Hellos? Stalkers and restraining orders-
Fights-Andrea and Jenn fights- Alex is so mature-Shady hooks-Knockout of 2003-We will beat
her-Charges-Where's my shoe?-Red Face-Gone Fishing-Andrea's shore house- Sleepovers at
Jenns-Car dances-Jenn, what number accident was that-I couldn't find the brake-Gun shot-Glass
through the foot-My finger got chopped off-Parties 22 days straight-Players for life-New Years
2000-Disney world-Power Puff 02' and 03'-I am bugging face-Mind Games-Camden-Roll down a
Hill and Sizzle like beacon-House and car eggings-Where am I? Coulda had it, didn't want it,
now I need it-Video Tapes-Fake smokers-Fake 7 from heaven-Rope Theory-Celly out the
window-Can I have your autograph?-Prank calls-Walk to Staffordshire-Riding in cars with boys-
Alex's athletic event-Late night at Jays-Dan Wu's-Jeff parenting Alex-Fights with James-Lost in
ghetto Philly. Alex saving only herself-She didn't answer her phone, she must be with Andrew-
Late night talks-Sledding down the hill-If you married Jeff we'd be family-Broke my finger-I will be
ready by 8, see you at 11-Speaking of red... She looks like a tomato-
Adler & Zuares

WE'RE BACK FOR MORE FUN!

This is an ode to our third leg, the Elisha: Rootsie McSmellson, pulled any roots lately?; Shootin' Pool; Mintzie not being fazed while Shootin' Pool; Pong; IRRRREGARDLESS; Babies say “Time for fishin’, time to have fun”; Taking Back Sunday/Saves the Day; Shtenka Shtenka Shtenka Shtenka Smells; Talkin' in the Ryan voice; Irving Fryar first downs; Crazy... Cool; Rabeeya thumbs up. He must rip that apart; EWWWWWWW; NOPE, the life story of Smellson; Eatin’ at US-1 in Linden, NJ; John Tesh’s Round ball Magic (do do do do do do do do); Mr. Isreliss, Mr. Isreliss; Makin’ their wayyyyyyy, the only way they know how; You’re not supposed to do that Emo pointin’; Columbia Girl; “I’m Adler”; Mr. Frank Adler Wannabe; You mean to tell me... The “cookie cake” at Applebee’s, showin’ the video in history and the Coup de Gras THE VET SIGN; BTW MINTZIE SMELLS; “David time for market”; Mammy, how we love you so; still smells, still smells; Mintzie crazy eyebrow; OLD WISCONSIN OLD WISCONSIN; Something Corporate; Getting’ chased by Cocoa the Dog; Chasin’ Mintzie to Béla Fleck; “Me thinks it’s time for a paddlin’; Fallin’ in the lake at Woodcrest Country Club; The mating calls of a chicken and a beast; –ific November; Sam Dutton for City Council; Matt Clement?; Coffee Works to Three Beans to Echo to Bowling Alley to Coffee Works to Bowling Alley to Elisha’s; Those West Coast guys don’t know Theo Ratliff; You better run EGG; Shaking our fists dustly; Touch-e; Nopity Nope Nope; When I get free you won’t see me; The PB club and tellin’ Stuey; He’s a charmer that Scott Tenerman, WANG CHUNG; Why did we go to those USY girl’s dance?; Take another shot jack; JERK, How the heck is that bugger Gabe?; Because he’s my Smellson; YOU LOSE SMELLSION; I’ll take a JBC; We admire the hell out of the kid, but he ain’t getting’ in 6-3, WHOA!; Jerry Jerry Dingle Berry and Seinsmled; That little Great Scott; Playin’ TMNT with SW; Kris Kross, Scrabble Attack with Gag; Hittin’ the vape with Elisha; Smellson, what a Jack Why isn’t Zuares givin’ two thumbs up in that picture?; MORE FUN!; Trouble (do do do do do, do do do do do); Baby says, “That’s disgusting!” “I’m ALF”

AND THROUGH ALL THE GOOD TIMES AND THE BAD TIMES MINTZIE STILL SMELLED
Dwez Landlord Spyda Snoop Sterl

Shmaah...Drew's Slave...BAM's Domination On The Court...Late Night Halo...Bones & Pepperoni...The Shaggin' Wagon...Mrs. Cohen's Banana Bread...Running Riot...The Crown...Sterling Sucks At Halo...Sean's Raps...Transparent Albino Girl...Geno's Steaks...Brendan's Laugh...Seinfeld...The Only Showers He Takes Are In The Rain...World Domination...Slayer...You're Inverted...Shoe Fetish...PT's...Freak...Junk In Trunk...Jesse Beats Up Sterl...Letter Writing In Smalldog...Lebron At The Palestra...Sterling, Go Home And Study...Burn The Fido!...Ping Pong...Lime Tortilla Chips...Late Night Halo...Interrogation Light...Every Day Is Hanukkah...Sterling Speared Brendan...Brendan's And Drew's Budgies...There's A "Hole" In Drew's "Door" Golf...Japanese-S...Brendan's Afro...Sean's Mom's Chicken...Drew's Exaggerations...Car-Pet...Croc-Chet...A.C. Moore...Slurpee's...Pina Colada...RYLA...The Pocket With Sauce...Late Night Halo...The Coot...Tennis...Landlord, Spyda, Tat Ees, The Professor...Emeril...Houdini...Sterl's Flagellation...Graham Cracker...We're In Maryland!...Penn State Weekend...NJ Nets Game...Raps In Psych...NBA Fantasy Drafts...Nieves...Sean Is A Vacuum Cleaner...Core Four...Excuse Me, Can I Have Some Sauce With My Steak, Please?...Brendan Can't Swim...Newby The Clown And Our Fresh Friends...Skanckle...The Shelter...6am Marlton Diner...Bond...I'm A Man...F-Face...Verbal Assault...Frank The Tank...Nervous Game...Sterl's Lies...MEB..."The Pocket Is Bloody"...RE + RH = Phone Call...Roc The Mic...Eminem...Sterl's A Triangle Face...Temple/Memphis Game...Ms. Lefkowitz D3D4...Chem I Amaaaazing...Rosie Smells...Sniff Sniff...Tite A...Clarence...Respect!...Oh Feces...Lap My Gluteus Maximus, Pooch...Friday Night Frosty...Late Night Halo
Yaffa's ELEVEN

Eggle "Amazing Yen"
"Reuben 'get in the house'"

Jimmy

Yaffa "Ocean"

Troy "Rusty"

"Frank 'they might as well call it white jack'"

Steinberg

"Linus"

D Co "twin 1"

Ronit "Basher"

Krallis "Livingston"

Berko "twin 2"

Chornz "Sol"
driving BFF! "He's not completely fortunate"
Danni the Psychiatrist!
getting lost Nights at Chupalou
8th Grade SGA Erin knows ALL!
Prom "Thrill of the Chase"
Jodster P-nights
Drama College Apps Erina Cotillion Dre Stress Spanish
"Lollipop" Trips to philly boy
Swedish Fish stories problems
Danni • Erin • Jodi

I'm trying to quit...use the gum ~ MIND GAMES!! ~
Car chase ~ stops ~ Red lights ~ Wait, but we're in the left lane ~ Sister cars ~ Could you please STOP drumming? ~ So, how does it feel to be Caucasian? ~ They're not my type ~ I love him, I love him not ~ Yes! I did it! I said hi! ~ Come on, do the Harlem shake ~ Soccer memories ~ Drama Control your kid ~ Kira's our favorite daughter ~ Where did my gum go? ~ Bball wishes coming true~
I know what you're thinking

Dear Brendan,

"What lies behind us and what lies before us are small matters compared to what lies within us." - Emerson

We are so proud of who you are and who you are becoming...

Love,
Mom, Dad and Melanie
Dear Neal,
We are so proud of you and all your accomplishments. Wishing you the best of everything!
Your family loves and admires you.

Love always,
Mom, Dad & Natasha

To our #1 Cheerleader...
Laura
Congratulations and
Good Luck in all you do!
We love you!
Love your #1 Fans,
Mommy, Daddy, Shawn,
and Grandmom

Matt—We are so proud of you. What a terrific young man you have turned out to be. There is no doubt in our minds that you are going to be successful in whatever you do. We love you so very much.—Your Family

KOLLER!

East

Beck

Bret Harte
SHIRA-

Five HUNDRED TWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND
SIX HUNDRED MINUTES
FIVE HUNDRED TWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND
JOURNEY’S TO PLAN
FIVE HUNDRED TWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND
SIX HUNDRED MINUTES
HOW DO YOU MEASURE THE LIFE
OF A WOMAN OR MAN?

WISHING ALL YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE!!!!!!!!!!!!
Love always, MOM, DAD, ILANA AND KIRBY
All the Years Combine,
They melt into a
Dream
-Stella Blue
Amazing, just amazing.

Love, Mom, Dad, Mimi, Sarah, Joseph and Lettie

Mazel Tov Ariel!

We are so proud of you, and look forward to Great Things from you.

Love, Baba & Grandfather
Hey, Life is a joy ride, makes you look deep inside, we'll figure things out, in times of doubt, when you grow wary, the dark can get scary, so look to you friends, 'cause the ride never ends! Have fun at college, I'll miss ya! Love ~ Tovah

Hey girl, You're one of the most amazing people I have ever met in my life! There are no words to describe the warmth that shines from you! You've become like a sis to me and I will miss you dearly! Don't ever forget that your presence is a gift to the world. You're unique and one of a kind. Your life can be what you want it to be... Take it one day at a time. ~ Luv Always and Forever Julie Kasyuk, a.k.a THE DANCER!

Melis, I love you so much and I don't know where I'd be without you. We all know what I'm bringing you from Israel! Ahh, you going to college! Love always *Mini Gerber!*

Have a good time at college next year, and don't forget about your assistant drum major from senior year. You are a banana. ~ Kramer

Hey. It's been great playing with you in band and being your friend for these four years. Always remember the song "Gez, Officer Krumke" (I don't think I'm allowed to put the lyrics here :-( ), the hot days of band camp, the cold games in November, jazz band championships and crazy Wind Ensemble songs. I know that you will do well in college and be a great music teacher! ~ Fay

Hey Meli, After 16 years I guess I've gotten quite used to you...so used to you that we definitely had our moments...pitooey!...bad singing of show and movie music in the car...wrestling...playin set... and you insisting on calling me by a nickname given to me by a two-year-old... I love you and I am going to miss you! ~ Shara (a.k.a shabee...urgh)

Hey Melissa, Have an awesome time at Rutgers! Keep on rockin' in rhythm... * Jackie

[Signature]
Boop-sexy mama-randarella&Cinderella-Harry's goodbye-new years eve:the sister Fire in the oven, house keeper-choking Erica over banister-alex locking in bathroom-hippo-arts&crafts with randj-jacuzzi-sam's old house:sam waking alex up at the crack of dawn-PARIS 2002-princess Jordan-

venezuela hotties-getting touges pierced-alex jumping bed to bed then hitting her head on ceiling|idiot|cherries-dominos dealer dealing hard rocks-alfonso being Enrique-shopping sprees-never having enough-sam's atm never working-4 blondes-"don't touch the dvd player"-moulan rouge-dr blazer|weird how things happen at the same time) BEST FRIENDS FOREVER SAM & ALEX

SAM & RAY

Sundaes,Steevey, Double R and Amathug 4-life jigga, Sam's dads pool, Fresh fields, crazy shore nights, car shopping, Manhattan, Sean, Shopping, Enrique, That long summer day/night, Changing in car at bank parking lot that had mirrors for doors (lucky us), Parking ticket, Louie wallets, Finding louie at pet shops, Ray making Louie pee himself when he got shaved, Bala girls, the long KOP drive, Philly with Sam's sister at Alama de Cuba then the bar next door...And sooo many more!!!
Jill and Leanne

club * PIZZA with extra toppings * poison * girls state for life * FMG * chai *
Ghettyburg * Grilled cheese sandwich and MC hammer * rocks and stones * simgirl * ms fans *
club * coffeeworks dates * bad blind dates * beach trips * bird poop * crashing cotillion *
impotence * Sean's mom's pie * Donatos * tea party * Philly trips * relay for life * meeting *
great Grandma's ice cream cake * pumpkin water ice * nip trips with Lindsay * phillies games *
what happened to all the vanilla * winning basketball pool * the loser * senior year goals *
nondenominalional holler * word to your ward * flag salute * benedictions and invocations *
total eclipse of the heart learning the "shake that thing" lyrics * Cat in the Hat and Hot in *
the Hat * Texas and Arizona * boys by letter and state * 3-piece band w Brooke: Ode to Joy, *
I love rock and roll, and Time after Time medley * Scat up to the Stairs * Twister *
club shirts * Berlin party * pork trespassing * I would never get that desperate, woops * the *
Daddy apple * Leanne-o-rama * oversalivation * and many more...

"Don't cry - it'll make our mascara run" * Road trip into the ghetto " * Team Mike Hayes "West

Jackie and Kate

*Best Friends - Till The End*

Through the rough times and hearts that'll mend
walking fine lines
We are friends till the end
Like many a foe
the rules must bend
even to the all time low
We are friends till the end
More than enough
the e-mails we send
always so tough
We are friends till the end
So many the boys
to which we defend
so much like toys
We are friends till the end
A new love each day
somehow a new trend
they'll all fade away
But we are friends till the end

*Only nice to people I like*
"We must become the change we want to see."
-Gandhi

"Leaders are ones who keep faith with the past, keep step with the present, and keep the promise to the future."
"Yesterday brought the beginning, tomorrow brings the end, but somewhere in the middle we've become best of friends."

"A good friend is hard to find, hard to lose, and impossible to forget..."

"With clothes the new are the best, with friends the old are the best."
LAUREN & EVAN

"You're truly something special... just what my dreams are really made of."

Evan,
You are my best friend and no one in the world can take that away from me. We've had our ups and downs, but no matter what, I'll always be there for you. I love you.

I ♥ U

Lauren,
You are a very special person to me. Not only are you my best friend, but much more than that. Although our history has been like a winding road, the one thing that never changed was how much I care about you. No matter what happens I'll always be here for you. I love you.
YOU'VE ALWAYS BEEN A STAR IN OUR EYES!
WE LOVE YOU AND WISH YOU A
BRIGHT AND HAPPY FUTURE!
LOVE,
MOM, DAD, MATT, CHARLIE, AND LEXIE
$ The DoLLaR $  

Now & Then

From rag dolls, dresses,  
and pretty pink bows...  
To love, laughter,  
and broken hearted tears...  
The four will remain  
as certain as the twinkle in the sky...  
Nothing can break us...  
Pinky Swear!
To My Friend

Of all the people in my life,
From beginning to the end,
You’ve been a special blessing,
My dear and faithful friend.
You’ve filled my life with laughter,
Shared sorrows, joys, and tears.
You’ve stood by me and held my hand,
Walked with me through the years.
When I needed someone to listen,
I knew you would always be there.
When I weathered the storms of life,
You were always the one who cared.
So in this circle we call life,
From beginning to the end.
I was blessed to have you beside me,
My dear and faithful friend.

By: Allison Chambers Coxsey
Jess, you've grown up so fast, where has the time gone? We are very proud and hope your future is as bright as your smile.

Love
Mom, Dad, Jay, Jenn, Brule + Barley

-Sam-

What can I say, you were my first friend. We have known each other for so long. You have always been there for me and I will always be here for you. Good luck next year at school and I know that whatever life throws at you, you can handle it. Stay in touch no matter what. Chocolate and Vanilla forever baby!

-Ali Mae-

My Little Ali Mae.

Where has the time gone? It seems like only yesterday we went sledding down your stairs and watched your dad. Whatever it was we were doing, we always had fun. Who can forget that yelling grandma or when I ran into the tree branch? (I'm hysterically laughing right now.) Though in our high school years we have found ourselves in different crowds, no one could possibly top the 15 years of friendship that you and I share. Wherever your path may lead you, never forget where you began or whom you started off with. STAY OUT OF TROUBLE!!!! I love you Ali.

Love, Samala
Dear Tom-
"Blue, you're my boy!"

Dear Chelsea-
"You're my boy Blue!"

BEST FRIENDS THROUGH THICK AND THIN!

dan & stacy
Dandaman2000: Best
IcecreamST: Friends
Dandaman2000: For
IcecreamST: Ever!

hole in one
FOOOCUS!
gold
Margate
furries
jdate
Guster
Ed the Magician
hey fetus!
surprise parties

"I was just thinking that!"
bandanas
sharkbait oo haha!
(attempting)
arrested for smiling
ice skating
the crate

madgab
Stacy's
Mom
Friday's
Kill Bill

the light show
dave from PA!

loll FOR real!

slap it!
Brittany Jen
Becky Rebecca
Nicole Sammy

Whatever you do...don't touch the cherries! ♥ movie's on Jen's TV projector ♥ individual ice cream flavors ♥ Celebrate AF

Middle name Lynn-Terra lynn lynn ♥ excessive eating ♥ cleaning the balcony ♥ Thriller ♥

In school field trips ♥ seniors since frosh year ♥

Catchphrase ♥ Britt in bathroom ♥

Show sleepovers ♥

Rebecca's walker ♥ Sammy's superwoman dance ♥

Broadway boys ♥ Gaf Girl ♥

Thank the Leopards Rebecca breaking SD's nose ♥ Britt's nostrils Jew gone Christian ♥ Becky and Jen's dooby breaks ♥ Pia's house ♥ Rebecca Reed ♥ Britt first one asleep ♥

Lion face ♥ Lemon bu ♥ Rebecca's lands ♥ Period tes ♥ Mr. song ice fights ♥ sushi-face (Becky's ½ mustache) ♥ Ketchup and water glass ♥ Adelaide and her furry friends ♥
MATT

BRET HARTE ★ BECK ★ COUGARS★
SOCCER ★ BASKETBALL ★ GOLF★
TENNIS ★ CHEERLEADING ★ NINTENDO★
STRAWBERRIES ★ PHISH ★ GI JOES★
CAMP HARLEM ★ NOVACARE★
COMPUTER ★ ALI ★ THE SIMPSONS★
PHILLIES ★ EAGLES ★ SIXERS ★ WWF★
TARHEELS ★ BIG DANCE ★ PROG★
MICHAEL JORDAN ★ CLARINET★
AUTOBOTS ★ DECEPTICONS★
STAR WARS ★ SOUTH PARK★
BAND ★ EASTSIDE ★ BOOYAH★
★ EAST SCHOOL SPIRIT★

You've made us all so proud.

We love you!

Mom, Dad, and Adam
pero muy caliente* exitante papi* hot boy*
* w* Chinese headshitter*
coathanger man* drama* pants-ing Tammie*
secret hiding spot* underground picnic* 2%
piggyback rides* now hiring...
* Oh dear MOTHER
OF GOD* 2L.chug* dp food* build-a-man* jargon*
Forever* cow & pig* third eye blind* bagel queen*
Ooh yuhbo* kyungsooah* kidnapping* numb
'so what are you guys doing? VROOM* Russian men*
shundi- red devil* bangoo incident* bigfoot footage*
Dearest Charlotte,

You are our inspiration for all that is good in this world. We are so proud of your courage, your determination and your kindness toward others. Thank you for everything that you have done for US and for the absolute joy that you bring to our lives.

We love you very much ~

Mom, Dad and Michael
CONGRATULATIONS JENNIFER!
CLASS OF 2004

When you were little, you watched in wonder all the amazing things in life..................

Now, as you graduate, we watch in wonder the amazing person you have become..........  

Love from all our hearts,
Dad, Mom and Jacquelyn
Dancing at Freshman dance, skiing together on JCC ski trips – Greg’s “mad skills” and Mimi desperately trying not to kill anyone, New Years Eve at Jen’s house, Mimi dragging Greg to Kallah 2002, the weird boy who slept next to us, missing each other over summer vacations, enjoying 5th period history with Mr. Hillman, struggling through functions, crazy first period junior english with Mr. Carr, making 2nd period pre-calc fun, having lunch together second half of junior year, going to crazy concerts, Greg going to more punk, ska, and emo concerts than Mimi can count, local shows at Grand Slam and other places, Reel Big Fish concerts, loving Fall Out Boy, listening to Brand New in Greg’s car, trips down the shore and Liz’s party, scary family dinners with parents, trips to south street, scalping tickets near a dark alley, eating at Lorenzo’s Pizza and comparing the size of the slices to Mimi, burning note cards after junior year vocab test, watching Paul smash a computer, launching potatoes out of Andrew’s potato cannon, the Chick-Fil-A sign at the rotary, flinging Paul off Greg’s car in the snow, Mimi attempting to fork Greg’s lawn and then getting in an accident, hanging out in Andrew’s basement and using his pool table, hanging out at George’s house, hot tub parties at Dan’s house, using the Ninja Turtles blanket, hanging out in our basements, visiting my swim club at night, Beau Sweetheart 2002 and 2003, going to sophomore cotillion and junior prom, New Year’s Eve at Rachael’s house, visits to the park, the vibrating bunny, the Mainstreet playground, “tight spaces”, sitting through bad movies, “watching” View From the Top, Paul’s elevator, Fraggle Rock, chillin with the Mofo’s and the mafi’s, Valentines Day, our one year anniversary
Adi & Mimi
Best Friends since 1989

We met at the JCC at age three,
And since those early days nothing
Has ever come between us. From
Toddlers to teens and forever more
Our friendship is the constant that
Brightens each day.

Becky & Dani
(Granny) (Bubby)

Best Friends
Couldn't have done it without you

♥ "Yesterday brought the beginning, tomorrow brings the end,
but some where in the middle, we've become best friends." ♥
Jeffrey,

Before you I though these feelings only happened in fairy tales. What we have is unexplainable but we both know what it is even without having to express words. And now I know it can happen in real life. We have developed a certain bond. It makes spending every day with you more thrilling than the last. I am truly privileged to be a part of your life. You are the most admirable person. You are smart, goofy, and so unbelievably sweet. You have a certain quality to your face that every time I see it, I can not help but to fall more in love with you. You have become my best friend, and I am one of the luckiest people to be able to spend almost every minute with you. Congratulations baby. I will always be seeing you.

Love Always and Forever
-Alex

Alexandra,

I don’t even think there are words out there that can describe how I feel about you. I've loved you since day number one...all the way back in 7th grade...walking into 3rd period Ms. Colna's class, wearing that white button down shirt...and now that I have you, I will do whatever I can to please you and make you happy...just so I know that I've done everything to keep you in my life. I still don’t understand how this ever came to be. I thought I had lost you forever, but on a fateful night Junior year you changed my life forever. I finally know why you are such an amazing person. You are the most kind, compassionate and beautiful girl I know. Don’t ever forget that babydoll. And whenever down the road you are feeling blue remember...

“I’ll be lovin’ you always”
I love you Alex
-Jeff

Di & Er

FRIEND is one of life's greatest gifts. Thoughtful in endless ways. A FRIEND lends a hand without being asked encourages growth, and supports change. In good times and bad times, a friend remains reassuring and FAITHFUL. Time and distance cannot diminish FRIENDSHIP; it is FOREVER.
B  e  s  t  m  e  m  o  r  i  e  s  a  r  e  v  a  c  a  t  i  o  n  s,  c  a  m  p  o  u  t  s,  s  l  e  e  p  o  v  e  r  s  a  n  d  f  r  i  e  n  d  s
A  c  c  o  m  p  l  i  s  h  t  h  i  n  g  s  i  n  l  i  f  e  t  h  a  t  k  e  e  p  y  o  u  h  a  p  p  y  a  n  d  h  e  a  l  t  h  y
S  t  r  i  v  e  t  o  a  c  h  i  e  v  e  s  u  c  c  e  s  s  i  n  c  o  l  l  e  g  e  a  n  d  i  n  y  o  u  r  c  a  r  e  e  r
I  n  t  e  r  e  s  t  s  i  n  c  l  u  d  e  t  h  e  a  t  r  e,  d  a  n  c  i  n  g,  s  i  n  g  i  n  g  a  n  d  m  u  s  i  c
A  l  w  a  y  s  r  e  m  e  m  b  e  r  y  o  u  r  f  a  m  i  l  y  a  n  d  f  r  i  e  n  d  s

B  e  l  i  e  v  e  i  n  y  o  u  r  p  o  t  e  n  t  i  a  l
R  e  m  e  m  b  e  r  y  o  u  r  e  t  h  n  i  c  a  n  d  r  e  l  i  g  i  o  u  s  u  p  b  r  i  n  g  i  n  g
A  l  w  a  y  s  s  m  i  l  e,  j  o  k  e,  a  n  d  l  a  u  g  h
C  o  n  g  r  a  t  u  l  a  t  i  o  n  s  o  n  y  o  u  r  G  r  a  d  u  a  t  i  o  n  f  r  o  m  E  a  s  t
H  o  p  e  a  l  l  y  o  u  r  d  r  e  a  m  s  c  o  m  e  t  r  u  e!

Love, Mom & Dad

To Basia:
The BEST Sister!
Good Luck!
All our Love,
Joe and Mike
LISA & ANNA

"A friend is like a rainbow, they brighten your life when you've been through a storm."

~Freshman Year • YMCA • "I saw you swimming!" • Anna • freshman lax • ~Sophomore Year • Art class • "Boy talk" • Ditz • Lisa's house • Bubbles, Buttercup, & Muffin • butt pics • making funny videos • "yeah" convos • "You two are like, telepathic!" • bballjo • "skinny track kid" • "stupid muscular kid" that dropped his money • Lisa's TOUCAN • Lisa's discovery 14" ruler • THE CRUSH at Lisa's • "Run! It's (some guy's name here)" • eating at Lisa's • Pizza delivery guy • Rittenhouse w/ mousy boy • scary trucks • Aaron • ratings • crushed bugs • ~Junior Year • break downs • rankings • talking till AM • marshmallow • future planning • baby names • SSP! • missing the flight • 90 MPH • arriving in NM at 1AM • Sheena, the Warrior Princess aka Sean • Half • playing tennis • DUDE! • Elephant Butte beach • long walks • "Go shorty, it's your birthday..." • Anna • movie night • "Is there Texacos in Texas?" • Lisa • Suntan lotion on Lisa • How to lose a guy in 10 days • "What, what..." • Girl's skit • Scruffy • all taken •

Partners in crime
11/28/98, Jellybelly jellybeans, the clock, birthday cards and gifts, late-night phone convos, trampoline, hot tub, Dave Matthews, choke on water, Jac’s laughing—do I ever stop?, driving, Burrito—Louie Devito, “word”, “beat yo”, JCC, Kids Only, lomaine, junior prom, heated waterbed, Jay and Silent Bob’s rap, bar/bat-mitzvahs, Cool Water, “come over”, soft jeans, SAR Convention, January—great month. Elena Wu and Real Cancun, “I’m always cold”, Aerosmith—our song, Country Club Diner, Dave Matthews concerts, Birkenstocks, shaving, “I always wear jeans”, Abercrombie, Grey Goose, taking pictures, Mesmerize, clubbing at Shampoo, Six Flags, Sundae’s, playing pool, good memory, three J’s —Jac Jul and Jay, What Lies Beneath, falling asleep at “The Mummy Returns”, shots, Friends and Change of Heart, “My wallet’s gone”—Seinfeld, shy, shady, Coach keychain, Jets keychain, the bracelet, Saladworks, Sex and the City, Club Wawa, Diane’s after getting license, Seinfeld and Atlantic City—fight and makeup, the park, Tortola, “I’m so fat”, crunches, Phone Booth, static hair and silk pillowcase, Jul trying to read Jac’s journals, wrestling each other, we’re the famous couple, Gucci obsession, TAG watch, bling bling, homeroom with Felton, navigation system, Jac backing all of Jul’s cars out of her driveway, the car that appeared from nowhere!, “Mo”, “Neem”, lockers, 5th period lunch, shotglass collection, movies with Jay, “we’re taking a cruise together”, South Beach, “I’m so tired”, Pep Boys, speeding, swimming, crying, dancing, “I’ll cook you dinner”, El Gato Negro, Eyeheart JK, “No one has what we have”
Jacky,

Ever since you were a child, you have demonstrated in many ways that you are caring, thoughtful, and intelligent. You continue to impress us with your talents and abilities. We love you very much and are always proud of you. May your life be filled with happiness and may all your dreams come true. Congratulations on your graduation and the best of luck to you in all your future endeavors.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Judy, and Justine
We are so proud of you!

Good luck with all that you do!

Love,
Dad, Mom, Grammy, Chelsey, and Jimmy.
GNO with Teddy on the side  Still can't pick up Christina - I so can!! And did!!
Good Days v. Bad Days  Tanned Teddy  "Cold hands means warm heart"
"Did I lock my car?" Running to class
Tennis Camp Palm Pilot...eh... Pocket PC Photo booth at AMC
Color + Clothes Coordination Ear Flicker "I'm so funny!" "Don't step on the lines!" game
"Where's your Other Half?" - Lots of Teachers
Walking Down the Hallway
Watch turning... "It's stuck!"
Moving lunch tables July 4th "Don't touch that! SIT STILL! SHUYSH!"
Poison Ivy + Sunburn Sarcasm
Teddy Bear Massages Number 1 fan Water Fight!!!
Tennis with Dave...Ballboy T. Junior Doofus Dork Wrong car Teddy - Only 1 Time (maybe 2)
Wrong Dumb
Wrong Answer
Introduce for... the 50th time...
Physics Tutor Guess Who Carried the Bags?
Dinner & Movie "I'm bigger so what I say means more!"
A friend is someone you can be alone with and have
nothing to do and not be able to think of anything to say
and be comfortable in the silence. - Sheryl Condie

I value the friend who for me finds
time on his calendar, but I cherish the
friend who for me does not consult his
calendar - Robert Brault

A true friend is one soul in
two bodies - Aristotle

Never shall I forget the time I spent with you. Please continue to be my
friend, as you will always find me yours. - Ludwig Van Beethoven

Teddy & Christina

Christina,

CONGRATULATIONS

It has been a joy to watch you grow. Now is your time to soar!!!

Love Mom & Dad
Michael & Christina

Friday night movies - couch war - mixed doubts - fairy panties! -
Popcorn - 8th grade dance - 11th grade dance - suwee - parallel parking - six flags - co-workers -
LYLAS - LYLAB - Saddlebrook & the Brazilians - Hilton Head - Sweatshirt from every school -
Psych - Orbit - Food Pouch - Oreos - Mints - Graig's "workouts" - Surprise parties! - I win! -
Perrone: enough said - TENNIS!!!!

Dear Charlotte,

You are a remarkable person who has achieved so much no matter what the obstacles. We are so very proud of you. You have always been such wonderful brag material!

We wish you continued success, good health, and good luck in all you undertake. Be well! Be happy!

We Love You -

Grandma and Grandpa
You can kid the world. But not your sister.

Jakey☆ vacation☆ Bahamas- get your freak on lifeguard singer☆ Phil and Jamaican lifeguards☆
ping pong tournaments☆ pretending we were from Maine in LL Bean☆ tripping☆ falling up stairs☆
frog smell☆ "mom, you're out of control☆ are you guys twins?☆ twin thing☆ surprise party that
Jill doesn't remember☆ pugsley and Wednesday☆ sock keeper☆ well it was in my closet...☆
extra mayo on tuna☆ forgetting the provolone☆ ketchup outburst☆ I love it when you thug me with
a 1/4 tank of gas in your new e class☆ car songs☆ beeping at bus stop boys☆ 45minute car ride to
school☆ Jill's morning moods☆ Caryn's lateness☆ paper towels in toilet with Andrea☆ New York
limo trips☆ report card scam☆ covering for each other☆ well I did it there...and there...and you
may not want to sit there...☆ feet on the pillow☆ taping our shows☆ late night movie fests☆
fighting for aim and aol☆ chocolate chip without sugar☆ sundaes trips☆ germophobe☆ family
functions☆ people with weird shaped heads☆ tall pines memories☆ pajamas all day☆ our secrets
from parents☆ sneaking out plan☆ Caryn's pointless stories☆ picking out the same clothes☆
☆Sisters☆Best Friends☆I love you☆
Lauren  Michelle
Jill  Julia

"We all take different paths in life, but no matter where we go, we take a little of each other everywhere."

♥ Fab Four Forever ♥

Faith ♥ Aunts guitar ♥ Naked feet ♥ Ice cream man and chipwhatches ♥ Elmo cupcakes ♥ Words ending in ah ♥ Michelle's amazing catch in right field ♥ TGIF parties at Jen's house ♥ Wildthings softball 3rd-7th grade ♥ Never going to great adventure ♥ Chaos ride ♥ Pit stains ♥ elaborate birthday cards ♥ Fridays joe parr ♥ Michelle's surprise party sickness ♥ Lost parade ♥ Foosball tournaments ♥ Friendly's ice cream ♥ Govno ♥ Julias sleepovers ♥ Mall Madness ♥ Jills old basement ♥ Horace Mann ♥ Milkdogs ♥ Being safetys ♥ Singing in cars ♥ Girl Scouts ♥ Burpin butts ♥ Mt. Misery ♥ Ski trips ♥ Sledding ♥ Barnes and Noble ♥ Cherry Hill mall, target, barnes and noble, and fridays 2.15.03 ♥ Taco Bell kids meals ♥ Making up dances and judging them ♥ Beach Boys ♥ Ouij board ♥ Haddonfield ♥ Breakfast ♥ New Years ♥ Cough and blow bangs ♥ Crazy George ♥ Downs Farms Swim Club ♥ The Firm ♥ Hula Hoop ♥ Scooter & Rocking Horse ♥ Jills nose in movie theaters ♥ dragging Jill on roller coasters ♥ Love Always ♥
Together, every step of the way...

I love you Jenn!!
Your little sis,
Jacquelyn
VROOM = Roonie
DROOLS = Yippers
Ringleader = Xina
Slobra = Xine

"Side by side or miles apart, dear friends are always close to the heart."

TLC Sisters
Sleepy Xina...
Dearest Danielle,

WE LOVE YOU...

"Higher than the highest mountain, Deeper than the deepest sea"...

Congratulations

You are, and always will be, our superhero!!

All our love, Mom, Dad And Rebecca
Ali Fox

We're so proud of you!
Best of luck in college
and beyond...
Much love,
Mom, Dad, Jay and Zach
“You’re the person I can run to, no matter what I can always trust you.”

~ I ♡ U ~

-JEN: No matter where I go, I’ll always be here for you.

Danni and Jodi

Best Friends Forever

"Danni Jodi
No matter where life takes us, we'll always have each other."

Mer + Jen
xoxo

“Sisters by chance, Best friends by choice.”
Jeff,
May all your dreams come true.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Julie and Brian
Margate nights "Adams St, Drexel, Boys-Rutgers, John The Waiter \"Rasta\" Summer concerts all-you-can-eat crabs C\"want mode\" Jello Fun low times to appreciate the high times.

Becky, Becky and Jackie Best Friends Forever

Escalade, Grivo inning (C&T)

Teddy coach Fire-Rhino Cohen confidence booster D Parues Fresh Year Turkey Tech very smart U is in France, UCLA, take teen tour until water raining.
Dan and Char

I sit here and think of you
For lack of anything better to do.
And I wonder if you could be
Always and forever, here with me.

But in my heart you're always here
I never have to look for.
'Cause you're the one closest to me
For nothing and for all.

So now I give you my voice
And the music that I sing,
I give to you my world,
Which is all that I can bring.
It comes with all the good times,
It comes with a little strife,
And now I give to you my heart
And we can learn to share this life.

Seasons change, time never stops
I find things I can't control.
But I know that when I'm lonely,
You've got the other half of my soul.

I wish, I wish, I only wish,
Our sky stays forever blue
It'd be good, if you understood
That I'm just crazy about you.

7.19 ~ Schuylkill River ~
Diane's ~ biting ~ massages ~
Lamberti's ~ October 31st ~
making fun of _____ ~ summer
nights ~ ping pong ~ QPS ~
pro ~ snuggle muffin ~ the
boardwalk ~ physics ~ "A long,
long time ago..." ~ no more
tickling ~ Evanescence vs.
Yellowcard ~ you're lucky to
have me ~ I love you ~ guitar
~ songs, poems, and pictures ~
Jake's visits ~ chocolate chip
cookie dough ~ ice cream ~
Mario tennis ~ asparagus (old
mint) gum ~ tennis matches ~
Dan's injuries ~ dirty hat ~
movies ~ Midrasha and after ~
pipe cleaner ~ caterpillars ~
Lifehouse ~ phone calls ~ piano

find me here
and speak to me
I want to feel you
I need to hear you

you are the strength
that keeps me walking
you are the hope
that keeps me trusting
you are the life to my soul
you are my purpose
you're everything

and how can I
stand here with you
and not be moved by you

would you tell me how could it be
any better than this

you still my heart
and you take my breath away
would you take me in

take me deeper now

cause you're all I want
you're all I need
you're everything

everything
CHELSEA

Ten days late, Scooter, too many Nannies, Little Terp, tantrums everywhere, Chucky Cheese, nail polish makes furniture look prettier, Every outfit needs a hat, Four Seasons, "Rhodaism's", Tie-Dye outfits from head to toe, "I will only wear a dress", Murfy, Flower girl at your mom's wedding, Beach Boys Concert, then a trip to ST. Christophers, a little brother, Marcia Hyland ...always in the back row, carpools with Jen, too many pink ribbons, horse back riding on Pop-Pop's farm, "catching fireflies is dangerous", drama queen, being SMRT, Raising Rembrant, Seeing Eye recital, Cheerleading Captain in 7th grade, family trips to L.B.I., Long Lakes, teen tours, King of Prussia Mall, shopping bags left in the car, shopping for prom dresses at the Golden Asp, Smith Bros, the hot tub at La Casitas, a rainy day at D.M.V., on the beach in Puerto Rico,....looking forward to many more crazy and special times together,

Love your family
Mommy, Bruce, and Max
The way we met... our love/hate relationship • big poppa • smeg sandwich • bob • umbilical cord • being mistaken as each other • bring it on cheer

Becky and Sammy

rainbow man and girl chained to wall

our theater boys

weez and elephant

how do you get to short hills deli?

sweet and crunchy

straight hair days

uncontrollable laughter • the car wash incident • escaping strike • aimlessly lost in Voorhees neighborhood • sammy flies through becky's door • fudruckers/ tanning trips • unsuccessful diets • Q 102 concert '02 (lost and still laughing) • "A" please come to communications... »sharing clothes"
Dear Dan,

Graduation is a time to listen to your heart, follow your dreams, and know that you can do anything!

With lots of love,

Mom, Dad, and Yoni
Your first day of school
seems like only yesterday.

Rebecca, we love you
and we're proud of you!

Love, Mom, Dad & Liz
(& the Puppies)

Mer Abby Britt

"Let's always stay friends. Friendship is thicker than
blood... That depends... Depends on trust. Depends on
true devotion. Depends on love. Depends on not
denying emotion..."

Yea Definitely Yea/Young soul/GEPA: /Matt ***/Beck
bonding/Confession Night/Never Have I ever/Our Boys/Red
Rover/Mt. Misery/Valentine's Day Parties/Every Friday Night
Sleepover/Getting Ready New Year's Bat Mitzvahs/Christmas
Dinner/Shangri-la/Counting Points/Diet Snapple/Diet Vanilla
Coke/Water/M&M's/Mer's Pantry/Falling on Floors/Nails
Done/RYLA/Florida/Jackson's/Mommom/Singing at the
Pool/RENT/Secret Pics/Shopping/The Art Festival/Mer
Refusing to Run/The "Kiss"/Abby's Phone Bill/Britt's Sleepy
Fall Down the Stairs/Mer's Freezing Basement/Abby's trundle/Britt's Megas/Vote for Britt Grab a/D→DD/Britt's Show T-
sirts/The Official Announcement/It's "Nico" Abby!!/Prom
Pics/Choco Covered Pretzels/Britt Over Serving/Tickling
Makeovers/Mer in the Middle/Mer's elbow/Sweet 16 Memory
Presentations/Laughing Endlessly: Mer's pinching, Abby's snorting
Britt's Dragon/H.O.F./Swimming/Theatre/Cheerleading/
Hand Me Ups/Prom Makeup/Learning from Experiences..."
Dear Alyson,
You are our shining star.
Rooms light up when you walk in.
You bring friendship and kindness wherever you go; we know you will do the same in the future.
You are loved with all of our hearts and souls.
Shoot for the best that you can be—
Love,
Mom, Dad, Brett, Grandma Sylvia,
Grandpa Irwin, Grandma Miriam, and
Grandpa Joe who is watching from one of your stars.

Jackie & Kristen
BFF

Kristen: I don’t know how I could have
made it through high school
or even through all of our
years of school together
without you. You have
always been there for
me. You know it. Always
be there for you! I love
you! BFF

Jac-
Where should I start? We’ve been
best friends forever.
I love you like a
sister. Good luck
in whatever you
do. I’ll be by your
side no matter what.
We’re finally
seniors!!

Kurtina Konda
Best Friends Forever
"We've shared so much laughter and so many tears. We're a spiritual bond that grows stronger throughout the years. We're not sisters by birth, but we knew from the start, something put us together to be sisters by heart."
Congratulations to Dana DiBruno on four wonderful and exciting years at East.

It has been a pleasure watching you grow as a young women and soccer player.

Your perseverance, dedications and commitment to playing sports at East has been outstanding—and says a great deal about your desire to excel.

We are extremely proud of you and all your accomplishments!

Thanks for the memories...

Love,
Dad, Mom, Dan, Deanna, and Danielle.
Ali & Juli

"We ride together, forever. Gangsta's for life."
Evan Gleimer

We've had great times
fun times
sad times
and wouldn't change an instant
We will always love you
FOREVER
Mom & Dad
Jeffrey & Natali

Life is the future, not the past
Dear Alexandra Nicole,
Thank you for making our dreams come true.
May your life be full of sunshine and rainbows to follow through.
Erica, Daddy, and Mommy love all the wonderful childhood memories you left behind.
Of the goodness and sweetness and beauty that glow
From your face, your heart, and your creative mind
Congratulations, we love you so very much!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Erica

 Brittany & Ashlee
Best Friends by Choice
Cousins by Chance
"To have a loving relationship with you, Sar, is not simply to have a buddy or a confidant..."

"It is to have you, Leah as a soulmate for life."

Leah + Sari
Forever...
Dana and Jaci
We acquire friends and we make enemies, but our sisters come with the territory.

Mattea
Hannah
"AH AH, WHAT IS THAT RED SHINING LIGHT?? it's a revelation" um, rach, it's just a sparkle in your eye. No, alex, you cannot have ice cream. molly wants a popsicle. we are stupid stupid stupid stupid stupid. like jen's senior quote. clatter crash bang bang racket thump. IT'S MUSIC. now dance. am I real? no way. I will paint my left pinkie nail to help me feel alive. let's dye our eyebrows PURPLE. it's electric. boogie woogie woogie. the nose bleed collection. on steeve in the hot tub after prom, on kresson road with "product." alex, where are we? help us, come save us. I took a short cut, but I fell off the highway. It does not take three hours to get to atlantic city. piles of boys. oodles of doodles. patches/pola. takin' the back routes. yo. michae and her important important lip stick. david bowie and his nice pants. large tubs of petroleum jelly. in my nose, and in my mouth (and in my car). we can't rewind, we've gone too far. oh ohoh oh oh. hot tub party!!! now, yes, now, no, yes, no, yes, NOW. no stop jen, no why. jen. good idea. BAD idea. they stole our clothes. so, why are you girls buying saran wrap, ketchup, petroleum jelly and "product"? 'cause I'm feelin' like a criminal. you spin me right round (like a record baby). I want your loooooove. peanut butter ice cream in the old house. fear and loathing in the hill. we like reading better than boys... sure, I have no life, but you should see my haiku. obsessive compulsive disorder, the compilation, tape recorders. bohemian: let's commune with "nature." "we like nature." KITE FLYING. outdoor exploratory days. frisbee of the ultimate variety. ouch. TAKE ONE FOR THE TEAM, when asian boys attack, kidnapping various violinists and taking them to wawa. cheese hoogie additions. "hey, wawa man, what's your name?" "uh, it's on my name tag." "what's your last name?" rachael you cannot ask people these questions. dominos delivers. even to the car in the parking lot. cooking spaghetti in the hot tub. the infamous hot tub photograph. tupperware. rach walking the dog in lacy attire. buying "product." the mean mean people in the burberry store. "do you have that dog jacket I saw on Friends?" rave to the grave in jen's basement. nart's birthday bashes. hey molly, what's in your shoe pocket? spice up ur lyfe. "I like it." "Me too." it's a brain thing. titter. the water's are rough, but I think we can make it! chloroceptive spray from 1985. CSN& sometimes Y. paul simon is a nerd. let's date him. sha ra ra. tall couple/short couple. "aren't you girls a little young to be in here?" "bye mom, bye mom."

Rachael: horticulturalist

Mimì: the cheerleader

JAM+R, the group formerly known as ARM+J
PARTNERS IN CRIME

*Yesterday brought the beginning, tomorrow brings the end, but somewhere in the middle we've all become best friends*
Dear Kira ~

Congratulations! You have done such a great job in high school through work, sports, and your activities. I know that you will continue to do great in college! You are one of my best friends. I love you so much!

Love Always ~

Jenna

Jay-Jay & Key-Key

That wouldn’t be awkward 😊 I have bows and arrows in my trunk 😊 Becoming Emo 😊 Emo guys are hot 😊 How do we get rid of her? 😊 New car smell is gone 😊 Pumping Nelly 😊 So wait, which mall was it? 😊 How do we figure out the beds?...um...it’s July 😊 Sure 😊 Whatever works 😊 Wawa chicken sandwiches 😊 Target 😊 Reticular fornaminana 😊 Is Gary coming this weekend? 😊 Let’s christen our notebooks 😊 Only a little sexual 😊 I have a personal problem 😊 Oatmeal creme pies 😊 Should we be bad? 😊 Some basketball wishes do come true 😊 Never ending drama 😊 I don’t care if you were here that day, you’ll do it again 😊 Can we please finish the camera? 😊 Finding new music 😊 Delivering lunch to school (trying to) 😊 There’s my boyfriend...no mine! 😊 Stalking the Friendly’s waiter 😊 Can I get a ride? 😊 I’m going out! I’ll be fine! 😊 Who called me? Who do you think? 😊 You stole a video camera?! 😊 Kira Brawny 😊

"Stars are like friends; there's always some around, you just need to find your favorite one."
Emme & Lauren
BEST FRIENDS FOREVER

"We don't know how it started and we hope it never ends,
but somewhere in the middle we became best friends!"

Related moments — Wilmington Adventure — Working at WOODCREST — Hill working? — Scottish — Jade Gill — Cigar Day Friday — I HA
TO QUIT — I'm not going to see Steven play — Lauren's Project — "Of course I talk to her, she's my BEST FRIEND — Football Boys —
Guard Party — Beating Helen — Secret Messages — Five Stand rotation — Chemicals — Car = DAG ~ Patrick, I <3 you ~ 35 ~ Bob ~ MI
& Brett — "Did you do it? What happened?" ~ Friday Night Games — Be home by 12 — I shouldn't have driven — BON JOVI — future
Sister-in-Law — Adam's napkins — My cell's in hail, but Chris will fix it — Brandon loves us — Stalker anyone? — Hotel key — Free too
~ Old guys — "But I don't like football" — BACKSTROKE — Senior Day tears — I will beat you — I LOVE YOU!! ~ I HEART YOU!!

Lauren —
Wow, the times we have had... road trips and long nights, fights and good times... I can't sum it all up.
I hope this is only the beginning of our friendship... next year when I go to college you will have to come visit me!!! We are almost like sisters... I LOVE YOU!!!

Emme —
OMG... we have had some great times... I can't believe you are leaving me next year... you know I am going to be visiting you all the time. Here's to 1,000 more years of friendship... I HEART YOU!!!

Matt — We are so proud of you. What a terrible young man you have turned out to be. There is no doubt in our minds that you are going to be successful in whatever you do. We love you so very much.—Your Family

KOLLER!

Matt Harte

East

Beck

284 Community
Best Friends
Forever

ALEX

MICHAEL
Dan Mintzer, Andrew Skobie, George Davis, Paul Bessler, Jeff Storey, Greg Cohen, Jeff Span, Eli Mendelsky, Dan Herron, Claree and Christa Wesler, Mike Nemeroff, Adam Drelich, Meni Avissim, Jeremy Young - MoFo's for life.
MFL - Project Excavation 2000 - Triangle Head - Safety Bus - Leon Seng - Nabil Rezaih
- Strengholz - Salami - "Thanks Safety Net, you saved my life." - T-Rex - Festival/Festival
- SPECIFICATIONS! - Weird McGrow - Weird Nicknames - Chair Jumping Contest - Mintzer's
- Birthday Presents - Garden State Park - Fire - Yoink - Tuck & Roll - Rollerball (is horrible)
- Forking - Frisbee Golf - The Mascot - Pool - Hot Tub Records - Ultimate Frisbee on the roof of
- Stockton - Angry Pirate - Alpsee - Hydroplaning - THE Tape - THE video tape - Friday's - FOOTBALL
- Office Space Style Computing - Pat! - Fendo's - Taco Bell - Halloween Parties - Pregor's Death
- Paul's A.Zness - George and Skoog's Coincidences - Your Mom in a Box - Ask me if I'm a bush.
- Twister - Nerdy Turtles Blanket - Ghetto Van - Kool-Aid - Cherry Tree - Skippy's Basement
- I am Batman - Whipped Creaming - 7 Steps of Neve - C-Team - Skoog's Freshest Accidents
Aim * Kar * Heath

"A shoulder to cry on, an ear to lend, money to borrow, clothes to lend. Friday night memories, afternoon walks, being together, our private talks. Mending our hearts, drying our tears, planning our future, avoiding our fears. Our memories together, may they never end, always together, forever best friends."

New Years '01 *West Party*Karly Ruins Surprise Bdays* Whateever... *Antonio*Doesn't Eat Fish *True Life: I'm A Mascot*Movies & Fridays*Fat Tuesdays*Amys Flashing Late night at the Hilton*Caught at 4am*Karly's ice cream fetish*Dancin' Around*Pouring "apple juice" on Karly*Skiing*Turkey Trot*Lifting heavy Wooden Objects*Hop the Fence*Heather gets burnt*Karly on Keith*"This is Chad's Dad"*JCC*Freddy Prince Jr*Weekends at the Mall*Abercrombie guy*Basketball Games*Water Girls*"I can see... Is he hot"*Police Men Obsessions*Rock the Mic*Same Crushes*I'll call you after the party Karly*Psycho Eastern Guys*Mexican Sandwich*
Ali, Jessie, and Julia

Fat girl snacks • Dates with Holidness • Pong tournaments
• Jessie the rummi naz • "Did I go yet?" • Julu chant • Ignition remix
• Barbecues with Luba • Julio's dew rag • Yum • Ali's ride in the mini
• Dinin: eye infection and stomach trans • Oh Roy!
• Frequent Trips to Camden • Slepin in the Celica
• Party in cars • not a good idea • knock on wood • Death in family • galaxy
• Party in the woods • Ditching all at hotel • woman • paradise in the midwest
• Walking miles in the snow and shoveling for dough
• All consuming all our gold • kings • go get Chase
• "Jessie your phone won't stop barking!"
• The amand girl • Jessie and John gore Bonnie and Clyde
• 23 straight days of party-cummer • 13 • Psycho grandmother • Crooked toes
• The all and Andrea saga continues • EGG • MAR • 28 day plan
• Partyin with the Press • TLC • Lauryn Hill
It has been our pleasure watching you grow up to become such an incredible young man. We are so proud of you and all you have accomplished. Your success is only beginning. We will greatly miss our shining star next year. Good luck in college!!!

♥All our love♥,

Mom, Dad, & Jenna
SCOTT

Congratulations on a great four years. We are so proud of you and all you have accomplished. Good luck in college!

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Steven

Amanda,

Wow you survived your 1st year of high school, congrats. Good luck with the rest of your years here. Remember Mike is right behind you. I love you very much. You're a best friend and an awesome sister.

Love,
Christina

Christina,

Congrats! You graduated! I'm going to miss seeing you in school next year. Still we had some great times this year. Especially in the car. Burning rubber! You're a great friend and sister. Love you lots!

Love,
Amanda
Sam and Lisa; best friends since we were one
Pointing at each other, and having some fun!!
Growing up at Kellman, from 3-year-old nursery to 8th grade
Still best friends through high school, our friendship will not fade
Smoochick, Loochick, Lowes ladies, Ooh-a-linch, and cham
Florida at Thelma's, and Martha's Vineyard with Sam's fam
We told Mr. Dork we were stepsisters, and it was almost true
Always at each others houses, or driving together (295 wooo!!)
We know each other oh so well, each secret we have told
From being scared to enter houses, to knowing how to "hold"
We make each other laugh, in the bellyache kind of way
We never get into fights, for our "duties" save the day!
Orange tootsie pops for Heisler, Marky Twain was our best man
Next door neighbors, big white houses, we'll stick right to our plan
"Fun, Fun, Fun" "we're gonna miss the show," "me no know," "me toooo"
A million memories together, this poem lists just a few
Silly or sad, just wanting to talk, we call on each other whenever
Because we know when we were one we made a friend forever

---

JULIA

If ever there was a daughter
Who deserved the best, it's you...
And that's exactly what you're wished
Today and all years through.

We are so proud of your great years and accomplishments at East
Best of luck in college! We will miss you!

LOVE,
Mom, Dad, & Jerry
Reena's Conclusion:
+ Bananz likes to sleep.
+ Sweet Pea and Sexi like anything weird.

"Too many memories, so little space."

Maddie & Hallie

Bus rides: Debbie Burke-Linger-Sheen, HO Rendezvous, Preakness, House of Block 1 out of 7, Bobbi & Jessie, Varsity Tye Dye, STALKING Bellerinas with Roni Wright, Laurel High, Shoresh, that shirt gets around! Karen Groves, Flyer Mmeisten, Princeton, Dar concerts, Hallie + Maddie + Uncle Art + Aunt Paul = BFF. Here’s to you, Cousin Robbie, Overstimulation Bob-Ditter style. Puffy painting Maddie didn’t make Willy Wonka in ’96, Friday folk dancing, BONNIE Latin is alive! POD, Indigo, Ami, and Sona. Roadtrips to MD, Mexican troublemakers, Bag breaking at 7-11. Donde esta el CRV? Sketch sisters, Wet Hot American Summer, Kissing Acapella, Sing alongs. The grass is always worth the rocky ride! Juliet Thrift stores, Greyhound, 3 Gals, 2 Barbs & a Sharon, Yellow bookbags, EMS & L.L. Bean, Halogenes CIT 2003. Oh, they call me a HOMEGROWN. I grew up at CAMP LOUISE and let it be known...

I’d rather be at Camp Louise...
Through the years when everything went wrong together we were strong. I know that I belonged right here with you.
Jessica & Jenna

All the years of laughs and amazing times have created a bond that can not be broken. I am proud to call you my cousin and my best friend.

MWHAHAHA. Car and Mr. Sunshine. Main-lining Peta. Who got an announcement over the plane flight? Thousands of multicolored strings. Dreading the Hill... making fun of annoying campers ‘please never let me come back here’... Umm will you brush my hair for me? Omg Jess... WHAT WHAT Embarrassing photo experiences. LIIFETIME television for women. Family holidays... what filmmaking? Excuse me are you urinating on my lawn? I don’t think you just lied to me.

Birthday = Broadway Bound! Driving two hours turned into two minutes. I can’t eat that it has a gram of fat. 8th grade BADASS baby. No more couch its called a bedroom. Can you not be obsessed? Shooppingg excursions. Eating to the point of oblivion. Constantly making fun of the underlings. Grey skies are gonna clear up... were we insane? I wouldn’t relive that if you paid me 8 million dollars to do so. FLORIDA just ate breakfast... are you hungry... yess I need more Cheese please... that food yea we skipped out on the bill. You think you won’t meet people on the airplane.... your wrong. Matching Tiffany’s and Louis Hell Yea! SURGE! Attacking at o’clock in the morning. I feel like being creative. Cockskaki... not what it sounds like much worse. What would you do if your son was at home crying alone on the bedroom floor cause he’s hungry. Its getting hot in here. Ooo yea our car rides were hot. Pepperoni sandwiches at 3 in the morning washed with a bit of sprite. Lipstick tattoos... yea not as removable as it seems. Mission impossible sleepovers. The secret closet. Please let us stay one more night if not we will fight. TIM obsession enough said but not really Shout out to my girl Liz. Jenna = adulteress. Jessica = seducer. Omg your gorgeous. Backing out of kisses... sorry maybe next time. Re-enacting our intimate nights. Tanning on the roof... was that safe? Scheming when the parentals leave the premises. I know what your doing right now sitting in a room with the bright lights on... how’d you know that? I know everything. Stop picking! Why are you wearing your shoes in the house? Don’t you remember me from the shore? Yea you were the guy with the big... Why must you tip over my chair. Be the big ones hehe... er and average Joe. John your just pathetic. Good Chinese accent. Remember Zach... how could we forget. Can you say HOT? Channel 19 why did you tape me. Marvin Gaye private viewing. It needs to be released. For all of you people who don’t get this hopefully you can see how much fun we’ve had and how much we love each other. Our last words MWHAHAHAHAHA.
To our Jessica

We admire
Your strength, integrity, and intelligence
Your humor, compassion and tenderness
We love you.

Your family
SHIRA
S-DAWG

CHELSEA
C-FIZZLE

DARYL
D-FUNK

Faux Tarp ▽ Cheese Fund ▽ Best Friend Tee Shirt ▽ Shafted ▽ 12-15-03 ▽ Make Up a Memory ▽ Pineapple Juice ▽ Robin, Franny, and Wanda ▽ Siri’s ▽ “There’s Blood and Herpes on the Floor!” ▽ Daryl’s Juicy Outfit ▽ Champ’s Bathroom ▽ 7-2-03 ▽ Cyber Lab ▽ Margate/LBI ▽ Wander Clothes Drive ▽ DECA ▽ Disney ▽ Chunder ▽ “Why Are We Here?” ▽ “Should We Call the Cops?” ▽ “Stare Much?” ▽ Shira’s Cookies ▽ “Shira, is one boot higher than the other?” ▽ Blow Torch ▽ Never Working Driving Circuit ▽ “Daryl, Why Don’t you go to your Own Closet?” ▽ Singer’s Car ▽ Lawn Chairs ▽ Car Vandalism ▽ Caution Tape ▽ Nintendo 64 ▽ Chelsea’s Boys ▽ Kevin and Old Orchard Swim Club ▽ Loser Best Friends ▽ Shamoo ▽ Dela Where? ▽ Malibu ▽ Number One Party Rule: Always Clean Up! ▽ Tipometer ▽ Three Yentas ▽ Movies ▽ Spinning ▽ Color-Me-Mine ▽ Marla ▽ Great Minds (Chelsea and Shira) Think Alike ▽ “Hey Mister Police Man” ▽ Cul-de-sacs ▽ Shira the mom ▽ “We’re Going to Saint Joes Next Weekend” ▽ American Idol ▽ “We never want to be with out us three”
Sharp Memories: Soccer at recess, Lauren getting married to Botley, our three-day fight about LS, Softball, Mr. Misery (Oak A & B), S's crush on BD and M's on AG, Mr. Barnet's class, "Oh Maria," "Blue Moon," safeties, hot chocolate, Halloween Party at M's house, Trick or Treat (babies), Knockout over M's house, Building Forts in S's basement, Getting beat up by Ryan and Nick, Knee surgery, Tot-lot obstacle courses, exploring the woods, snapping turtle, going fishing, getting ticks on us, Playing N64, Grilled cheeses and chicken nuggets, Late night talks summer '03, Text messaging, Phillies Baseball games, Pine Canyon B-day Parties, S got the little trophy man, laser tag on the moon bounce, Making our own go-cart, Chem: junior year, S's crush on PR, Dude where's my car guys for Halloween, Driving tests, Someone needs some lovin', S's doesn't like cookie cake, M doesn't like ice cream cake, 250 tubs of yours online, House of men, Sledding, Building snowmen, competition of Christmas lights, New Year's celebrations, Poppers, Silly string, MTV, Jay & Silent Bob Strike Back, Jungle Love, Making us listen to each others downloaded songs, Silence please everybody freeze, Making S's snarky's speech to watch, 65' feet tall on S's license, Big Candy Bars from S's house, Baby in the air, Dirtagories, Ryan breaking M's Jock Jams CD, Exchanging fake gifts, Bead-door for S, Express disco balls for MM, Nick's football games & S's soccer games, Seeing each other at O.C., Fireworks, "Hot Crossed Buns," "Are you my conscious," "Just married," Meeting half way, Foosball, M sucks!

Marci & Sherri

Jul & Brit

"I'd rather laugh with the sinners than cry with the saints; the sinners have much more fun."
JESSIE * DARYL * ABBY
* DORKS MAKE THE BEST FRIENDS! *

Diller paddles *
Advice *
Legends...like the Pledge of Allegiances? *
Battle of the Bands * Pre-calc *
* 7th Wander of the World *
Abby's questionable boyfriends *
Daryl's OCD *
Jessie's Wendy's episodes * the Union sweatshirt *
Was it dirty? *
Lacrosse * SGA *
Would you like to buy a schnitzel? *
Six Flags * the hat store * Oh my God! Here come my pretzels! *

Amy,
Not only did you survive Growing up with us,
You survived high school too!
Congrats!
We love you
Lesley and Greg
Kavita & Danielle

7th grade exploratory ~ Cosi ~ Philly ~ Dinner & a movie ~ 5-4-3-2 ~ Coffee Works ~ Yoni & Jeff ~ Letter to Yoni ~ "See we have meaningful conversations, like hey!" ~ Late night phone calls ~ Applebee's ~ Crying on buses ~ Silver Man ~ Safety ~ Chris ~ 9th period lunch ~ Freshman Year, all you can eat day ~ 8th grade lunch ~ Gym ceiling ~ Job demonstration ~ Will Smith's new song ~ Running away from J's secret love affair ~ Spirit week dances ~ good and bad ~ Bag stealing (9th, 8th) ~ "Why are we so beautiful?" ~ "I WANT A BOYFRIEND!" ~ Adder (add) ~ The wart is a goo! ~ Wicakraft Books ~ Egg ~ Football ~ Your broke them, your wrist is FAT ~ Kav's obsession with stealing Danielle's makeup ~ Special K ~ Peper/Pauper ~ Mongral ~ Danielle's Peasants ~ Spitting out drinks ~ What is tourette's? ~ Kav's smooth skin ~ Bag within a bag ~ Danielle's lies ~ "I was falling in love with him." ~ Neil ~ Herman's ~ Bagel and Lex ~ 12 Hours on history project ~ Ben and Josh ~ Kav stole his number ~ "let me sing to you" ~ "You're a beanpole/stalk" AC: Kav's bad directions ~ "Far lane" Kav, you put me on the exit" After tofu, Leah's Yelp at light ~ How many weekends till license ~ Danielle driving everywhere ~ "i'm scared to go to the bathroom." ~ "Who says 'stoool.' " Shrimp on the roll ~ Your taint is bigger x infinity + 1 ~ Everyone Mr. Bates! ~ NYC ~ Nice hips ~ NG ~ Kav's problems with sleepovers ~ hers and others ~ Danielle's accident in the downstairs bathroom ~ Hole in the desk ~ Kavita's backyard 9th grade ~ Poking (the hand!) ~ Mine doesn't smell!!!!~
Eric and Dani

"I'll love you forever, forever and always, as long as I'm living, my big brother you'll be."

Eric- We have been through so much, both good and bad. I have been nothing but proud to call you my big brother my whole life. You are an amazing and talented person and I want you to know I have so much faith in you. There will always be a place for you in my heart.

Love always and forever

Dani
"You only live once, but if you live like us, once is enough!"

CHELSEA
SpAnkLeS
BRITTANY
MEGA
DARYL
AMY
drInK
JiLL, WiTh a G
SHIRA
rAsHi
SAM
wHiPPeR SnAppLe

"Insert Stupid Sentimental Quote Here"
It's cool, I've got a million minutes, I heard they're hardcore, MONSTER TOE. What is broccoli anyway, shut up with the broccoli, Burnt string bean, Butter churner, SHIBBY, ICE CREAM...CURRY!!!!!

Pizza...pizza man...pizza...wanna touch your pepperoni, Shiverrr, WONDERFUL!
Sweet niomi, FREE MAHI MAHI, Chippies, You buy it all eat it, It's OK I had subway,
Smoothie king,
NOOO...They're all gonna laugh at you!!! Those are my favorite goggles, 500 dolla!!!

The dude, The man, Happy Tuesday to you man, Orange mocha frappachino, It saved our lives, Wendy's, Drive thru, Why don't you put those batteries in there? Adriana Lima, Mating calls, Alex getting booted on, Special slurpees, Gloria, Trumpet solo, Alex's poofy face, Fully, Bitties, NOO WAYYYYYY, Patches? I could use some stinking patches! Fabio, The buffet is now open, Why are you guys so happy? DAMN THE MAN, Purple sticky punch.
BEST FRIENDS
FOREVER

JULIA & LAURA

One time at cheer camp... - Best Cheer Captains (2 yrs in a row) - Scott and John - Clementon Park (mystery hotties - He smiled at me!) - Well, see the thing is... - Who's your coach? You wanna back that! You wanna fly that! - Fo' shizzle - the white girl and the oreo - Spanish class freshman year - sneaky sneaky - Shore (Summer 2003) - Girlfriends - Sitting in driveways - Rag Shop w/Sammy & trains - Sick - Sick - SOB - MGT/B***R! - Don't Want You Back - Collin for the wrong guys (A&G) - Carwash (attracting hot cops) - Get outta here - Best decorating car - Egypt - Dancing on boxes - Always laughing - Chinese pizza - Vito's chicken cheesesteaks - Temple Rhall Game - Squad craziness - My milkshake brings all the boys to the yard - Mind-reading - To the window, to the wall! Aww knees, knees, knees - Getting thrown in the snow in t-shirts and shorts - Aladdin - Pill stuck in someone's throat - Do I have something in my nose? You didn't even look! - C-dub - See, what ha' happened was - Football players - Working at Vertical Reality - Seeing ghosts while driving by Ryan's - TNT instructors - and so much more!
ZARA AND DAVID

4/24

THE CHASE • SUNDAE'S • WHAT'S WITH YOU AND EATING? • COOL DORK • ICE CREAM TRUCK • BLACK COMFORTER • SATS...FUNNY • DOODY • HP2 • HERBIVORE • ZARA'S SINGING • RELAXING NIGHTS • ICE CREAM • WEIRD-O • HOTLANTA • DIANE'S • PHYSICS STUDY SESSIONS • ZOOLANDER • JIGGA • SPONGEBOB • TOP O' THE MORNIN' TO YA • CESSY • OBSESSED • TOGETHERNESS • PUMA SWEATS • ZAZU & RAFIKI • I LOVE YOU A BAGILLION INFINITIES

"LOVE IS WHAT MAKES TWO PEOPLE SIT IN THE MIDDLE OF A BENCH WHEN THERE'S PLENTY OF ROOM AT BOTH ENDS"

¡Felicitaciones! Mazel Tov! Cheers!

who are these people?

congratulations zara
(from your family)
"We will be friends until forever just you wait and see" - Pooh Bear

These are the Memories that will last forever:
* Religious discussions in Ponzio's Halloween Parties * Antisocial French exchange students * Marching Band and Color Guard, especially being the only girls in section C * Build-a-Bear * making "crempes" * Riding in shopping carts * Late night Supermarket trips *

We are truly "Forever Friends"

Julie Adi Lauren

Adi

In the beginning some may have found it rare.
They whispered, and pointed, and a few even thought to stare.
Now as I look back, I don't see the strange part.
What's so weird about two sisters who share one heart?

Now that you will soon be gone,
It's as if a part of me will be withdrawn.
Through thick and thin, our bond it grew.
I can say with pride that I love you.

With much love from your little sister,
Shanny
“We don’t suffer from insanity... We enjoy every minute of it”
Whatever happened to Amelia Earheart?. Duff Hunters and SBOAs. Dunkin Donuts-Oleg, free
doughnuts and our daily Coolatas. "Studderin Danly and
Sage and Our Annual Chicken Parm – The corkcrew(opening bottles)- finding jobs, quitting jobs,
refinding jobs-Litterer's, Joes Pizza, Piccinis, The Surf Mall, Primavera-Hector, Vlado, Rosario, B-
Type girls, David, Little Rosario...are you a...-bikes getting stolen-tan lines-s-pots-sketchballs-wait
I hooked up with you and you!-14th and simpson-p-i-m-p-will and his diary- California here we
come-smoothies on the beach—oh dam!! I left my beach tag in my other bag-where's nemo?-
Larry and Jacob-broken couch-late night fiesta @ primavera-only one napkin-no more!!!
NO!!!!!!!!!!!-me want honeycomb...me got honeycomb-the boys who stayed over...you have to stay
awake at least one hour next time-will you please do me a favor and be my # 17-whose are
bigger- what's a 60 watt lightbulb- we decided to go to breakfast...a little too late for that-
Joe and hucky Chris- Joe- please try not to steal anything- Is that a dying dog??? NO it's the
clock- like where is my belly button ring??- Trip to the Hamilton mall...playing with dogs-Two
opposite Max's-Wandering homeless man who wanted water- best morning of Kates life- Dead,
fat, and ugly-Wait...so you're a cop...that's ok-egg on the ceiling-the Chinese food- the fever-
sleeping through uptown girls-zac-I come prepared!-breaking and entering...well not really- They
stole my hoagie!! You have to go to a hospital- Oh my go'od that's so... gross!!- Jen + Aaron=
what?-Animal...finally!!-Cruel intentions-Keeping the Faith- American Pie...why did he eat the
poop??-cleaning the house- laundry day..everyday-texting the Moorestown Boys-It was definitely
Elvis- Home from the shore..please kill me-Lifehouse CD- Jack Johnson- Max's CD- poster of Colin
Farrel-Eminem and the youngsters- toothpasting honeycomb- awww...Bill's so cute when he
sleeps-hours of preparation in the bathroom- Wawa...checking out the hot guys on our late night
trips- how much do you have left.. oh I didn't start- whatever happened to American Idol?-
making dinner...twice- what happened to the air conditioning?-animal crackers-Brett has a
girlfriend..unless-Colin and steve...can you say sketchy?- Oh is this a fish theme?-The digital
thermometer- stealing cameras from Eckerd- How to loose a guys in 10 days-crimping
adventures-the night we were bored- psssstttt.Jessica...Trips to D.C and Delaware. Terrible
Waiters. Honey Mustard from Wendy's. "hey baby, can I buy you a ham sandwich". amazing
dancing Uno's waiter. Will, Corey ,Chris, Honeycomb/Tim , Eminem , Zac, Animal aka Ken, Aaron,
Sean, Bill, Joey, Jeff, ChrisX3, Ricky, Phil, Jolly-Green Giant, John, Brett, Oleg, Ike, DanX3, Adam
, Alen, Ghetto Joe, Strange kid in Black shirt, Kevin aka Andrew, The cop, Seth -look-a-like,
Dennis, O-face, Dunkin man, Chili-peppers, DMB, ...till next summer 😊
Mrs. Milliner's history class 7th grade, "John" and "D", sweet 16s, movies, scary movies with Jeremy Dan and Danni, trash runs, bathroom talks, text messages, shots, prom, driving, 5th period lunch, King of Prussia, Maggiano's, Applebee's & Ritz movies, "California" and "Windkeeper", talking in code, laughing about everything, sitting on the parking lot and laughing, laughing and crying, laughing and smiling way too much, Sex and the City, FRIENDS, John Mayer, getting locked in the bathroom at CoffeeWorks, football games, Powder Puff, taking pictures, Margate and the beach, walking/running barefoot on Jerome Avenue, 4th of July, "Do you want a ham sandwich?", "I had to wear those shoes, they made my legs look long!", Mexicans, Starbucks, MAC makeup, Scream 1, 2, 3, working and working out, life guarding = snowboarding, "Here Without You", Saladworks, C.H. Mall, interpreting dreams, leaving the bracelet, Swedish fish and cookie dough, Serendipity, the Eiffel Tower pass, Ipri's notecards, psychic powers, Orbit gum, "No, but his wife's here!", D.C., RENT, Woodcrest pool, tanning, walking everywhere, SGA Welcome Back Dance 11th, stressing, trampoline, hot tub parties, sunglasses falling under deck, Club Wawa, cups and hand games, "The Ring", JCC, Lollipop, being Britney Spears, Kyle from Real World, Dawson's Creek and Felicity, Sublime, "The Final Factor"

"A friend is someone who knows the song in your heart, and sings it back to you when you have forgotten the words."
Best friends forever
Courtney - Sami - Basia - Sherri

"Red", "Blue", "Green", "Yellow", "MAGENTA"! - Homemade pizza and ice cream - BUNCO! - Ababa - Build Me Up Buttercup! - Mystery dinners - Puff the Magic Dragon - Matt Hair - the skier - New Years - Biting - COOKIE DOUGH! - Can - Erin poop picture - Toilet Water - Grapes - 6th period lunch!! - Saltwater water - Lake House (car ride, fishing, waterskiing, trampoline, Owen & Steven, sinking the canoe, skinny dipping, dancing, freezing cold water, tubing, skiing, driving the boat, juggling, water balloons, Haunted House, pictionary, phase 10, sponge bob slip-n-slide in ponchos!) - Tongue Piercing - Beard, Speedy, Llama, Bob Ocean, Fozy bear, wonton tomato - Haunted house (x2) (Court getting hit in the head with a giant MOOSE head!, Tackling the scary doctors) - Hayride - chainsaws - "Me too" (you're hot "you're chin is really square") - Sherri smashing her head on the wall - Powder-puff - Jill's b-day party at LB & water park - Sherri's b-day party at O.C. and wildwood - Courtney's parties (Chinese auctions) - Deciding what we will be for Halloween! - CHRISTMAS EXCHANGE! - Freshmen Dance - Sophomore Cotillion - Junior Prom - Dunkin Donuts - Diane's water ice - Friendly's - Ponzio's - Starbucks - Brewers - Six Flags - Sailboat - Poconos - Medieval Times - Benihanna's - E&E surprise and goodbye party - taking them to bus stop - Balderdash - Catch Phrase - Dirty Minds - Mad Gab - College Visits (Sam in the bathroom) - Teat nipp - making Sam's bday video - not putting deodorant on - Sam flashing us - snow - piercing our own ears (and other body parts) - movies in Sherri's basement - E&E's pets - Hunk - Gazzz - Uncontrollable laughing - Basia's chalkboard - dying our hair - Flour and water game - massaging & tickling - shot not! - burping and blowing in faces - oranges - piggy in the blanket - Sam's basement - sign language - diet coke - shoprite parking lot - whipped cream fight while making this
Biology with Dr. Burns* Sophomore year* Bobb
 Toe* oranges* gum* PC's* sneaking out* going to the woods* trig class* Timbo
 Sheep* SGA* B-dawg* Court the Crock* Bashness Monster* Courtness
 Monster* Mrs. Machado* Max & Maxine* the green spotted mouse* making
 the children's book* wearing roller skates down the hall* bringing suitcases as
 backpacks just for fun* going to Basia's work to meet Pam* Going to NY to
 see Regis & Kelly Live* Camp* hand massagers* Making up dances* scrap
 book* B-day parties* being complete opposites* "I'm with stupid" shirts* Bee
 head bands*
Congratulations
EIDOLON 2004
(and the Class of 2004)!

Gazing longingly, Richard Chang ('04) reads a past yearbook. As an Academics Editor, Richard looks through past yearbooks to get some help planning his section. Although the yearbook is handed out in June, the entire year is needed to plan this memorable record.

**SENIORS '03-04**

- Mike Antonelli V 1y
- Stephen Chorney V 2y
- Jay Fichter V 3y
- Scott Frank V 2y
- Marc Gelber JV 2y
- Ashley Kilstein V 1y
- Andrew Rovinsky V 4y
- Jared Sedacca V 3y
- Pat Verratti V 1y
- Jeff Yaffa V 3y
CHERRY HILL EAST ICE HOCKEY
JUNIOR VARSITY ‘A’ TEAM


JUNIOR VARSITY ‘B’ TEAM

IVY * 4 * eating playdoh adventures * goggles Scrabble * Diane’s * Llama Kites in the park minesweeper * Dress coats OPEN YOUR EMAIL fridge water * Jail PJ’s slick sweater, slack sweater little f(alafel) * Plant Cake 16: halfway to 32 * pinkies the sky is falling! toy Pony * Clothesline BALLS! * Full moon the girl with the knife sporophytes * Red cake electricity project * DDR snowman molestation * 24 utensiling * andre’a’s hair “Pretty Girl” * camp plates chickity china the Chinese chicken * time capsule shofars * bagel people “Center of Attention” Rachel bear * Queer Eye “D-U, D-U-M, D-U-M-P H-I-M...” * Nà shí shêmá?

Hi Man * Drowning In Tub * Possum * Smashing Fax Machine * Handcuffs * Flying * Red Butt * Messy Games * Beat Poetry
Always in our heart...

Randall Russ

June 7, 1986 – June 5, 2001

Let it be known that you are not alone.

44

Sponsored by the Yellow Ribbon Club
SECRET RECORDS OF THE BASTILLE

Did You Know?

- This is our first year with our new advisor, Dr. Vivone.
- This is the first year that we have used the computer and YearTech to make layouts for some sections.
- Eidolon means "An Image of an Ideal" in Greek.
- The TV in the yearbook office gets HBO.
- People who check all of these "Did You Knows" are often called "losers."

Yearbook Cultural History:

- "It's a Small World" has been the heading for the Activities layout about culture clubs for at least the past ten years.
- The first Asian Editors-in-Chief were Jenny Kim and Nitid Kapoor of the class of 1988.
- This is the first year that we've had a white male editor since 2000.

NOT-SO-VITAL STATISTICS (uh-oh, we're counting again):

- Caucasian population: 33.3333333333%
- Asian population: 66.6666666666%
- Male population: 27.77777%
- Female population: 72.2222222222%
- 6,02 E23 "candles" have met their fate in the waste receptacle.
- Yearbook editors have consumed a total of two bags of popcorn, two bags of chips, two large pizzas, two liters of soda, six leftover pretzels, and twenty-six croissants (where are they?)
- Sports Editor Philip Park had to use a cow scale at his recent physical. He weighed in at a whopping, earth-shaking 204 lbs! After school, he is fork-lifted into his extra-large Mack truck, with which he drives an average of six editors home per afternoon (Thanks Phil!).

ACADEMICS: As Chauvelin, Richard Chiung gleefully plots the Scarlet Pimpernel's demise.

PERFORMING ARTS: Alienated and alone, Sidney Carton, aka Molly Finkelstein, pines for her partner Charlotte. The victim of unrequited love, she tears her sconces in a bottle.

WANTED

"We'll charter a schooner at Dover and cross over during the night... It will be a race between Chauvelin and me across the Channel tonight, and the prize — the life of the Scarlet Pimpernel.

- The Scarlet Pimpernel"

Name: Charlotte Chong
Last seen: sneaking into D-wing to practice piano
Position: Performing Arts Editor
Reward: Two English Handbells

As Alexandra Hill, seductive accomplice and Sports Editor plots the captive aristos, Philip Park, aka a Sports Editor, drives toward Madame Guillotine. Inside the wagon, Individuals Editors Beverly Hon and Sanaa Somallya.
"It was the best of times, it was the worst of times"... editors were typing frantically at the computer and Mr. Berryman was growing impatient. Five o'clock became six o'clock, which soon became six thirty. And the end was nowhere in sight. Terry had dropped in for the 340697 time, telling us "you'll be fine" even though it seemed that we'd never be fine. The photos were late and the captions were trapped. The stories were missing, then boring, then miraculously OK again. We'd flushed our laminated yearbook pages, sacrificed lunch periods, gym classes, and Wind Ensemble, slaving over 68 color pages. We'd had a full-day in-school field trip, spent counting and re-counting pages. But somehow, by 6:35, we'd crammed all of the page envelopes into their proper box, labeled with its prepaid FedEx sticker, and it met its fate at Staples. Next up: January's deadline, and this time, heads were rolling. Any "friend" of an editor who dared to enter was customarily executed. Not only were the captions not captions, but pictures faced out (if they weren't of thighs or the thirty-sixth copy of the marching band group shot) and some pages were still forthcoming (weships we hear the merry feet of Performing Arts). To relieve rising tensions in A022, the editors went online and ordered two large pizzas and two liters of soda from Papa John's that did not fit into the new refrigerator. Total cost: we forget, but we still have nine dollars left. Oh, and minus five thousand dollars (sorry, Edelson 2005). Asian parents may not appreciate our hard work, but as Bobby Yearbook once said, "The yearbook is a memorable record," and "it is a far, far better thing that we do, than we have ever done; it is a far, far better rest that we go to than we have ever known."

LITERARY: Rohini Khillan and Mufal Dahodwala possess the only objective minds, recording the events of The Reign of Terror for future generations.

During an unexpected pause in the bloodshed, Madame Guillotine hungrily awaits her next victim. Each day, hundreds gather to watch her feast.
An ode to Jill Cuthill our beloved friend, mother and teacher,
With hope that our thoughts and memories will someday reach her.
Her friendly face is treasured by all who passed her on the second floor,
For she was the happiest math teacher in purple, the color she often wore.
She had a smile that brightened the day,
Followed by the quick, witty things she used to say.
Many lucky students had her for geometry or Algebra 2,
But we all know her passions are playing at the zoo.
She was a leader for caring and for protecting animals and little creatures,
Even while she was watching the Matrix, her favorite feature.
She left East a legacy of kindness, creativity, and sincerity
that will be difficult to replicate,
To honor her memory, our lives we will dedicate.
In Loving Memory of Mrs. Cuthill

It's not going to be a eulogy. It’s not going to be trite. It’s not going to sound like anything anyone has ever written before. These thoughts ran through my mind once I was offered the opportunity to write something about Mrs. Cuthill. However, I know that this is something I need to do, even as just trying to convey her meaning to me makes me not want to.

I met Mrs. Cuthill sophomore year when she was my Algebra 2 teacher, and soon after, she introduced me to the Animal Rights Club. Not only did she inspire me in terms of the club, but she provided me with the knowledge that I could make an independent decision regardless of what other people thought. This decision related to becoming a vegetarian and eventually, becoming the club’s president during my senior year. I can sit here and say that Mrs. Cuthill was a wonderful teacher, but no one would ever feel the full scope of her achievements by considering that alone. She was a full-time mother, a full-time teacher, a full-time animal advocate, and a full-time friend. Between school, the animal hospital, church events, and home, she seemed to manage it all with graceful pleasure. Mrs. Cuthill and I would plan club events together, and I would hang up posters that she had made as announcements around the school; we were a team, and now my partner and friend is gone.

Being her Algebra student in the classroom was far different than being her friend behind the scenes, as I gained educational inspiration in one setting and a sort of life inspiration in the latter.

I can never sum up what Mrs. Cuthill meant to me in sitting, and I can never exactly move my emotions on to the readers of this in the hopes that they can feel what I do. One the other hand, I can offer up a slice of her life that I was so honored to be a part of, even if that physical life is now gone.

by Erica Silberstein ('04)
Autographs
Autographs
Autographs
U.S. Forces capture deposed Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein in a "spider hole" at a farm outside his hometown of Tikrit.

In October, the Federal Trade Commission initiates the National Do Not Call Registry to minimize the number of telemarketing calls consumers receive.

President Bush becomes the first U.S. president to visit Iraq when he makes an unannounced Thanksgiving visit with troops stationed there.

The abduction of University of North Dakota student Dru Sjodin, 22, results in the arrest of convicted sex offender Alfonso Rodriguez Jr., 50.

A fatal Staten Island Ferry crash in New York harbor leaves 10 dead and dozens injured after the pilot loses consciousness and slams into the dock.

NBA star Kobe Bryant of the Los Angeles Lakers is charged with the sexual assault of a 19-year-old Colorado woman.

A federal appellate court orders the removal of a Ten Commandments monument from the Alabama Supreme Court building, citing violation of the First Amendment.

The economy shows signs of recovery when the Dow Jones Industrial Average tops 10,000 points for the first time in over 18 months on December 12.

The worst wildfires in California history claim 22 lives, destroy more than 3,400 homes and consume 750,000 acres of land.
→ Michael Jackson is arrested on multiple counts of child abuse after an accusation from a 12-year-old boy.

→ The Center for Disease Control and Prevention declares obesity an American epidemic, with 64 percent of the population overweight.

U.S. Army Pfc. Jessica Lynch, a POW of the war in Iraq, becomes a media sensation after her rescue by U.S. Forces is aired on the news.

Headlines

Action star Arnold Schwarzenegger replaces Gray Davis as governor of California in a highly publicized recall election.

On August 14, the largest North American blackout occurs when three Ohio line failures leave more than 50 million people in eight states and Canada without power.

Americans rush to receive vaccinations as the country is hit hard by a new strand of the influenza virus.

President Bush signs a controversial bill calling for a $400 billion Medicare overhaul.

Scott Peterson stands trial on murder charges in the slaying of his pregnant wife, Laci, and their unborn son.
A European heat wave in August claims more than 19,000 lives, making it one of the world's deadliest hot-weather disasters.

The World Health Organization reports that severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) infected more than 8,000 people in over 25 countries, killing 700.

On May 1, 43 days after the war in Iraq began, President Bush declares "major combat operations in Iraq have ended." As hundreds of thousands of U.S. and British forces remain to restore peace and deliver aid to Iraqi citizens, more soldiers are killed in the months after the war than during it.

Around the world, "flash mobs"—large groups of people recruited by anonymous organizers via the Internet—gather, perform a wild act and quickly disperse.

In a dramatic six-day ordeal, rescue workers save 44 of 46 Russian miners trapped in a water-filled coal mine.

In December 26, a devastating earthquake measuring 6.6 on the Richter scale strikes the Iranian city of Bam, killing more than 41,000 people.

Tens of thousands of Palestinians are cut off from family and livelihoods when Israel builds a concrete barrier beyond the cease-fire line in an effort to curtail Palestinian terrorist activities.
During the summer of 2003, low-risk prison inmates help battle Southern California's wildfires for only $1 an hour.

At a St. Louis dog shelter, Cain, a one-year-old mutt, survives tranquilization and a trip to the gas chamber and is then adopted by the animal shelter owner.

The world's tallest structure—a 1,776-foot spire—anchors a memorial entitled "Reflecting Absence," which is chosen to fill the World Trade Center site.

Comedian Robin Williams travels to Baghdad to lighten the spirits of U.S. troops as he kicks off a holiday tour of U.S. bases in the Middle East.

Rap mogul P. Diddy runs the New York City Marathon to raise over $2 million for the city's children's charities and public schools.

While aboard the International Space Station, Russian cosmonaut Yuri Malenchenko marries his American girlfriend by video link in the first "space wedding."

Iranian lawyer Shirin Ebadi wins the 2003 Nobel Peace Prize for human rights activism as she fights to improve the status of refugees, women and children in Iran.

Golfer Tom Watson donates his $1 million Charles Schwab Cup winnings to fund research for Lou Gehrig's disease, which has stricken his caddie, Bruce Edwards.
In January 2004, the Mars exploration rover Spirit lands safely and NASA releases the first 3-D images and the sharpest color photos ever taken of the surface of Mars.

→ Fast-food patrons can now get their food even quicker, thanks to McDonald's introduction of self-service ordering kiosks.

→ FluMist, America's first intranasal influenza vaccine, provides needle-wary patients with an alternative for the 2003 flu season.

→ The Food and Drug Administration bans dietary supplements containing ephedra due to health concerns and warns consumers not to take products containing the stimulant.

In response to e-mail spam, the Can-Spam Act requires e-mail marketers to clearly label messages as ads and include an Internet-based opt-out feature.

In October, China becomes the third country to travel in space when the world's first successful taikonaut, Yang Liwei, returns to Earth after 21 hours in orbit.

The Food and Drug Administration mandates that nutrition labels disclose the amount of cholesterol-increasing trans-fatty acids.

Nutrition Facts

Serving Size 1 cup (226g)  
Servings Per Container 2

Amount Per Container 2

Calories 260

Calories from Fat 120

Total Fat 13g

Saturated Fat 5g 20%

Trans Fat 2g

Cholesterol 30mg

Amount Per Container 2

Sodium 660mg

Total Carbohydrate 31g

Dietary Fiber 0
In June, pet prairie dogs in Wisconsin, Illinois and Indiana infect people with monkeypox after being infected by a giant Gambian rat while in transit.

Federal workers in Washington kill a herd of 449 calves that include the offspring of a Holstein infected with mad cow disease.

Hurricane Isabel knocks out power to more than 3.5 million people as it wreaks havoc on the nation’s eastern seaboard.

North American trees are threatened by Asian longhorned beetles, which allegedly arrived in Chinese wooden packing material.

The strongest solar storms to hit the Earth in 11 years cause northern lights to appear as far south as Texas.

In August, Mars’ orbit brings it closer to Earth than it has been in 60,000 years.

American scientists discover the deterioration of the atmosphere’s ozone layer is slowing. The 1996 worldwide ban on CFC gases is credited for the improvement.

Keiko, star of the Free Willy movies, dies of pneumonia at the age of 27.
TRENDS

Girls get into breakdancing at events like the Queen B Breakgirl competition in San Diego, the country's biggest female breakin' competition.

With the resurgence of '80s-style rock music, '80s clothing styles make a comeback of their own.

American teenagers take up knitting and form knitting clubs at many schools across the country.

The year's hottest foot fashion is the Australian-made Ugg boot, which stays cool in heat and warm in cold.

Celebrities like FOX's "That '70s Show" star Ashton Kutcher make the "trucker hat" a fashion must-have.

The country goes low-carb diet crazy, with dieters demanding food products and menu items with fewer carbohydrates.

Popularized by music stars like Busta Rhymes and J.Lo, track suits are seen everywhere.
The College Entrance Examination Board develops a revision of the SAT that tests for increased vocabulary and writing skills.

The pint-sized MINI Cooper, by Motorwerks, starts a European auto revolution on U.S. streets.

Drivers find a spacious but expensive ride in the General Motors Hummer H2, in response to criticism, GM promises to release a more fuel-efficient version in the future.

To improve lunch and vending machine nutritional values, the U.S. Department of Agriculture issues tougher regulations for American schools.

Avon, the world's largest direct seller of beauty products, introduces mark—a new cosmetic line intended for teens to sell.

Affordable, over-the-counter teeth whitening kits have consumers smiling, as they no longer have to visit the dentist for this cosmetic procedure.

In an effort to thwart counterfeiters, the U.S. Treasury releases a colorful new $20 bill, with a background blend of blue, peach and green.

A new study reveals the Top 10 most dangerous U.S. occupations. Lumberjack tops the list.
Pixar’s *Finding Nemo* swims to the top as the highest-grossing animated movie and top-selling DVD of all time in the United States.

→ Keira Knightley and Parminder Nagra get a kick out of breaking stereotypes on and off the soccer field in the British comedy *Bend It Like Beckham*.

→ The two most anticipated sequels of the year, *Matrix Reloaded* and *Matrix Revolutions* turn out to be major disappointments for fans and critics alike.

→ Tobey Maguire rides high in the successful summer flick *Seabiscuit*, nominated for an Academy Award for Best Picture.

→ Bill Murray gives a career performance in *Lost in Translation*, from director and Golden Globe-winning screenwriter Sofia Coppola.

→ Will Ferrell continues his comedic success in the heartwarming holiday hit *Elf*.

→ Heartthrobs Johnny Depp and Orlando Bloom make Disney's *Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl* a swashbuckling success.

→ Frodo and company complete their epic journey in *The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King*, winner of the Golden Globe for Best Picture, Drama.
The pulse-pounding CBS hit "The Amazing Race" wins the inaugural Emmy Award for Best Reality Program.

America bids farewell to the cast of "Friends" after the NBC sitcom's 10th and final season.


Fox uses its tried-and-true teen soap formula to come up with the biggest television hit of the year for teens, "The O.C."

Jessica Simpson, star of MTV's "Newlyweds" with husband Nick Lachey, makes entertainment headlines for mistaking Chicken of the Sea tuna for chicken.

Shows such as TLC's "Trading Spaces" and Bravo's "Queer Eye for the Straight Guy" create a new niche for the home improvement TV genre.


"Alias" star Jennifer Garner earns high viewer ratings for ABC TV and lights up the big screen in 13 Going on 30.
Superstar Beyoncé Knowles stars on the big screen, releases a hit album, Dangerously In Love, and wins four Billboard Music Awards.

The Neptunes' Pharrell Williams and Chad Hugo receive three Grammy nominations as a production duo. Williams gets three more for collaborations with Snoop Dogg and Jay-Z.

OutKast's genre-busting album Speakerboxxx/The Love Below, featuring the infectious single "Hey Ya!", wins the Grammy for Album of the Year.

Country music legend Johnny Cash dies at 71, but wins three CMA awards posthumously, including Best Single for his remake of the Nine Inch Nails' "Hurt."

The legal battle between the music industry and music downloaders prompts lawsuits and online music purchasing outlets, while driving CD prices to their lowest point in a decade.

According to Nielsen SoundScan, 50 Cent's debut, Get Rich or Die Tryin', is 2003's best-selling album, with 6.5 million copies sold.

Songwriter John Mayer wins a Grammy in 2003 for the album Room for Squares and follows it up with Heavier Things.

Claiming that he has "had it with the rap game," Jay-Z, 33, retires after the release of The Black Album.

Coldplay claims the title of Spin magazine's Band of the Year, and the band's lead singer Chris Martin marries actress Gwyneth Paltrow.

CASH
In December, Rolling Stones' legendary lead singer Mick Jagger, 60, is knighted by Prince Charles.

Role-playing games like "Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic" find mainstream success on consoles.

Cedar Point Amusement Park in Sandusky, Ohio, boasts the world's tallest, fastest roller coaster, the Top Thrill Dragster.

Entertainment

Pop diva-turned-author Madonna releases two children's books: The English Roses and Mr. Peabody's Apples. Her third book, Yakov and the Seven Thieves, arrives in late winter.

Hugh Jackman of X2: X-Men United showcases his singing ability on Broadway in The Boy from Oz.

Two months after being mauled by a tiger, Roy Horn, half of the famed "Siegfried and Roy" wild animal entertainment act, is released from a Las Vegas hospital.

On CBS's "Late Show" host David Letterman, 56, announces the November birth of his first child, a baby boy.

After the success of his best-selling fantasy novel Eragon: Inheritance, author Christopher Paolini, 19, begins writing the much-anticipated sequel.
BCS computers fail to invite the nation's No. 1 team, USC, to the 2004 championship game. The Rose Bowl champion USC Trojans share the national title with the Sugar Bowl champion LSU Tigers.

Led by MVP pitcher Josh Beckett, the Florida Marlins beat the heavily favored New York Yankees 2-0 in game six to win the 100th World Series.

Tennis pro Andy Roddick, 21, also known as Mandy Moore's boyfriend, wins his first grand slam title at the U.S. Open in September.

In September, Kenya's Paul Tergat sets the world record in the Berlin Marathon, running the 26.2-mile course in just 2 hours, 2 minutes, 55 seconds.

In June, Michelle Wie, 13, becomes the youngest winner of a U.S. Golf Association adult event when she wins the U.S. Women's Amateur Public Links.

Despite several crashes and severe dehydration, Lance Armstrong wins his fifth straight Tour de France by a mere 62 seconds.

Behind the defensive brilliance of goalie Martin Brodeur, the New Jersey Devils win the 2003 NHL Stanley Cup by icing the Anaheim Mighty Ducks 3-0 in game seven.

High school phenomenon LeBron James, 19, is picked first in the 2003 NBA Draft by the Cleveland Cavaliers and enjoys instant success as a pro.
The New England Patriots defeat the Carolina Panthers 32-29 with a field goal in the closing seconds to win Super Bowl XXXVIII.

Due to a lack of revenue, the Women's United Soccer Association gets the boot after just three seasons.

Champion surfer Bethany Hamilton, 13, loses her arm in a shark attack. Just 10 weeks later, Hamilton places fifth in her age group at a National Scholastic Surfing Association meet in January 2004.

Death-defying tricks and thrills bring the extreme sports craze to new heights at the January 2004 ESPN Winter X Games VIII in Aspen, Colorado.

St. John's University coach John Gagliardi, 77, leads his team to an undefeated NCAA Division III Football National Championship while also setting the NCAA Football record for coaching victories with 414.

Matt Kenseth claims the NASCAR Winston Cup Series championship, after leading the standings through a record 33 races.

Freddy Adu, 14, becomes the youngest American pro team athlete in over 100 years when he signs with D.C. United of Major League Soccer.

League MVP Tim Duncan and David Robinson—in his final game—lead the San Antonio Spurs to the 2003 NBA title with a 4-2 series win over the New Jersey Nets.
In October, Mother Teresa of Calcutta is beatified by Pope John Paul II in Vatican City. This marks the final step before sainthood in the Roman Catholic Church.

America loses three entertainment icons with the deaths of comedian Bob Hope, actress Katharine Hepburn and actor Gregory Peck.

In his first of a number of trials in several states, a Virginia jury sentences D.C. area sniper Lee Boyd Malvo, 18, to life without parole.

After winning 64 career titles, including 14 grand slam events, and a record six years ranked No. 1, tennis great Pete Sampras retires at the U.S. Open in August.

Teen star Hilary Duff tops off her successful movie debut, The Lizzie McGuire Movie, with a hit pop album, Metamorphosis, and a nationwide tour.

The Pentagon releases decks of 55 cards to U.S. soldiers that feature the most-wanted Iraqi leaders. Dictator Saddam Hussein is the Ace of Spades.

After being abducted for nine months, Elizabeth Smart is rescued and returns home in March 2003. Her story is made into a TV movie that airs later in the fall.